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Chapter 1
Introduction
Back in 2000, Khovanov produced a link invariant in the form of a bi-graded homol-
ogy theory now known as Khovanov homology and whose graded Euler characteristic
recovers the Jones polynomial. To be more precise, if D is a diagram of a link L,
then Khi,j(L) is a bi-graded abelian group which is obtained by taking homology of
a chain complex KhCi,j(D) with a differential
d : KhCi,j(D)→ KhCi+1,j(D).
The fundamental property of this chain complex is that two link diagrams of the
same link differing by a sequence of Reidemeister moves give rise to chain complexes
that are homotopy equivalent, and this makes Khovanov homology a link invariant.
The property of ‘categorifying’ the Jones polynomial is
χ(Khi,j(L)) :=
∑
i,j
(−1)iqj rkKhi,j(L) = (q + q−1)J(L)
where J(L) is the normalised Jones polynomial, with J(U) = 1 for the unknot
U , and χ is the graded Euler characteristic. Since then, a plethora of invariants
has been defined. For example, Khovanov homology can be thought of as a single
member of a whole family of link homology theories for each integer n ≥ 2 known
as Khovanov-Rozansky homologies, which are defined in [KR08a] and categorify
the quantum sl(n) link polynomials. Other invariants have a much more geometric
flavour, providing, for example, slice genus bounds arising from perturbations of
Khovanov homology (see [Ras04]) and further, Khovanov-Rozansky homologies (see
[Lob09], [Lob12] [Wu09]).
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Of particular interest to this thesis is a more recent invariant arising from Kho-
vanov homology known as the Khovanov stable homotopy type, which was con-
structed by Lipshitz-Sarkar in [LS14a] as a space-level refinement of Khovanov ho-
mology. In their paper, they construct a family of spaces X jKh(L), for each j ∈ Z,
whose stable homotopy type is an invariant of L and whose reduced singular coho-
mology recovers the Khovanov homology of L. That is,
H˜ i(X jKh(L)) = Khi,j(L).
In fact, this thesis focuses more directly on a construction that predates and directly
influences the work of Lipshitz-Sarkar. What inspired their work was a paper written
by Cohen-Jones-Segal [CJS95a] which asks whether such a space-level refinement
exists that would provide a stable homotopy type for Floer homology. Although such
a homotopy-theoretic description of Floer homology was not produced in [CJS95a],
Cohen-Jones-Segal did set up a construction using higher-dimensional moduli spaces
from Floer theory, and this was successfully implemented in [LS14a]. The fact
that a machine designed for Floer theory can be applied successfully to Khovanov
homology should be of no surprise, since the two theories have been shown to be
related via spectral sequences (see [Bal10], [OS05]) and further relations between the
two is actively studied. The information of such higher-dimensional moduli spaces
is encompassed in what Cohen-Jones-Segal call a framed flow category. A framed
flow category is a category C whose objects are Z-graded, and whose morphisms
are manifolds with corners satisfying certain compatibility conditions, which are
outlined in Chapter 2. Cohen-Jones-Segal in [CJS95a] provides a machine whose
input is a framed flow category C and whose output is a CW-complex |C | called
the realisation of C . Thus, in order to produce a Khovanov stable homotopy type,
Lipshitz-Sarkar in [LS14a] produce a Khovanov flow category, denoted CKh, and a
fair amount of work goes into producing a framing for this category. To do this,
a relatively simple flow category is used to model CKh, and this is called the cube
flow category. In their sequel paper [LS14b], Lipshitz-Sarkar make use of stable
cohomology operations induced by the stable homotopy type XKh(L). In particular,
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they develop a combinatorial definition for computing the second Steenrod square
Sq2 : Khi,j(L,Z/2)→ Khi+2,j(L,Z/2).
When the link L has relatively simple Khovanov homology, Baues [Bau95] shows
that the operation Sq2, along with Sq1 (which is determined by integral Khovanov
homology), is enough to determine the stable homotopy type of XKh(L). This
includes all links with up to 11 crossings, and [LS14b] provides a list of the stable
homotopy types for all such links. Moreover, it was later shown by Seed in [See12]
that there are several pairs of knots and links with isomorphic Khovanov homologies
that can be distinguished by their associated homotopy type, making the stable
Khovanov homotopy type a stronger invariant than Khovanov homology.
Even more recently, the author of this thesis along with Lobb and Schu¨tz has
looked at providing a more compact description of the Khovanov stable homotopy
type for knots and links that admit a special kind of diagram. In [JLS15], Jones-
Lobb-Schu¨tz consider knots and links that admit a diagram which can be constructed
by gluing together a collection of elementary tangles (see Definition 5.3.1, Figure
5.3). Such diagrams are referred to as matched diagrams and are usually denoted
Dr, where r = (r1, . . . , rm) ∈ (Z \ {0})m for an underlying diagram D that can be
constructed by gluing together m elementary tangles, each with |ri| crossings for
i = 1, . . . ,m. An observation by Bar-Natan in [BN07] (see also [Kho00, Subsection
6.2]) describes how Gaussian elimination can be used at the level of the Khovanov
chain complex of such links, resulting in a description of the complex as a tensor
product of ‘flattened’ complexes. Jones-Lobb-Schu¨tz consider this simplification
under Gaussian elimination and construct a framed flow category L (Dr) whose
objects correspond to the standard generators of the cancelled complex, and whose
morphisms are modified accordingly (this is described in Chapter 5.3). In [JLS15],
difficulties similar to that in [LS14a] arise in providing a framing of the flow category
L (Dr). A flow category known as the sock flow category is constructed which is
analogous to the cube flow category in [LS14a], and models L (Dr). The ultimate
outcome of the construction in [JLS15] is that if a link L has a matched diagram
Dr, then |L (Dr)| ' |CKh(L)|. Khovanov homology is a special homology theory
(n = 2) that occurs as a generalisation (n ≥ 2) of a family of homology theories
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defined by Khovanov and Rozansky in [KR08b]. Additional motivation for study-
ing matched diagrams is the realisation of Krasner in [Kra09] that by performing
Gaussian elimination on matched diagrams, the Khovanov-Rozansky chain complex
can be described using a TQFT similar to the one above, but with V = Z[x]/xn.
Therefore, by producing a homotopy type associated to such diagrams one may be
able to produce a conjectural description of a Khovanov-Rozansky homotopy type.
This is precisely the approach taken in [JLS15] where the authors describe in detail
how the generalisation for all n > 2 works. For the purpose of this thesis, we shall
only be focusing on the case n = 2, where we give a simpler description of the
Khovanov homotopy type associated to matched diagrams.
The original work of this thesis can be summarised as follows. Firstly, the main
theorem (Theorem 3.1.1) extends classical handle-cancellation occurring in Morse
theory to framed flow categories. That is, by assuming that two objects of a framed
flow category C have gradings that differ by one and have a moduli space between
them that is a single point, one may cancel these two objects to give a new framed
flow category CH with two fewer objects, whose realisation |CH | is homotopy equiv-
alent to the realisation |C |. The theorem is stated in Chapter 3 as follows.
Theorem 3.1.1 Let (C , ı, ϕ) be a framed flow category containing two objects
x and y with M(x, y) = ∗. The realisation |C | is stably homotopy equivalent to
the realisation |CH |, where Ob(CH) = Ob(C ) \ {x, y} and the morphisms of CH are
defined in Definition 3.1.1.
This is a completely general result in the language of flow categories, and a di-
rect application of the theorem is exhibited in the Khovanov set-up that is described
above. In particular, the calculations of Steenrod squares can be simplified so that
computations that once required the use of computer-implementation can be can-
celled down and computed by hand. Chapter 6.4 does this explicitly for the first
knot (819 = T (3, 4)) which gives rise to a non-trivial Steenrod square, and thus pro-
vides the non-triviality result of [LS14b, Theorem1]; X 11Kh(819) is not a wedge sum of
Moore spaces. In this example, a sequence of handle-cancellations is provided that
results in a final flow category containing only 3 objects. The stable homotopy type
can then be determined directly.
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This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the general language
of flow categories, and describes what is meant by a manifold with corners. It goes
on to describe how such manifolds may be embedded into cornered Euclidean space
in a nice way, particularly for morphisms of flow categories that are themselves
manifolds with corners. The chapter then describes (in the language of [LS14a])
the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction of a CW-complex from a framed flow category.
Continuing in the general setting of flow categories, Chapter 3 provides the main
theorem on handle-cancellation in framed flow categories. Khovanov homology is
not mentioned until Chapter 4, where the entire set-up of [LS14a] is described. This
includes a diagrammatic definition of Khovanov homology using resolution configu-
rations and the construction of the framed flow category CKh, whose output from
the Cohen-Jones-Segal machine gives the Khovanov stable homotopy type. Chapter
5 provides an overview of the work in [JLS15], namely the effect of Gaussian elim-
ination on the Khovanov stable homotopy type. Then finally, Chapter 6 highlights
how second Steenrod squares can be described for framed flow categories in general,
and outlines the procedure of [JLS15] for computing the second Steenrod square
of a cancelled category. The thesis concludes by highlighting how the cancellation
theorem (Theorem 3.1.1) can be used to simplify drastically the computations of
second Steenrod squares.
Chapter 2
Framed Flow Categories
2.1 Manifolds With Corners
In order to define a (framed) flow category, a fair amount of technical language has
to be introduced, such as manifolds with corners and neat immersions/embeddings.
We begin this chapter by setting up this language before proceeding to define the no-
tion of a flow category, and further, a framed flow category. A smooth n-dimensional
manifold-with-corners is similar to an ordinary smooth n-manifold, except that the
differential structure is such that neighbourhoods of points in the manifold are home-
omorphic to open subsets of [0,∞)n = Rn+, as opposed to Rn. The language here
follows [Lau00] and [Ja¨n68].
Definition 2.1.1 A smooth n-dimensional manifold-with-corners is a topological
space X along with a collection of charts {(Uα, hα)}α∈A where the Uα cover X
and each hα is a homeomorphism from Uα to an open subset of Rn+ such that the
transition maps
hαβ := hβ ◦ h−1α |hα
(
Uα∩Uβ
) : hα(Uα ∩ Uβ)→ hβ(Uα ∩ Uβ)
extend smoothly for each α, β ∈ A.
For each x ∈ X, let c(x) be the number of 0 coordinates in hα(x) for any α ∈ A.
Then the codimension-i boundary of X is denoted
∂iX = {x ∈ X|c(x) = i}.
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Each x ∈ X belongs to at most c(x) connected components of ∂1X. A boundary
hypersurface is the closure of a connected component of ∂1X and a face of X is a
union of disjoint (possibly empty) boundary hypersurfaces of X.
If X is a smooth manifold-with-corners and each x ∈ X belongs to precisely c(x)
connected components of ∂1X, then X is said to be a smooth manifold-with-faces.
The ordinary boundary ∂X is defined as the closure of the codimension-1 boundary
∂1X.
It should be clear that every face of a manifold-with-faces is itself a manifold-
with-faces. In this way, the notion of a face can be extended to higher codimensions
of a manifold-with-faces. For example, if Y is a face of a manifold-with-faces X,
then any face of Y can also be considered a face of X (one codimension higher).
For non-negative integers n and k, a smooth n-dimensional manifold-with-faces
X can be endowed with a k-face structure (∂1X, . . . , ∂kX), which is an ordered
k-tuple of faces of X satisfying:
1.
⋃
i ∂iX = ∂X.
2. ∂iX ∩ ∂jX is a face of both ∂iX and ∂jX for all i 6= j.
A smooth manifold-with-faces X along with a k-face structure is called an n-
dimensional smooth 〈k〉-manifold.
If a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ {0, 1}k then define
X(a) :=

X if a = (1, . . . , 1)⋂
{i|ai=0}
∂iX otherwise.
For each a ≤ b in {0, 1}n there is an obvious inclusion X(a) ↪→ X(b).
Definition 2.1.2 Define 2n to be the category with one object for every element of
{0, 1}n and a unique morphism from b to a if bi ≤ ai for i = 1, . . . , n. Let |a| be the
sum of the entries of a ∈ {0, 1}n, which is called the weight of a. Denote by 0 the
zero vector (0, 0, . . . , 0) and by 1 the vector (1, 1, . . . , 1).
The category 2n is used to define an n-diagram, which is a functor from 2n to
the category of topological spaces. An 〈n〉-manifold can be viewed as an n-diagram
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(a) A manifold-with-
corners, but not a
manifold-with-faces.
(b) A manifold-with-faces,
but not a 〈2〉-manifold.
(c) A 〈2〉-manifold with ∂1
solid and ∂2 dashed.
Figure 2.1: Examples of manifolds with corners, faces and 〈n〉-manifolds.
by considering the 〈|a|〉-manifold X(a) defined above. A product of an 〈n〉-manifold
X with an 〈m〉-manifold Y is defined as the 〈n+m〉-manifold X × Y obtained via
the isomorphism 2n+m ∼= 2n × 2m.
Let Y be an 〈n〉-manifold. Then the inclusion maps Y (a) → Y (1) are all injec-
tive, and Y = Y (1) is the direct limit of Y , considered as an n-diagram. Thus, it is
possible to describe the boundary of an 〈n〉-manifold Y without mentioning Y (1).
This is the purpose of the following definition and, along with the proposition that
follows (which is [LS14a, Proposition 3.9]), is used in the inductive procedure of
defining moduli spaces between decorated resolution configurations (see Proposition
4.3.2, particularly (B2)).
Definition 2.1.3 Consider 2n\1, the full subcategory of 2n consisting of all objects
except 1. A truncated n-diagram is a functor from 2n\1 to the category of topological
spaces. If the restriction of the functor for a truncated n-diagram to each maximal
dimensional face of 2n \ 1 produces a k-dimensional 〈n − 1〉-manifold, then the
truncated n-diagram is called a k-dimensional 〈n〉-boundary.
For an 〈n〉-boundary Y , there is a continuous map
φa : Y (a)→ colimY
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for each a ∈ {0, 1}n aside from 1, where colimY is the pushout for Y . This means
that for any k-dimensional 〈n〉-manifold X, the restriction to 2n \ 1 produces a
(k − 1)-dimensional 〈n〉-boundary Y such that colimY = ∂X. Moreover, the map
φa is injective.
Proposition 2.1.4 Let X and Y be two n-boundaries, so that X(a) and Y (a) are
both compact for each object a in 2n \ {1}. Consider a natrual transformation
F : Y → X that has the property that F restricted to each face of Y is an (n− 1)-
map. If F (a) : Y (a) → X(a) is a covering map for every object a of 2n \ {1},
then
G = colim(F ) : colim(Y )→ colim(X)
is a covering map.
Definition 2.1.5 Given an (n + 1)-tuple d = (d0, . . . , dn) ∈ Nn+1 define the Eu-
clidean space with corners
Edn = Rd0 × R+ × Rd1 × R+ × · · · × R+ × Rdn .
This can be given an n-face structure by defining
∂iEdn = Rd0 × R+ × · · · × Rdi−1 × {0} × Rdi × · · · × R+ × Rdn
which will be referred to as the i-boundary or i-face of Edn.
For 0 ≤ B < A ≤ n + 1 let Ed[B : A] denote the Euclidean space with corners
E(dB ,...,dA−1)A−B−1 .
Definition 2.1.6 A neat immersion ı : X # Edn of an 〈n〉-manifold X is a smooth
immersion (for some d ∈ Nn+1) satisfying:
1. ı−1(∂iEdn) = ∂iX for each i.
2. The intersection of X(a) and Edn(b) is perpendicular for each b < a in {0, 1}n.
Condition (1) is that ı is an 〈n〉-map which is defined in general as a smooth map
between 〈n〉-manifolds which sends i-faces to i-faces.
A neat embedding is a neat immersion that is also an embedding.
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A given neat immersion ı : X # Edn with d ∈ Nn+1 can be stabilised in the sense
that there is an induced neat immersion ı[d′] : X # Ed+d′n for each d′ ∈ Nn+1.
Given a neat immersion ı : X # Edn the normal bundle νı is defined as the normal
bundle νı(a) for each immersion ı(a) : X(a)# Edn(a) given a ∈ {0, 1}n.
The fact that neat embeddings exist is provided by the following variant of the
Whitney embedding theorem for manifolds with corners from [Lau00, Proposition
2.1.7].
Lemma 2.1.7 Let X be a compact 〈n〉-manifold and ı : ∂X ↪→ Edn be an embedding
satisfying the properties
• ı−1(∂iEdn) = ∂iX for each i, and
• X(a) intersects Edn(b) perpendicularly for each b < a in {0, 1}n \ {1}.
Then ı[d′ − d] can be extended to a neat embedding of X in Ed′n for some d′ ≥ d.
2.2 Flow Categories
Definition 2.2.1 A flow category is a pair (C , | · |) where C is a category with
finitely many objects Ob(C ) and | · | : Ob(C ) → Z is a function called the grading
satisfying the following conditions:
1. Hom(x, x) = {Id} for each object x ∈ Ob(C ) and for x 6= y ∈ Ob(C ),
Hom(x, y) is a smooth compact (|x|−|y|−1)-dimensional 〈|x|−|y|−1〉-manifold
which will be denoted by M(x, y). Note that M(x, y) = ∅ for |y| ≥ |x| (a
negative dimensional manifold). In particular, set M(x, x) = ∅.
2. For x, y, z ∈ Ob(C ) with |z| − |y| = m, the composition map
◦ :M(z, y)×M(x, z)→M(x, y)
is an embedding into ∂mM(x, y). Further,
◦−1(∂iM(x, y)) =
∂iM(z, y)×M(x, z) for i < mM(z, y)× ∂i−mM(x, z) for i > m.
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3. For x 6= y ∈ Ob(C ) the composition map ◦ induces a diffeomorphism
∂iM(x, y) ∼=
∐
{z:|z|=|y|+i}
M(z, y)×M(x, z)
The morphism space M(x, y) defined in the first condition is called the moduli
space from x to y.
In light of this definition and the discussion in the previous subchapter, let D be
the diagram with vertices given by the spaces
M(zm, y)×M(zm−1, zm)× · · · ×M(x, z1) (2.1)
for a distinct collection of objects z1, . . . , zm in Ob(C ) \ {x, y}, and with arrows
corresponding to a composition of moduli spaces. Then,
∂M(x, y) ∼=
⋃
i
∂iM(x, y) ∼= colimD. (2.2)
Definition 2.2.2 Let f : M → R be a Morse-Smale function on a closed manifold
M (that is, f is a Morse function with a gradient flow such that the stable and
unstable manifolds intersect transversally). The Morse flow category Cf is the flow
category whose objects are the critical points of f (graded by their index), and
whose moduli spaces are defined as follows. Let p ∈ Ob(Cf ) be a critical point of f .
The stable manifold of p, with respect to the positive gradient flow ∇f , is given by
W s(p) =
{
x ∈M
∣∣∣ lim
t→∞
γx(t) = p
}
where γx : R → M is the smooth flow given by ∇f and γx(0) = x. The unstable
manifold of p with respect to this flow is
W u(p) =
{
x ∈M
∣∣∣∣ limt→−∞ γx(t) = p
}
.
For a pair of critical points p, q ∈ Ob(Cf ) denote by
M˜(p, q) = W s(p) ∩W u(q)/R
the quotient on this intersection by the action of the gradient flow. The transversality
condition ensures this is a smooth (|p| − |q| − 1)-dimensional manifold, and for each
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a ∈ (f(q), f(p)) ⊂ R, this manifold M˜(p, q) can be embedded into W s(p)∩f−1({a}).
The moduli spaceM(p, q) can then be defined as the compactification of M˜(p, q) by
adding broken flow lines between the critical points p and q, as described by Austin
and Braam in [AB95, Lemma 2.6].
The following definition describes a useful convention that was introduced in
[LS14a].
Definition 2.2.3 Let C be a flow category and Obi(C ) be all the objects of C with
grading i, for some integer i. For pairs of integers i and j, let
M(i, j) =
∐
x∈Obi(C ),y∈Obj(C )
M(x, y).
For all m,n, i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m − n, the diffeomorphism from part (3) of Definition
2.2.1 induces a diffeomorphism
∂iM(m,n) ∼=M(n+ i, n)×Obn+i(C )M(m,n+ i).
Definition 2.2.4 Let C be a flow category with each object x ∈ Ob(C ) satisfying
B ≤ |x| ≤ A for some integers A,B ∈ Z. Then for a fixed d = (dB, . . . , dA−1) ∈
NA−B a neat immersion ı of C relative d is a collection of neat immersions ıx,y :
M(x, y)# Ed[|y| : |x|] for each pair of objects x, y ∈ Ob(C ) such that:
1. For all i and j with B ≤ j < i ≤ A, ı induces a neat immersion
ıi,j :
∐
x,y:|x|=i,|y|=j
M(x, y)→ Ed[j : i].
2. For all objects x, y, z ∈ Ob(C ) and points (p, q) ∈M(z, y)×M(x, z)
ıx,y(p ◦ q) =
(
ız,y(p), 0, ıx,z(q)
)
.
A neat immersion ı is called a neat embedding if the induced maps ıi,j in (1) are
all embeddings. Given a neat immersion ı relative d and some other d′ ∈ Nn+1,
denote by ı[d′] the neat immersion relative d+d′ which is induced by the inclusions
Ed[B : A] ↪→ Ed+d′ [B : A], which themselves are induced by natural inclusions
Rdi ∼= Rdi × {0} ↪→ Rdi+d′i .
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As highlighted in [LS14a], the Cohen-Jones-Segal machine (Section 2.3) requires
the input of a framed neat embedding, which is defined below. However, much of
the language constructed in this section regards the more general notion of a neat
immersion, which will be necessary later when discussing covering spaces. Lemmata
2.2.5, 2.2.6, 2.2.8 and 2.2.11 will ensure that any neat immersion may be perturbed
(in a unique way) to a neat embedding to satisfy the Cohen-Jones-Segal prerequisite.
Lemma 2.2.5 There is a neat embedding for any flow category, relative to some d.
Proof : This is essentially a corollary of Lemma 2.1.7, where a choice of d can
be made to ensure each ıi,j is a neat embedding for each B ≤ j < i ≤ A. 2
Lemma 2.2.6 Let ı(θ) be a smooth Sk−1-parameter family of neat immersions of a
flow category C relative some (fixed) d. Then for a sufficiently large choice of d′, the
family of neat immersions ı(θ)[d′] can be extended to a smooth Dk-parameter family
of neat immersions ı′(r, θ) of the flow category C , where Sk−1 = ∂Dk. Furthermore,
if ı(θ0) is a neat embedding for a single point θ0 ∈ Sk−1 then ı′(r, θ) can be made
into a neat embedding for all interior points (r, θ) of Dk. In particular, two neat
embeddings of C relative d are isotopic through neat embeddings relative d′.
Proof : The interpretation in [LS14a, Lemma 3.18] of [Lau00, Lemma 2.2.3] gives
the sufficient choice of d′ as d′i = 2di + 1. This enables them to define an isotopy of
neat immersions/embeddings as follows. Assume that Dk is the unit disk in Rk with
points in Dk given by (r, θ) where r is the distance of the point from the origin, and
θ ∈ Sk−1 = ∂Dk. It suffices to define ı′x,y(r, θ) for each pair of objects x, y ∈ Ob(C ).
Let |x| = m and |y| = n. Then ıx,y(θ)[d′] : M(x, y) # Ed′ [n : m] has coordinates
defined by
ıx,y(θ)[d
′] = (ın(θ), 0, 0, ı¯n+1(θ), . . . , ı¯m−1(θ), ım−1(θ), 0, 0).
Now consider the function f : [0, 1]→ R+ defined as
f(r) =
e
1/(r−r2) if r 6= 0, 1
0 otherwise.
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b
Figure 2.2: A framed neat embedding of the flow category in Example 2.2.1.
For a choice of point θ0 ∈ Sk−1 (that possibly gives a neat embedding ı(θ0)), the
isotopy defined in [LS14a, Lemma 3.18] is
ı′x,y(r, θ) =
(
(1− r)ın(θ0) + rın(θ), f(r)ın(θ0), f(r)¯ın+1(θ0),
(1− r)¯ın+1(θ0) + rı¯n+1(θ), . . . (1− r)¯ım−1(θ0) + rı¯m−1(θ),
(1− r)ım−1(θ0) + rım−1(θ), f(r)ım−1(θ0), 0
)
.
2
Definition 2.2.7 Let C be a flow category with a neat immersion ı relative d. A
coherent framing ϕ for ı is a framing for νıx,y for each x, y ∈ Ob(C ) such that the
product framing νız,y × νıx,z is equal to the pullback framing ◦∗νıx,y for all x, y, z ∈
Ob(C ) (see Figure 2.2).
A framing ϕ of an immersion ı : M(a, b) # Ed[|b| : |a|] may be interpreted as
an immersion
ϕ :M(a, b)× [−ε, ε]d|b|+···+d|a|−1 → Ed[|b| : |a|]
such that ϕ(x, 0) = ı(x), and we shall adopt this interpretation throughout.
Example 2.2.1 Let C be the flow category whose objects are Ob(C ) = {x, y1, y2, z}
such that |x| = 2, |y1| = |y2| = 1 and |z| = 0, depicted as follows
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where the 0-dimensional moduli spaces are labelled in blue. The moduli space
M(x, z) is therefore an interval whose boundary is given by the product of the
0-dimensional moduli spaces as
∂M(x, z) = (M(y1, z)×M(x, y1)) ∪ (M(y2, z)×M(x, y2)).
This interval can be depicted as
M(x, z) =
p · a q · b
A neat embedding (relative d = (d0, d1) = (1, 1)) for C is depicted in Figure 2.2,
where the points p and q are embedded into Rd0 = R, and the points a and b are
embedded into Rd1 = R, along with their framings. The coherent framing condition
of Definition 2.2.7 is also illustrated in Figure 2.2 where the interval M(x, z) is
embedded into Rd0 × R+ × Rd1 .
Lemma 2.2.8 Let Dk be a k-dimensional disk with ∂Dk = Dk−11 ∪Sk−2 Dk−12 . Con-
sider a smooth Dk-parameter family of neat immersions ı(t) of a flow category C
along with a smooth Dk−1-parameter family of coherent framings ϕ(t) for ı(t)|Dk−1
(for either of the hemispherical boundary disks). Then ϕ(t) can be extended to a
smooth Dk-parameter family of coherent framings for ı(t).
Proof : By considering the normal bundle of the collection of neat immersions
ıx,y(t) :M(x, y)# E[|y| : |x|]
for each pair of objects x, y ∈ Ob(C ) and t ∈ Dk, [LS14a] provide the dashed map
which extends the following commutative diagram
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M(x, y)× Dk−1 EO(N)
M(x, y)× Dk BO(N)
where N = d|y| + · · · + d|x|−1 and EO(N) → BO(N) is the principal bundle of
the classifying space of O(N). They do this inductively on |x| − |y| using the collar
neighbourhood theorem (see [Ja¨n68, §1]) and the fact that boundary points of moduli
spaces are given by products of points in lower-dimensional moduli spaces. 2
Definition 2.2.9 A framed flow category is a triple (C , ı, ϕ) where C is a flow
category which is neatly embedded with ı relative d, along with a coherent framing
ϕ for ı.
A chain complex C∗(C , ı, ϕ) can be associated to a framed flow category in
the following way. Each Cn(C , ı, ϕ) is the free abelian group generated by objects
x ∈ Obn(C ) with grading n. If x, y ∈ Ob(C ) are objects with |x| = |y| + 1, then
the moduli space M(x, y) is a 0-dimensional 〈0〉-manifold (i.e. a disjoint union
of points). These points are assigned a framing in {±1}, and the boundary map
between x and y is the signed sum of points inM(x, y). Dually, a cochain complex
C∗(C , ı, ϕ) can also be associated to (C , ı, ϕ). Following the terminology of [LS14a],
we say that the framed flow category refines its associated (co)chain complex.
Definition 2.2.10 Let ϕ be a coherent framing for a neat immersion ı of some flow
category C . By Lemma 2.2.5, one can choose a neat embedding ı′ of C . By Lemma
2.2.6, ı and ı′ can be stabilised so that ı[d] and ı′[d′] are isotopic for some choice
of d,d′. Further, ϕ induces a coherent framing for ı[d] ; call this ϕ too. Finally,
Lemma 2.2.8 allows one to produce a coherent framing ϕ′ for ı′[d′]. Then the framed
flow category (C , ı′[d], ϕ′) is said to be a perturbation of the framed flow category
(C , ı, ϕ).
The previous two lemmata then combine to give the following.
Lemma 2.2.11 Let (C , ı0, ϕ0) and (C , ı1, ϕ1) be two perturbations of a framed flow
category (C , ı, ϕ). Then there exists a smooth 1-parameter family of framings of C
that connects (ı0[d0], ϕ0) to (ı1[d1], ϕ1) for some d0,d1.
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Proof : By definition of a perturbation, there exist some d′0,d
′
1 for which there
exists a 1-parameter family of neat immersions ıi(t) connecting ı[d
′
i] to ıi as well as a
1-parameter family of coherent framings ϕi(t) for ıi(t) for each i ∈ {0, 1}. Moreover,
Lemma 2.2.6 ensures that, for a sufficiently large choice of d′′i , there is a 1-parameter
family of neat embeddings ı(t) connecting ı0[d
′′
0] to ı1[d
′′
1].
The following set-up is from [LS14a, Lemma 3.23]. There is a ∂4-parameter
family of neat immersions of C where 4 is a triangle whose edges correspond to
the neat immersions ıi(t)[d
′′
i ] for i = 0, 1 and ı(t). By Lemma 2.2.6 a choice of large
d can be made so that there exists a 4-parameter family ı¯ of neat immersions of
C , such that ı¯ restricted to the corresponding edges of ∂4 gives ıi(t)[d′′i + d] for
i = 0, 1 and ı(t)[d], respectively. A framing ϕ¯ for ı¯ can be produced using Lemma
2.2.8 by extending the framing on the edges of ∂4 which is induced by ϕ0(t) and
ϕ1(t). A 1-parameter family of framings connecting ı0[d0] to ı1[d1] is then given by
(¯ı|e, ϕ¯|e) where e is the edge of 4 corresponding to the 1-parameter family of neat
immersions ı(t) of C . 2
2.3 Cohen-Jones-Segal construction via Lipshitz-
Sarkar
As was briefly alluded to in the introduction, there is a process that allows one
to construct, from a given framed flow category C , a CW complex |C |. This CW
complex is constructed in such a way that its cellular chain complex C∗(|C |) is
isomorphic (after some grading shift) to the chain complex C∗(C ) obtained from C .
An outline of the construction of |C | was first given by Cohen-Jones-Segal (inspired
by Franks [Fra79]) in attempt to acheive a spectrum (or space-level refinement) for
Floer homology. As expressed in [CJS95a], their attempt was not entirely successful
but they do outline a detailed recipe for constructing a CW complex from any
given framed flow category; a recipe that was implemented successfully in [LS14a]
to produce such a spectrum for Khovanov homology, namely a Khovanov stable
homotopy type. The immediate output of the Cohen-Jones-Segal machine is a CW
complex that we shall define in this section. It should be noted that the Khovanov
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stable homotopy type is defined as a (de-)suspension of this output where the input
is a particular Khovanov flow category, constructed in [LS14a]. We shall handle this
special case in later sections.
Definition 2.3.1 Let (C , ı, ϕ) be a framed flow category relative d. For an arbi-
trary object a in Ob(C ) of degree m, recall that for each object b in Ob(C ) of degree
n < m, we have a framed neat embedding
ıa,b :M(a, b)× [−ε, ε]dn+···+dm−1 → [−R,R]dn × [0, R]× · · · × [0, R]× [−R,R]dm−1
whereR is chosen to be large enough that all moduli spacesM(a, b) can be embedded
in this way. Moreover, choose B < A ∈ Z as in Definition 2.2.4 so that every object
a ∈ Ob(C ) satisfies B ≤ |a| ≤ A. The CW complex |C | consists of one 0-cell (the
basepoint) and one (dB + · · · + dA−1 − B + m)-cell C(a) for every object a of C
defined as
[0, R]× [−R,R]dB×· · ·× [−R,R]dm−1×{0}× [−ε, ε]dm×{0}×· · ·×{0}× [−ε, ε]dA−1 .
Each cell C(a) is considered a subset of a different copy of the ambient space
R+ × RdB × · · · × R+ × RdA−1 . The neat embedding ı can be used to identify
particular subsets
M(a, b)× C(b) ∼= Cb(a) ⊂ ∂nC(a) (2.3)
in the following way:
Cb(a) =[0, R]× [−R,R]dB × · · · × [−R,R]dn−1 × {0}×
ıa,b
(M(a, b)× [−ε, ε]dn+···+dm−1)× {0} × [−ε, ε]dm × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dA−1
⊂ ∂C(a).
It will be useful to introduce notation for this identification by letting
Γa,b :M(a, b)× C(b)→ ∂nC(a) (2.4)
be the identification M(a, b)× C(b) ∼= Cb(a). Let
C = dB + · · ·+ dA−1 −B. (2.5)
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Then the attaching map for each cell ∂C(a) → |C |(C+m−1) is defined via the Thom
construction for each embedding into ∂C(a) simultaneously. That is, for each subset
M(a, b)× C(b) ∼= Cb(a) ⊂ ∂C(a), the attaching map projects to C(b) (which carries
trivialisation information), and sends the rest of the boundary ∂C(a) \⋃b Cb(a) to
the basepoint.
The fact that this construction is well-defined is shown in [LS14a, Lemma 3.25]
which also describes how the attaching maps give a natural isomorphism of chain
complexes. The lemma is re-stated below.
Lemma 2.3.2 The CW complex |C | defined in Definition 2.3.1 is well-defined.
Moreover, the cochain complex C∗(C , ı, ϕ) associated to C is isomorphic to the
reduced cellular cochain complex C˜∗(|Cı,ϕ|)[−C], where C in the degree shift is also
defined in Equation 2.5 of Definition 2.3.1.
The isomorphism type of |C | is shown to be independent of the choice of real
numbers R and ε in [LS14a, Lemma 3.25] and, by considering a one-parameter
family of framed neat embeddings between two perturbations (ı0, ϕ0) and (ı1, ϕ1) of
(ı, ϕ), it can be shown that the CW complexes |C |ı0,ϕ0 and |C |ı1,ϕ1 are isomorphic
(also [LS14a, Lemma 3.25]). A choice of different A, B, and d gives rise to a stably
homotopy equivalent CW complex (see [LS14a, Lemma 3.26]) that is a suspension
of the original CW complex a number of times. These results are re-stated below
for later reference.
Lemma 2.3.3 The isomorphism type of |Cı,ϕ| is independent of the choice of real
numbers R and ε and different choices of R and ε give homeomorphic spaces. More-
over, by considering a one-parameter family of framed neat embeddings between two
perturbations (ı0, ϕ0) and (ı1, ϕ1) of (ı, ϕ), it can be shown that the CW complexes
|C |ı0,ϕ0 and |C |ı1,ϕ1 are isomorphic.
Lemma 2.3.4 Let (C , ı, ϕ) be a framed flow category, with a neat embedding ı
relative d. Choose integers A,B ∈ Z as in Definition 2.3.1 and consider the CW
complex |C |ı,ϕ constructed with this choice.
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For d′ ≥ d, let ı′ = ı[d′ − d] denote the induced neat embedding relative d′ and
let ϕ′ be the induced coherent framing for ı′. By using d′ if necessary, choose integers
A′ ≥ A and B′ ≤ B. Recall from Definition 2.3.1 that C = dB + · · ·+ dA−1 −B, so
let C ′ = dB′ + · · ·+ dA′−1 −B′. Then there is a homotopy equivalence
|C |ı′,ϕ′,B′,A′ ' ΣC′−C |C |ı,ϕ,B,A.
This construction of |C | is shown to agree with the construction of [CJS95a]
in [LS14a, Prop3.27], and is referred to as the realisation of C . Since this thesis is
based on the language of [LS14a], this equivalence is omitted.
2.4 Covers of flow categories, sub-complexes and
quotient-complexes
This subchapter follows [LS14a, Subsection 3.4] and outlines important methods for
proving the invariance of the Khovanov homotopy type. These methods may also be
used in [JLS15] (see Subchapter 5.5) to prove equivalence of stable homotopy types
arising from different choices of tangle decompositions of a link diagram. Since the
methods are of particular importance, we shall also include the proofs from [LS14a].
Definition 2.4.1 A cover is a functor F : C1 → C2 between two flow categories
which preserves gradings such that for all x, y ∈ Ob(C1) either
1. MC1(x, y) = ∅ or
2. F : MC1(x, y) → MC2
(F(x),F(y)) is a (|x| − |y| − 1)-map, local diffeomor-
phism and a covering map.
A cover F is trivial if for all x, y ∈ Ob(C1) the covering map F : MC1(x, y) →
MC2
(F(x),F(y)) restricted to each component of MC1(x, y) is a homeomorphism
onto its image.
Given a neat immersion ı of C2 relative d, a cover F : C1 → C2 provides a neat
immersion of C1 through a composition ı◦F . A coherent framing for ı◦F is induced
by a coherent framing for ı, and then the flow category C1 can be framed using a
perturbation as in Definition 2.2.10.
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Definition 2.4.2 Let C ′ be a full subcategory of a flow category C . Then C ′
is a downward closed subcategory if for all x, y ∈ Ob(C ) such that M(x, y) 6= ∅,
x ∈ Ob(C ′) implies that y ∈ Ob(C ′). If for all such pairs of objects, y ∈ Ob(C ′)
implies that x ∈ Ob(C ′) then C ′ is a upward closed subcategory. Upward and
downward subcategories of flow categories are themselves flow categories.
Definition 2.4.3 Let C ′ be a downward (respectively upward) closed subcategory
of a flow category C , and let ı be a neat embedding of C with a coherent framing
ϕ. Let ı′ and ϕ′ be the induced/inherited neat embedding and coherent framing for
C ′. Define |C |′(ı,ϕ) to be the subcomplex (respectively, quotient complex) of |C |(ı,ϕ)
which is constructed using precisely the cells corresponding to objects of C ′.
Remark: It is important in the previous definition that the subcategory C ′ is a
downward (respectively upward) closed subcategory, so that |C |′(ı,ϕ) is precisely the
CW complex |C ′|(ı′,ϕ′) constructed from C ′.
The following lemma will be the key to describing the Khovanov stable homotopy
type as a wedge sum decomposition over the quantum gradings (see Definition 4.3.6).
Lemma 2.4.4 If C ′ and C ′′ are two downward closed subcategories of a framed
flow category C satisfying the property that every object of C is in precisely one
of C ′ or C ′′, then the CW complex |C | decomposes as wedge sum of |C ′| with |C ′′|
where both downward flow categories are framed with the induced framing. That
is, |C | = |C ′| ∨ |C ′′|.
Proof : This follows by considering the attaching maps Cb(a) → C(b) from the
construction of |C | in Definition 2.3.1. Let |C |′ (respectively, |C |′′) be the sub-
complex of |C | whose cells correspond precisely to the objects of C ′ (respectively,
C ′′). Then since the subcategories C ′ and C ′′ are both downward closed subcate-
gories that bisect C , any object a of C is in either of these categories. Moreover,
M(a, b)×C(b) ∼= Cb(a) is attached to C(b) where b is forced to be an object of the same
category as a. The rest of ∂C(a) is sent to the basepoint and so |C | = |C |′ ∨ |C |′′.
Moreover, |C |′ = |C ′| and |C |′′ = |C ′′| since both subcategories are downward
closed. 2
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Lemma 2.4.5 Let C ′ be a downward closed subcategory of a framed flow cate-
gory C , and let C ′′ be the complementary upward closed subcategory (both framed
with the induced framings). The following statements about the associated chain
complexes of these framed flow categories hold.
1. The inclusion |C ′| ↪→ |C | induces a homotopy equivalence when C∗(C ′′) is
acyclic.
2. The quotient map |C |  |C ′′| induces a homotopy equivalence when C∗(C ′)
is acyclic.
3. The Puppe map |C ′′| → Σ|C ′| induces a homotopy equivalence when C∗(C )
is acyclic.
Proof : The subcomplex |C ′| of |C | has a corresponding quotient complex |C ′′| =
|C |/|C ′|. Consequently, there is a short exact sequence of reduced cellular cochains
0→ C˜∗(|C ′′|)→ C˜∗(|C |)→ C˜∗(|C ′|)→ 0
which gives rise to a long exact sequence of reduced cohomology groups
· · · → H˜ i−1(|C ′|)→ H˜ i(|C ′′|)→ H˜ i(|C |)→ H˜ i(|C ′|)→ H˜ i+1(|C ′′|)→ · · · .
The maps H˜ i(|C |) → H˜ i(|C ′|), H˜ i(|C ′′|) → H˜ i(|C |) and H˜ i−1(|C ′|) → H˜ i(|C ′′|)
for each i, are induced by the maps highlighted in the statement of the lemma;
namely, the inclusion |C ′| ↪→ |C |, the quotient |C |  |C ′′| and the Puppe map
|C ′′| → Σ|C ′|, respectively.
Using Lemma 2.3.2, if C∗(Cˆ ) is acyclic, then H˜ i(|Cˆ |) = 0 for all i where Cˆ , in
turn, is given by the framed flow category C ′′, C ′ and C . In Case (1), this gives
rise to an isomorphism of cohomology groups H˜ i(|C |) ∼= H˜ i(|C ′|). By the version
of Whitehead’s Theorem obtained as a corollary of the Hurewicz Theorem (see
[Hat02, Th.4.32, Cor.4.33]), a map between two simply-connected CW complexes
that induces isomorphisms on homology is a homotopy equivalence. Since each
|Cˆ | is well-defined up to stable homotopy, each of these CW complexes can be
assumed to be simply connected, (de)suspending if necessary. Here, the inclusion
map |C ′| ↪→ |C | induces a homotopy equivalence. Case (2) is similar. Case (3)
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is slightly different in the sense that the isomorphisms H˜ i−1(|C ′|) ∼= H˜ i(|C ′′|) are
induced by the Puppe map |C ′′| → Σ|C ′| and so the suspension is required to shift
the degrees of the cohomology before arguing as above. 2
Chapter 3
Handle Cancellation in Framed
Flow Categories
3.1 A cancellation theorem for framed flow cate-
gories
In this subchapter, we show that the space arising from a handle-cancelled category
is stably equivalent to the space arising from the original category. Much of the ar-
gument relies heavily on a particular homotopy (or deformation retract) which takes
place in the cells of |C |. Throughout this subchapter, let C denote a framed flow
category (C , ı, ϕ) with two of its objects having a one-point moduli space between
them, M(x, y) = ∗. Let |x| = i and |y| = i− 1.
Definition 3.1.1 Denote by CH the flow category whose object set is identical to
that of C , minus x and y, and whose moduli spaces1 are given by
M(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b) ∪f
(M(x, b)×M(a, y))
where f identifies the subsets
M(x, b)×M(a, x) ∪M(y, b)×M(a, y) ⊂M(a, b)
1In order to distinguish the two categories, we write a¯ for the object of CH if a is an object of
C different from x or y.
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and
M(x, b)× (M(x, y)×M(a, x)) ∪ (M(y, b)×M(x, y))×M(a, y)
⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y).
We call CH the cancelled category (relative to x and y) of C .
It follows from the existence of collar neighbourhoods for 〈n〉-manifolds, see
[Lau00, Lemma 2.1.6], that M(a¯, b¯) is a (|a| − |b| − 1)-dimensional 〈|a| − |b| − 1〉-
manifold, and CH is a flow category, with grading obtained by restriction. This
chapter is dedicated to the proof of the following theorem about handle cancellation
in general framed flow categories.
Theorem 3.1.1 Let (C , ı, ϕ) be a framed flow category containing two objects x
and y with M(x, y) = ∗. The realisation |C | is stably homotopy equivalent to the
realisation |CH | of the cancelled category, where Ob(CH) = Ob(C ) \ {x, y} and the
morphisms of CH are defined in Definition 3.1.1.
In their definition of a realisation of a framed flow category in [CJS95a], Cohen-
Jones-Segal were trying to achieve a description of a Floer homotopy type. Moreover,
Floer theory is an infinite-dimensional analogue of Morse theory (see [BH04, §9], for
example), and the realisation of a Morse flow category Cf recovers the underlying
manifold (see main theorem of [CJS95b] and [CJS95a, §5]). Therefore, Theorem
3.1.1 can be thought of as a generalisation of handle-cancellation in Morse theory (see
[Mil65, Theorem 5.4]) and we shall highlight how the Morse theoretic cancellation
can be described in our language in the following example.
Example 3.1.1 Let M be the deformed 2-sphere depicted in Figure 3.1a, and let
fM : M → R be a self-indexing Morse-Smale function on M . Consider the Morse
flow category CfM , whose object set is given by the critical points of f as
Ob(CfM ) = Crit(fM) = {a, x, y, b}
where |a| = |x| = 2, |y| = 1 and |b| = 0. With respect to the positive gradient flow
∇fM , the (transverse) intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds of x and y,
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a
y
x
p *
q r
b
(a) A deformed 2-sphere with two maximal
critical points.
a
b
(b) A 2-sphere with a single maximal and sin-
gle minimal critical point.
Figure 3.1: An example of handle cancellation.
respectively, is given by the single point
M˜(x, y) = W s(x) ∩W u(y)/R = {∗}
as highlighted in red in Figure 3.1a. This corresponds to the 0-dimensional mod-
uli space M(x, y) of CfM being a single point, ∗, and will be the point about
which we will cancel. The remaining intersections of stable and unstable mani-
folds of critical points with relative index 1 are also highlighted in red in Figure
3.1a. The corresponding 0-dimensional moduli spaces are given by M(a, y) = {p}
and M(y, b) = {q, r}. Handle cancellation in Morse theory allows us to alter the
gradient-like vector field on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the single trajec-
tory from x to y, producing a new gradient-like vector field for the Morse function
fS2 on the 2-sphere. In particular, this provides a diffeomorphism between the two
manifolds M and S2.
To see how this is described in terms of a cancelled category, consider the 1-
dimensional moduli spaces of CfM . Recall from Definition 2.2.2 that the moduli
spaces of a Morse flow category are defined as the compactification of the intersection
of their corrseponding stable and unstable manifolds by adding broken flow lines.
Here, this means that the moduli spaces are intervals whose boundaries are given
by products of the 0-dimensional moduli spaces. Firstly,M(a, b) is a single interval
with ∂M(a, b) =M(y, b)×M(a, y) = {q · p, r · p} given by
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M(a, b) =
q · p r · p
and secondly, M(x, b) is a single interval with ∂M(x, b) = M(y, b) ×M(x, y) =
{q · ∗, r · ∗} given by
M(x, b) =
q · ∗ r · ∗
By choosing the single-point moduli space M(x, y) = {∗} to cancel, we can
produce a cancelled flow category CH = CfS2 whose objects are Ob(CH) = {a¯, b¯}
and whose only moduli space is given byM(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b)∪ (M(x, b)×M(a, y)).
Since |a| = |x| andM(a, x) = ∅, the gluing takes place only alongM(y, b)×M(a, y).
The boundary points {q · ∗, r · ∗} = ∂M(x, b) become {q · ∗ ·p, r · ∗ ·p} in the product
M(x, b)×M(a, y), and so the two intervals are glued together to form a single circle
of the form
q .. p* r .. p*
This circle is highlighted in red in Figure 3.1b as the equator of the 2-sphere S2,
and is precisely the intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds of a and b,
respectively, with respect to the positive gradient flow ∇fS2 . Moreover, Theorem
3.1.1 provides a homotopy equivalence between |CfM | and |CfS2 |.
The previous example highlights how the main theorem (Theorem 3.1.1) contains
handle cancellation occurring in Morse theory. For a general framed flow category C ,
we must provide framed neat embeddings of the new moduli spaces of CH described
in Definition 3.1.1, so that we can exhibit a homotopy between the realisation of
C and the realisation of CH . A somewhat simple deformation, which is defined
on the cell C(x) of |C |, will provide an intuitive description of how to embed the
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moduli spaces of CH . Recall that C(x) is a (C + i)-cell and a single copy of C(y) ∼=
M(x, y)× C(y) is identified on its boundary (particularly on the (i− 1)-face) via
Cy(x) =[0, R]× [−R,R]dB × · · · × [−R,R]di−2 × {0} × ıx,y
(M(x, y)× [−ε, ε]di−1)×
{0} × [−ε, ε]di × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dA−1 ⊂ ∂i−1C(x).
Note that we can assume ıx,y embeds the point M(x, y) = ∗ as ıx,y(∗) = 0 in
Rdi−1 and hence we can think of the framing of that point as the restriction of
an isomorphism of Rdi−1 . This gives a homeomorphism between Cy(x) and the
(C + i− 1)-cell C(y).
Definition 3.1.2 Let Ψt : ∂C(x) \ Cy(x) → C(x) (with parameter t ∈ [0, 1]) define
a deformation of C(x) which takes each face of the (C + i)-cube C(x) (including the
(i− 1)-face away from Cy(x)) through the interior of C(x), so that eventually when
t = 1, each face lies in Cy(x) ∼= C(y). This deformation can be characterised by the
following properties:
1. Each Ψt : ∂C(x) \ Cy(x) → C(x) is a deformation of ∂C(x) \ Cy(x) that is the
identity on ∂Cy(x).
2. The map Ψ0 : ∂C(x) \ Cy(x) ↪→ C(x) is the inclusion map.
3. The map Ψ1 : ∂C(x) \ Cy(x) → Cy(x) takes the union of all the faces of C(x)
to Cy(x) on the (i− 1)-face.
It is necessary to outline some required features regarding the smoothness of
these maps Ψt. It will be required that these maps are smooth on subsets Cb(x)
of ∂C(x) \ Cy(x) in order to keep track of their framings. Since each of the subsets
Cb(x) is identified on the n-face of C(x), a stronger condition that can be assumed
is that Ψt, for each t, is piecewise-smooth in the sense that it is smooth on each
face ∂kC(x) for k = B, . . . , i− 1 (see Figure 3.4). Each Ψt will also have to behave
well on particular corners ∂j,kC(x) := ∂jC(x) ∩ ∂kC(x) for B ≤ j < k ≤ i− 1. Here,
it is enough to allow the corners to be flattened as long as the piecewise smooth
condition is preserved on the mutual faces.
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In addition, the face-structure of ∂C(x) =
i−1⋃
k=B
∂kC(x) is altered by the deforma-
tion Ψt. Each k-face is collapsed to Ψ1|∂k
(
∂kC(x)
)
in Cy(x) of the (i − 1)-face. It
will be useful to keep track of these faces in order to define neat embeddings for CH ,
since each Cb(x) is identified with the n-face (|b| = n) and we need this to remain
true, even after collapsing.
As we run the parameter t through [0, 1], we are in essence taking an interval
product with Cb(x), and thus there is an inherent framing on these newly embedded
moduli spacesM(x, b), for each t. Since each Ψt fixes ∂Cy(x), subspaces of the form
[0, R]× [−R,R]dB × · · · × [−R,R]dn−1 × {0}×
ıy,b
(M(y, b)× [−ε, ε]dn+···+di−2 × )× {0} × ıx,y(M(x, y)× [−ε, ε]di−1)×
{0} × [−ε, ε]di × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dA−1 ⊂ ∂Cy(x) ⊂ ∂C(x)
which have a product framing given by the framings ofM(y, b) andM(x, y), are also
fixed. This framing is coherent with the inherent framing from the interval product
of Ψt|Cb(x) for each t in [0, 1]. The deformation Ψt : ∂C(x) \ Cy(x)→ C(x) will assist
in describing embeddings of the moduli spaces M(a¯, b¯) of CH , and subsequently
providing a CW complex |CH |.
Recall from Definition 3.1.1 that M(a¯, b¯) is formed by gluing the two moduli
spaces M(a, b) and M(x, b) ×M(a, y) along their common boundaries. Thus we
shall define an embedding for each of these moduli spaces separately, and emphasise
how the gluing works; the former of the two is embedded with its original embedding
from (C , ı, ϕ). A framed embedding Γx,b×a,y of the product moduli spacesM(x, b)×
M(a, y) is described in Lemma 3.1.3 along with a description of how the two moduli
spaces are glued together. A framed embedding Γa¯,b¯ of the moduli spaces M(a¯, b¯)
is then described in Lemma 3.1.4. Some alterations are needed to ensure that
these embeddings are neat embeddings, and this is described in Lemma 3.1.5. The
embeddings defined in this section follow the notation of Equation 2.4 of Definition
2.3.1, where identifications
Γa,b :M(a, b)× C(b) ∼= Cb(a) ↪→ ∂C(a)
were defined.
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Lemma 3.1.3 There is an embedding
Γx,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b)→ ∂C(a).
Moreover, this embedding can be defined to agree with Γa,b on the boundary com-
ponents
(M(y, b)×M(x, y))×M(a, y) ∪M(x, b)× (M(x, y)×M(a, x)).
Proof : Consider each M(x, b) embedded into Euclidean space as
ıx,b :M(x, b)× [−ε, ε]dn+···di−1 → [−R,R]dn × [0, R]× · · · × [0, R]× [−R,R]di−1 .
As this embedding provides an identification Γx,b ofM(x, b)× C(b) with the subset
Cb(x) of ∂C(x)\Cy(x), it is affected by the deformation Ψt. We know that varying t in
[0, 1] provides an interval product of framed embedded subspaces Ψt|Cb(x)(Cb(x)) in-
side C(x), so in particular we can look at the framed embedded subspace Ψ1|Cb(x)(Cb(x))
inside Cy(x) (see Figure 3.4). This provides an embedding of M(x, b)× C(b) into
[0, R]× [−R,R]dB × · · · × [−R,R]di−2 × {0} × ıx,y
(M(x, y)× [−ε, ε]di−1)
× {0} × [−ε, ε]di × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dA−1 = Cy(x).
given by
Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b :M(x, b)× C(b)→ Cy(x).
Now by abusing notation slightly, let Γ−1x,y : Cy(x)→M(x, y)× C(y) be the obvious
homeomorphism, so that
Γ−1x,y ◦Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b :M(x, b)× C(b)→ C(y)
provides an embedding ofM(x, b)×C(b) into a one-point product of C(y). To embed
the product moduli space M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b), consider the identification
Γa,y :M(a, y)× C(y)→ Cy(a) ⊂ ∂i−1C(a)
with M(x, b) × C(b) embedded into the C(y) component via Γ−1x,y ◦ Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b.
Then define the embedding
Γ
′
x,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b)→ ∂C(a) (3.1)
by Γ
′
x,b×a,y(p, q, δ) = Γa,y
(
q,Γ−1x,y ◦Ψ1|Cb(x) ◦ Γx,b(p, δ)
)
(see Figure 3.5).
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Notice that the embeddings Γ
′
x,b×a,y and Γa,b agree on
(M(y, b) ×M(x, y)) ×
M(a, y) since Ψ1 is the identity on those points, but on M(x, b) ×
(M(x, y) ×
M(a, x)) they disagree. We fix this by altering Γ′x,b×a,y in the collar neighbourhood
M(x, b)×M(a, x)× [0, 1]× C(b)
of M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b). Now consider the embedding
Γx,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b)→ ∂C(a) (3.2)
that is defined as Γ
′
x,b×a,y away from this collar neighbourhood, and defined as
Γx,b×a,y(p, q, t, δ) = Γa,x
(
q,Ψt|Cb(x)(Γx,b(p, δ))
)
on points (p, q, t, δ) in the collar neigh-
bourhood. Altering t from 0 to 1 has the effect of tracing from the embedding Γa,b
(when t = 0) to the embedding Γ
′
x,b×a,y (when t = 1). We need to check that this
alteration in the collar neighbourhood M(x, b) ×M(a, x) × [0, 1] does not effect
the intersection with the collar neighbourhood M(y, b) × M(a, y) × [0, 1], which
is M(y, b) ×M(a, x) × [0, 1]2. However, since Γx,b sends the boundary component
M(y, b)×M(x, y)× C(b) to Cb(x) ∩ Cy(x) ⊂ ∂Cy(x), then each Ψt has no effect on
this particular collar. Hence, Γx,b×a,y provides an embedding satisfying the required
properties. 2
Since the embeddings defined in the proof of the previous lemma may seem a
little abstract, let us consider an example.
Example 3.1.2 Let CF be a framed flow category with Ob(CF) = {a, x, c, y, b}
such that |a| = 2, |x| = |c| = 1, and |y| = |b| = 0. Consider the following illustration
of CF
a
x
y
c
b
p1 p2
q2q1∗ q3
where the 0-dimensional moduli spaces are all single points that are labelled in blue.
The 1-dimensional moduli spaces can be drawn as
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M(a, b) =
q1 · p1 q3 · p2
M(a, y) =
∗ · p1 q1 · p2
Now assume that ı is a neat embedding of CF relative d = (d0, d1) = (1, 1). The
cells needed to construct the CW complex |CF| are:
C(a) = [0, R]× [−R,R]× [0, R]× [−R,R]
C(x) = [0, R]× [−R,R]× {0} × [−ε, ε] = C(c)
C(y) = {0} × [−ε, ε]× {0} × [−ε, ε] = C(b).
All of these cells are subsets of E = R+ × R× R+ × R. Moreover,
∂E =
({0} × R× R+ × R)⋃(R+ × R× {0} × R)
is a 3-dimensional 〈2〉-manifold, which can be illustrated by flattening out the corner-
plane {0} × R × {0} × R to give a homeomorphism ∂E ∼= R3 (c.f. [LS14a, Figure
3.3]). Under this homeomorphism, the boundary ∂C(a) has subsets identified with
certain moduli spaces that are depicted in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Example: CF. Identifications of cells in ∂C(a).
In blue is the embedding Γa,b and in green the embedding Γ
′
a,y of M(a, b) × C(b)
and M(a, y) × C(y), respectively. The rightmost (white) cube is Cc(a) ∼= C(c) and
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the leftmost (white) cube is Cx(a) ∼= C(x). The cell C(x) has parts of its boundary
identified with both Cy(x) and Cb(x), and can be depicted on its own as in Figure
3.3.
Figure 3.3: Example: CF. The cell C(x).
The cell C(y) is green and the cell C(b) is blue. Further, the deformation Ψt on C(x)
(which is piecewise smooth on faces) sends ∂C(x)\Cy(x) through C(x) to Cy(x). This
results in an embedding Γ−1x,y◦Ψ1|Cb(x)◦Γx,b ofM(x, b)×C(b) in the cell Cy(x) ∼= C(y).
This embedding is highlighted in blue in Figure 3.4, where the image of the faces
are outlined.
Figure 3.4: Example: CF. The result of collapsing C(x) using Ψ1.
Now recall that the embedding Γ′x,b×a,y is defined in Equation 3.1 as the embedding
Γa,y of M(a, y) × C(y) with Cb(x) embedded into C(y) as above. This embedding,
together with the embedding Γa,b is depicted in Figure 3.5.
The cells Cx(a) and Cy(a) are dashed lines because they correspond to the objects
that are being cancelled. The embedding Γa,b is highlighted blue as before, and the
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Figure 3.5: Example: CF. The embedding Γa,b (in blue) and Γ′x,b×a,y (in purple).
embedding Γ′x,b×a,y is highlighted purple. Notice that the two framed intervals do
not agree on their boundaries corresponding to
M(x, b)×M(a, x) and M(x, b)× (M(x, y)×M(a, x)).
This is the purpose of the alteration of Γ˜x,b×a,y in the proof of Lemma 3.1.3. The
embedding Γx,b×a,y is defined in Equation 3.2 by altering the embedding Γ′x,y×a,y
in a collar neighbourhood of M(x, b) × M(a, y) × C(b). The alteration uses the
deformation Ψt and takes place inside Cx(a); it is highlighted red in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Example: CF. The embeddings Γa,b and Γx,b×a,y.
In this figure, the embedding Γx,b×a,y ofM(x, b)×M(a, y)×C(b) is depicted as the
concatenation of both the red and purple framed embedded intervals.
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Lemma 3.1.4 There is an embedding Γa¯,b¯ :M(a¯, b¯)× C(b)→ ∂C(a).
Proof : SinceM(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b)∪fM(x, b)×M(a, y) (Definition 3.1.1), we may
use Γa,b and Γx,b×a,y to embed the respective components ofM(a¯, b¯) into ∂C(a). The
fact that these embeddings agree on the gluings defined by f in Definition 3.1.1 is
given by Lemma 3.1.3, and we can define an embedding as Γa¯,b¯ = Γa,b ∪ Γx,b×a,y. 2
Example 3.1.3 Consider again the framed flow category CF from Example 3.1.2.
In Figure 3.6, the embeddings Γa,b and Γx,b×a,y are depicted. The embedding Γx,b×a,y
agrees with Γa,b on the boundary component
(M(x, b)×M(a, x))×C(b) ofM(a, b)×
C(b). Moreover, the embedding Γa¯,b¯ = Γa,b∪Γx,b×a,y can be seen in Figure 3.6 as the
concatenation of the blue, red and purple framed embedded intervals.
If we let Π[b : a] : C(a)→ Ed[b : a] denote the obvious projection map, and
Γ˜a,b :M(a, b)× [−ε, ε]dn+···+dm−1 → ∂C(a)
denote the embedding Γa,b restricted to the necessary framing coordinates of C(b),
then the original embeddings ıa,b : M(a, b) × [−ε, ε]dn+···+dm−1 → Ed[b : a] can be
recovered from the composition Π[b : a]|∂ ◦ Γ˜a,b. Therefore, one would expect to be
able to define embeddings of the moduli spaces M(a¯, b¯) in a similar way. However,
these embeddings would not be neat since boundary components of bothM(a, b) and
M(x, b)×M(a, y) that are defined as interior points ofM(a¯, b¯) need to be identified
with part of the interior of ∂nC(a). This is the case in Examples 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 of
CF, where the embedding Γa¯,b¯ protrudes into the 1-face of C(a) (the red framed
interval in Figure 3.6). Therefore, relevant information about the moduli spaces is
lost after projecting via the analogous projection map Π[b¯ : a¯] : C(a¯) → Ed[b¯ : a¯].
Instead, we alter these embeddings slightly as outlined in the proof of the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.1.5 For each a¯, b¯ in Ob(CH), there are framed neat embeddings
ı¯a¯,b¯ :M(a¯, b¯)× [−ε, ε]dn+···dm−1 → Ed[b : a]
Proof : The framed neat embedding ı¯a¯,b¯ will be defined on each component of
M(a¯, b¯) = M(a, b) ∪ (M(x, b) × M(a, y)) individually. The original embedding
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ıa,b = Π[b¯ : a¯]|∂ ◦ Γ˜a¯,b¯ is already neat on theM(a, b) component ofM(a¯, b¯), however
recall that there are boundary components of M(a, b) in C that are interior points
in the corresponding component of M(a¯, b¯) in CH . This also holds for the framed
embedding
Γ˜x,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)× [−ε, ε]dn+···dm−1 → ∂C(a)
which is defined as the restriction of Γx,b×a,y to the framing coordinates [−ε, ε]dn+···+dm−1
of C(b). The embedding ı¯a¯,b¯ should reflect this accordingly, and will therefore be de-
fined as a perturbation of the embedding Γ˜a,b ∪ Γ˜x,b×a,y.
Recall that in Lemma 3.1.3 the embedding Γx,b×a,y was defined on the collar
M(x, b)×M(a, x)× [0, 1]× C(b)
by Γx,b×a,y(p, q, t, δ) = Γa,x
(
q,Ψt|Cb(x)(Γx,b(p, δ))
)
. For t = 0, the framed moduli
spaces M(x, b) ×M(a, x) × C(b) are embedded into the corner ∂n,iC(a). As the
parameter t runs through [0, 1], the embeddings of these framed moduli spaces pro-
trude into the i-face ∂iC(a) ⊂ ∂C(a) and in particular, lie slightly in the interior of
Cx(a) ∼= M(a, x) × C(x). Since Ψt is a deformation retraction of the cell C(x) to
C(y), there is a neighbourhood of the corner ∂n,iC(a) that contains this deformation.
Moreover, this neighbourhood is contained in the C(x) component of Cx(a) and is
homotopically a disk. Let N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
denote this neighbourhood, where  > 0 is
such that
Γx,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)× C(b)→ ∂nC(a) ∪N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
is a framed embedding (see Figure 3.7), where the coordinates of N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
are
identical to ∂n,iC(a) away from ∂nCx(a) ⊂ ∂n,iC(a) and are contained in
[0, R]× [−R,R]dB × · · · × [−R,R]dn−1 × [0, ]× [−R,R]dn × · · ·
× [−R,R]di−1 × {0} × [−R,R]di × · · · × [−R,R]dm−1×
{0} × [−ε, ε]dm × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dA−1 ⊂ ∂iC(a).
The necessary perturbation then comes in the form of a continuous map
P : ∂nC(a) ∪N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)→ ∂nC(a) (3.3)
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(a) Two faces of a cube C(a); vertically is the i-face, horizontally is the n-face. The blue
interval protrudes into the vertical i-face.
(b) The neighbourhood N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
of the ‘corner’ line, highlighted in red.
(c) The result of pushing the neighbourhood N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
using P .
Figure 3.7: A small illustration of the definitions of N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
and P .
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which will have the effect of pushing this disk into the n-face, from the i-face, of
∂C(a). To describe P , let N 
(
∂n,iC(a)
) ⊂ ∂nC(a) be a disk identical to N(∂n,iC(a)),
but lying in the n-face of C(a) so that both disks intersect on the (n, i)-corner (in
Figure 3.7, N 
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
would be the horizontal equivalent of N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
). P is
defined to
1. send N
(
∂n,iC(a)
) ∩N (∂n,iC(a)) to
∂N 
(
∂n,iC(a)
) \N(∂n,iC(a)) ∩N (∂n,iC(a))
2. send ∂N
(
∂n,iC(a)
) \N(∂n,iC(a)) ∩N (∂n,iC(a)) to
N
(
∂n,iC(a)
) ∩N (∂n,iC(a))
and be continuous on the rest of ∂nC(a) ∪N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)
. Now let
P : ∂C(a)→ ∂C(a) (3.4)
be a continuous map obtained by extending
P : ∂nC(a) ∪N
(
∂n,iC(a)
)→ ∂nC(a)
to the entire boundary of C(a). The ‘push map’ P ensures that the embeddings of
M(a¯, b¯)× C(b) can be pushed to lie entirely in the n-face of ∂C(a).
The remaining hurdle in providing a neat embedding is to ensure that boundary
components ofM(a¯, b¯) that come from boundary components ofM(x, b)×M(a, y)
are identified with parts of the n-face of C(a). Currently, Γx,b×a,y identifies such
components with the interior of C(y) in Cy(a) ∼= M(a, y) × C(y) (see Figure 3.4,
where Cb(x) is embedded into C(y)). But recall that the deformation Ψt alters the
faces of C(x) in the sense that each ∂kC(x) is mapped (smoothly) to Ψ1|∂k
(
∂kC(x)
)
inside Cy(x) ∼= M(x, y) × C(y). This alteration is therefore apparent in ∂C(a),
particularly in Cy(a). By redefining the corners ∂k,i−1C(a) precisely on the faces
∂kCy(a) ⊂ ∂k,i−1C(a), we can ensure that the embeddings Γx,b×a,y send the boundaries
ofM(x, b)×M(a, y)×C(b) to the correct faces of C(a). So let the k-face of Cy(a) be
replaced by Ψ1|∂k
(
∂kC(x)
) ⊂ C(y). The boundary components ofM(x, b)×M(a, y)
are then embedded to the correct boundaries as inherited by Cb(x) ∼= M(x, b) ×
C(b) ⊂ ∂nC(x).
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Now define the embedding
ı¯a¯,b¯ :M(a¯, b¯)× [−ε, ε]dn+···dm−1 → Ed[b : a]
by ı¯a¯,b¯ = Π[b¯, a¯] ◦ P ◦ (Γ˜a,b ∪ Γ˜x,b×a,y). 2
Example 3.1.4 Consider the recurring example of the framed flow category CF.
The embedding Γa¯,b¯, as seen in Figure 3.6, embedsM(a¯, b¯)×C(b) in ∂C(a). However,
the embedding protrudes into the 1-face (which is the i-face) of ∂C(a). Applying
the map
P : ∂C(a)→ ∂C(a)
will push this interval into the 0-face only, and the result is illustrated in Figure
3.8. The neighbourhood N
(
∂0,1C(a)
)
is a small 3-disk inside Cx(a) ∼= C(x) (the
Figure 3.8: Example: CF. The result of applying the push map P to ∂C(a).
dashed box in Figure 3.6) that contains the framed (red) interval which corresponds
to the alteration Γx,b×a,y(p, q, t, δ) = Γa,x
(
q,Ψt|Cb(x)(Γx,b(p, δ))
)
for t ∈ (0, 1), which
is defined in Equation 3.2.
Corollary 3.1.6 Let (C , ı, ϕ) be a framed flow category containing two objects x
and y with M(x, y) = ∗. Then there is a framed flow category (CH , ı¯, ϕ¯) whose
objects and moduli spaces are defined in Definition 3.1.1.
Proof : The flow category CH itself is defined in Definition 3.1.1. The framed
neat embeddings ı¯a¯,b¯ are constructed in Lemmata 3.1.3, 3.1.4 and 3.1.5. 2
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Proof of Theorem 3.1.1: The realisation |CH | is built up inductively from
cells C(a¯) for objects a¯ of CH with increasing indices, |a¯|, as prescribed by the
Cohen-Jones-Segal construction in Definition 2.3.1. The way in which these cells
are attached correspond to the framed neat embeddings ı¯a¯,b¯ defined in Lemma 3.1.5.
By attaching all cells C(a¯) with |a¯| < |y| = i − 1, the pair of skeleta |C |(i−2) and
|CH |(i−2) are identical. Further attaching all cells C(a¯) for objects a¯ with index equal
to i− 1, we have
|C |(i−1) = |CH |(i−1) ∪ C(y)←↩ |CH |(i−1).
For objects a¯ of CH of index m ≥ |x| = i the cells C(a) are attached to |C |(m−1)
inductively in the usual way, corresponding to the identifications
Γa,b :M(a, b)× C(b)→ ∂C(a)
defined in Equation 2.4. However, the cells C(a¯) are attached to |CH |(m−1) corre-
sponding to different identifications that come from the embeddings ı¯a¯,b¯ constructed
in this subchapter. To show that the CW complexes produced as a result of these
methods are homotopy equivalent, consider the CW complex that is obtained from
|C | by collapsing the cell C(x) via Ψt (Definition 3.1.2). Denote this collapsed CW
complex by X, so that X is homotopy equivalent to |C |.
As a result of collapsing C(x) in |C |, cells C(a) that were once attached to C(x)
in |C |(m−1) using the identifications
Γa,x :M(a, x)× C(x)→ ∂C(a)
are now attached to X(m−1) in a slightly different way. In particular, the deformation
Ψt : ∂C(x) \ Cy(x) → Cy(x) ensures that the identifications of Cx(a) ⊂ ∂C(a) are
pushed to Cx(a) ∩ Cy(a) and thus will occur in the normal fibre C(y) which comes
from the identification
Γa,y :M(a, y)× C(y)→ C(y).
The attachment corresponding to identifications of ∂C(a) that do not involve C(x)
or C(y) remain the same. Recall, from Lemma 3.1.3, that this was precisely how the
embeddings
Γx,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)→ ∂C(a)
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were defined. Therefore, the way in which the cell C(a) is attached to X(m−1) is given
by the embeddings Γa¯,b¯ = Γa,b ∪Γx,b×a,y defined in Lemma 3.1.4. The collapsed CW
complex X is therefore the Thom space of the normal bundle coming from the
embeddings Γa¯,b¯ that describe how each C(a) is attached to X(m−1). Recall that
Γ˜a¯,b¯ :M(a¯, b¯)× [−ε, ε]dn+···+dm−1 → ∂C(a)
is defined as the embedding Γa¯,b¯ restricted to the framing coordinates
[−ε, ε]dn × {0} × · · · × {0} × [−ε, ε]dm−1
of C(b). The fact that X does not give the realisation |CH | immediately is due to the
embeddings Γ˜a¯,b¯ not coinciding with the coordinates of ∂C(a) which are identified
with the embeddings ı¯a¯,b¯. However, in Lemma 3.1.5 the neat embeddings ı¯a¯,b¯ of the
framed flow category CH are defined via perturbations of the embeddings Γ˜a¯,b¯ inside
∂C(a). In particular, ı¯a¯,b¯ = Π[b¯, a¯]◦P ◦(Γ˜a,b∪Γ˜x,b×a,y), where Π[b¯, a¯] is the projection
to the coordinates Ed[b : a] and P is the push map defined in Equation 3.4 in the
proof of Lemma 3.1.5.
Since both Γ˜a¯,b¯ and P ◦ Γ˜a¯,b¯ are embeddings of M(a¯, b¯) × [−ε, ε]dn+···+dm−1 into
∂C(a), and the push map P is an isotopy inside ∂C(a), the Isotopy Extension The-
orem (which is stated after this proof) ensures that there is a global isotopy in the
Euclidean space Ed[b : a] between the two embeddings which extends the isotopy in
∂C(a). In particular, it can be assumed that the cells C(a) are attached to X(m−1)
in the same way the cells C(a¯) = C(a) are attached to |CH |(m−1). This gives a ho-
motopy equivalence |C | ' X ' |CH | of CW complexes. Since these CW complexes
are well-defined up to stable homotopy type, the homotopy equivalence described
above gives rise to an equivalence of spectra when passing to suspensions. 2
The following version of the Isotopy Extension Theorem has been stated in terms
of the language used in this thesis. An original statement and proof can be found
in [Hir94, Theorem 1.3, §8].
Theorem 3.1.2 (Isotopy Extension Theorem) Let A,B ⊂ E be compact sub-
sets of a Euclidean space E, and let T : A→ B be an isotopy. Then there is a global
isotopy Φ : E→ E such that T = Φ|A.
Chapter 4
Khovanov Stable Homotopy Type
In [LS14a], Lipshitz and Sarkar define a particular framed flow category CKh which
refines the Khovanov chain complex. They define this category as a cover (in the
sense of Definition 2.4.1) of another, simple flow category CC(n) known as the cube
flow category. Once CKh is defined, a CW spectrum XKh can be defined which is the
result of plugging CKh into the Cohen-Jones-Segal machine (where it is necessary
to construct a coherent framing for a neat embedding of CKh). Since the objects of
the Khovanov flow category are in one-to-one correspondence with the generators
of the Khovanov chain complex, we shall outline a definition of Khovanov homology
beforehand, following the approach in [LS14a] to use a diagrammatic definition using
resolution configurations.
4.1 The cube flow category and its framing
This subchapter is an overview of the construction in [LS14a, Section 4] of a local
model for the Khovanov flow category; the cube flow category. Certain results are
of particular use in the description of Steenrod squares (see [LS14a, Subsection 3.3])
so we shall focus a little more on the details of their proofs.
Definition 4.1.1 Let f1 : R → R be a self-indexing Morse function with a single
critical point of index 0 and a single critical point of index 1. Then denote by
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fn : Rn → R the Morse function
fn(x1, . . . , xn) = f1(x1) + · · ·+ f1(xn)
which has critical points in {0, 1}n. Then define the n-dimensional cube flow category
CC(n) as the Morse flow category Cfn of fn. As noted in [LS14a, Definition 4.1], a
concrete choice for f1 could be f1(x) = 3x
2 − 2x3.
Denote by C(n) the n-cube [0, 1]n considered as a CW complex. For a vertex
v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ {0, 1}n of C(n), let |v| = v1 + · · ·+vn, and write v ≤i u if v ≤ u on
the cube with |u|−|v| = i. The following observation about CC(n) is [LS14a, Lemma
4.2].
Lemma 4.1.2 There is a one-to-one correspondence between objects of CC(n) and
vertices of C(n) that preserves the grading. Moreover,
1. The moduli space MCC(n)(u, v) = ∅ for all u ≤ v in {0, 1}n.
2. Whenever u > v, MCC(n)(u, v) is naturally diffeomorphic to MCC(|u|−|v|)(1, 0)
where 1 = (1, . . . , 1) and 0 = (0, . . . , 0).
One particular result that is important in Lipshitz-Sarkar’s description of a
Steenrod square on Khovanov homology is that MCC(n)(1, 0) has a simple form
for n = 1, 2, 3. This is contained in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1.3 The moduli spaces MCC(n+1)(1, 0) are difeomorphic to Dn for each
non-negative integer n, with the boundary ∂MCC(n+1)(1, 0) homeomorphic to Sn−1.
In particular, MCC(n)(1, 0) is diffeomorphic to a single point, an interval, and a
hexagon for n = 1, 2, 3, respectively.
Proof : We shall only give the diffeomorphism type of MCC(n)(1, 0) for n =
1, 2, 3. The inductive argument for general n is given in [LS14a, Lemma 4.3] and
uses the properties of the Morse function fn.
For n = 1, the moduli space MCC(1)(1, 0) is clearly a point by characteristics
of the Morse function f1(x) (there is only one flow line between 1 and 0). When
n = 2, the ‘square’ moduli space for C(2) = [0, 1]2 has flow lines from (1, 1) to (0, 0).
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The moduli space MCC(2)((1, 1), (0, 0)) can be seen to be an interval classified by
its two boundary points which correspond to the products of the single-point mod-
uli spaces MCC(2)((0, 1), (0, 0)) × MCC(2)((1, 1), (0, 1)) and MCC(2)((1, 0), (0, 0)) ×
MCC(1)((1, 1), (1, 0)), which are both canonically diffeomorphic to MCC(1)(1, 0) ×
MCC(1)(1, 0) by Lemma 4.1.2. Note that MCC(2)(u, v) = for u, v ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)}.
There is an inductive procedure for the n = 3 case that is similar to the one from
the n = 2 case. Firstly, note that the moduli space MCC(3)((1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0)) = ∅
since (1, 0, 1) 6≺ (0, 1, 0). For all u, v ∈ {0, 1}3 with u ≺1 v, MCC(3)(u, v) is a sin-
gle point, and for all u, v ∈ {0, 1}3 with u ≺2 v, MCC(3)(u, v) is an interval. The
only new information required for the 3-dimensional case is contained in the moduli
space MCC(3)((1, 1, 1), (0, 0, 0)) since this is the only pair with (0, 0, 0) ≺3 (1, 1, 1).
Clearly this is a hexagon, with vertices made up of moduli spaces corresponding to
twice-broken flow lines (that is, a product of codimension-2 moduli spaces which
are all single points), and edges corrsponding to once-broken flow lines (that is, a
product of an interval with a point). 2
Given two vertices v ≤m u of the cube C(n), define a cellular structure on it by
letting the associated m-cell be
Cu,v = { x ∈ [0, 1]n | vi ≤ xi ≤ ui∀i } .
Definition 4.1.4 Let Cu,v be an m-cell of C(n). Define the corresponding inclusion
functor
Iu,v : CC(m) ↪→ CC(n)
as follows. Let u and v differ in the coordinates with indices j1 < j2 < · · · < jm and
consider an object x ∈ {0, 1}m = Ob(CC(m)). Then define a new object x′ ∈ {0, 1}n
by
x′i =

1 if vi = 1
0 if ui = 0
xi if i = ji.
The full subcategory of CC(n) with objects given by
{ x′ | x ∈ Ob(CC(m)) }
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is naturally isomorphic to CC(m) (since by Lemma 4.1.2, all moduli spaces are
naturally diffeomorphic). The functor Iu,v is defined to be this isomorphism.
4.1.1 A particular framing of the cube flow category
Throughout we shall be interested in the cellular cochain complex C∗(C(n),Z) of
C(n). The generators will be thought of as the cochains Cu,v given byCu,v 7→ 1Cu′,v′ 7→ 0 if (u′, v′) 6= (u, v).
With Z/2-coefficients, the differential on C∗(C(n),Z/2) can be written easily as
δCu,v =
∑
u′:u′≥1u
Cu′,v +
∑
v′:v′≤1v
Cu,v′ .
Definition 4.1.5 Let 1i ∈ Ci(C(n),Z/2) be the i-dimensional cochain which eval-
uates each i-cell to 1. A sign assignment is a 1-cochain s ∈ C1(C(n),Z/2) such that
δs = 12.
Note that δ12 = 0 so 12 is a 2-cocycle. Moreover, since H2(C(n),Z/2) = 0,
then such a sign assignment exists. If s and s′ are two sign assignments, then
δ(s− s′) = 0 so s− s′ is a cocycle. Since H1(C(n),Z/2) = 0, s− s′ is a coboundary
so that s = s′ + δp for some p ∈ C0(C(n),Z/2).
The standard sign assignment s0 is the sign assignment given by
s0(C(ε1,...,εr,1,εr+1,...,εn),(ε1,...,εr,0,εr+1,...,εn)) = ε1 + · · · εr (mod 2) .
Note that we can think of a sign-assignment in the following way. Let v ≤1 u so
that Cu,v corresponds to an edge of the cube. If s(Cu,v) = 0, then Cu,v is decorated
with a + in the cube, and if s(Cu,v) = 1, then Cu,v is decorated with a − in the cube.
The condition that δs = 12 guarantees that there are an odd number of − signs on
each face of the cube.
Definition 4.1.6 Any sign assignment s gives a chain complex C∗s (n) generated by
vertices {0, 1}n over Z. The chain complex C∗s (n) is called the n-dimensional cube
complex. Moreover, if |v| = k in the cube, then v is a generator for Cks (n) and
δv =
∑
u≥1v
(−1)s(Cu,v)u
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is the differential.
Remark: This sign assignment corresponds to Khovanov’s original sign assignment,
and the n-dimensional cube complex corresponds to Khovanov’s skew-commutative
cube (see [Kho00, §3.3])
The procedure in [LS14a, Subsection 4.2] provides a framing for the cube flow
category in such a way that it refines the cube complex C∗s (n). By orienting the cells
of C(n) by the product orientation, the differential in C∗(C(n),Z) can be written as
δCu,v =
∑
v′:v′≤1v
(−1)s0(Cu−v′,u−v)Cu,v′ −
∑
u′:u′≥1u
(−1)s0(Cu′−v,u−v)Cu′,v
given by the standard sign assignment s0.
Definition 4.1.7 A coherent orientation for CC(n) is a choice of orientation for all
moduli spaces M(u, v) in CC(n) such that the following conditions are satisfied:
1. For u ≤1 u′, consider M(u, v) is a subspace of
M(u, v) ∼=M(u, v)×M(u′, u) ⊂ ∂M(u′, v).
Then the orientation ofM(u, v) has a subspace orientation which differs from
the boundary orientation by −(−1)s0(Cu′−v,u−v).
2. For v′ ≤1 v, then the difference of the subspace orientation from the boundary
orientation is (−1)s0(Cu−v′,u−v) where M(u, v) is considered as the subspace
M(u, v) ∼=M(v, v′)×M(u, v) ⊂ ∂M(u, v′).
By using the standard sign assignment, [LS14a, Lemma 4.8] shows the following.
Lemma 4.1.8 A coherent orientation for CC(n) exists.
Consider a neat embedding ı of CC(n) relative some d with a framing on all
moduli spaces of dimension strictly less than k. In [LS14a, Subsection 4.2], Lipshitz
and Sarkar discuss the question of when one can extend this over moduli spaces
of dimension equal to k. The answer is given using obstruction theory. Since this
thesis focuses on the application of handle-cancellation in framed flow categories (the
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key application of handle-cancellation in framed flow categories here being at the
level of Steenrod square computations), and handle-cancellation is not necessary
when producing a cancelled version of the Khovanov flow category (see [JLS15]),
the details of this obstruction theory argument are omitted. An overview of the
argument is given as follows.
By considering some (k+1)-cell Cu,v of the cube C(n), the boundary of embedded
moduli spaces ∂ıu,v
(M(u, v)) is an oriented (k− 1)-sphere Sk−1 which is framed by
the product framing ϕu,v of the boundary components, and these are already framed
by assumption since they are of lower dimension. Now taking some framing ϕ0 of
the normal bundle to ıu,v
(M(u, v)) ∼= Dk gives an element of pik−1(O(N)), for some
sufficiently large N , in the following way. At each point p on Sk−1, chose the
element of O(N) that sends the frame ϕu,v(p) to the null-cobordant frame ϕ0(p).
This element of pik−1(O(N)) is independent of ϕ0 since two different null-cobordant
frames produce a map from Sk−1 to the orthogonal group and their null-cobordance
produces a null-homotopy of the map.
Moreover, since N > k − 1, pik−1(O(N)) can be identified with pik−1(O), and
this gives an element σ ∈ Ck+1(C(n), pik−1(O)). The element σ is the obstruction
class, and by definition σ = 0 if and only if the framing extends over k-dimensional
moduli spaces. This obstruction class is used to show that different sign assignments
will give rise to homotopy equivalent stable homotopy types, and therefore ensuring
that we can choose (and fix) the standard sign assignment. The necessary results
from [LS14a] are now listed below.
Lemma 4.1.9 The obstruction class σ defined above is a cocycle.
Additionally, the obstruction class σ is also a coboundary since C(n) is acyclic.
Then the following proposition is a result of showing that one can modify fram-
ings in the interior of the (k − 1)-dimensional moduli spaces using a cocycle α ∈
Ck(C(n), pik−1(O)) which produces a new obstruction class σ′ = σ + δα. The proof
of the proposition focuses on providing such a modification so that δα = −σ, and
hence shows that the resulting obstruction class σ′ is trivial.
Proposition 4.1.10 Given a sign assignment s for C(n), the cube flow category
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CC(n) can be framed in such a way that it refines the n-dimensional cube complex
C∗s (n) associated to the given sign assignment.
Finally, the following lemma ensures that neat embeddings and framings for the
cube flow category CC(n) yield equivalent stable homotopy types (see Choice (5) of
Proposition 4.4.1).
Lemma 4.1.11 Given a sign assignment s for C(n) and two framed embeddings
(ı0, ϕ0) and (ı1, ϕ1) of CC(n) that refine the cube complex C∗s (n), there is a smooth
1-parameter family of framed embeddings connecting (ı0[d0], ϕ0) and (ı0[d1], ϕ1) for
some d0 and d1.
Proof : The existence of a 1-parameter family of neat embeddings ı(t) of CC(n)
(for t ∈ [0, 1]) with ı(0) = ı0[d0] and ı(1) = ı1[d1] for sufficiently large d0 and
d1, is given by Lemma 2.2.6. The framings ϕ0 and ϕ1 will be extended to a 1-
parameter family of framings ϕt of ı(t) by framing the moduli spaces ıu,v(t)
(M(u, v))
inductively on |u−v|. To begin with, the sign assignment ensures that when v ≤1 u,
the framings of the moduli spaces ıu,v(0)
(M(u, v)) and ıu,v(1)(M(u, v)) (which are
both points) are the same. In particular, this framing is positive when s(Cu,v) = 0
and negative when s(Cu,v) = 1, and there does exist a 1-parameter family of framings
connecting the two endpoints.
Now assume that for some k ≥ 1, such a 1-parameter family of framings ϕt for
ıu,v(t) exists for all |u − v| ≤ k. An extension of ϕt to all k-dimensional moduli
spaces is produced up to some modification, if necessary, for the (k−1)-dimensional
moduli spaces (fixing the endpoints). So fix a coherent orientation of CC(n) and
look at the boundary ∂
(M(u, v) × [0, 1]) oriented as the boundary of a product.
Since M(u, v) is a (k + 1)-disk, ∂(M(u, v) × [0, 1]) is a k-sphere Sk. The framing
on M(u, v)× {i} is the pullback of the framing ϕi on ıu,v for i = 0, 1. The framing
on ∂M(u, v) × [0, 1] is the pullback of the product of the framings of all the lower
dimensional moduli spaces that the boundary consists of. The question of extending
the framing over the (k + 1)-disk Dk+1 with ∂Dk+1 = Sk again reduces to an ob-
struction theory argument by comparing null-concordant framings of Sk. Lipshitz
and Sarkar then use a modification argument similar to the one above to produce a
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Figure 4.1: The 0- and 1-resolutions of a crossing.
vanishing obstruction class (c.f. [LS14a, Lemma 4.13]). 2
4.2 Khovanov homology using resolution configu-
rations
This subchapter is an overview of the definition of Khovanov homology using res-
olution configurations, as described in [LS14a, Section 2]. In Subchapter 5.3, an
analogous definition from [JLS15] will be given for a cancelled complex associated
to a matched diagram. The original appearance of resolution configurations pre-
dates [LS14a]; see in particular [ORS13], which contains some diagrams that will be
referred to later in this chapter. Note, however, that [ORS13] focuses on odd Kho-
vanov homology and in this thesis we are solely concerned with ordinary Khovanov
homology.
Definition 4.2.1 A resolution configuration D is a pair (Z(D), A(D)) where Z(D)
is a disjoint union of embedded circles in S2, and A(D) is a totally ordered collection
of embedded arcs in S2 such that Z(D) ∩ A(D) = ∂A(D).
The index of the resolution configuration D is the number of arcs in A(D),
denoted ind(D).
Definition 4.2.2 Let L be a link diagram with n ordered crossings. For each
crossing, a resolution is a choice of either a 0- or 1-resolution which replaces the
crossing with a non-crossing diagram using the convention of Figure 4.1. For v =
(v1, . . . , vn) ∈ {0, 1}n, the v-resolution is the collection of circles obtained as result
of taking the vi-resolution at the i
th crossing for i = 1, . . . , n.
Definition 4.2.3 For any link diagram L with n crossings, a resolution configura-
tion DL(v) can be associated to each v ∈ {0, 1}n by taking the v-resolution of the
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diagram. If the 0-resolution was taken for the ith crossing (i.e. if vi = 0), then an arc
is placed between the two arcs of the resolution. Clearly, |v| = Σvi = n−ind(DL(v)).
The arcs in the previous definition will signify where a 1-resolution is still to be
made in the Khovanov cube.
Definition 4.2.4 Given two resolution configurations D and E, a third resolution
configuration D \ E can be defined by
Z(D \ E) = Z(D) \ Z(E) A(D \ E) = { A ∈ A(D) | ∀Z ∈ Z(E), ∂A ∩ Z = ∅ } .
Let the intersection resolution configuration be given by D ∩ E = D \ (D \ E).
Although the total orders on A(D ∩ E) and A(E ∩ D) may be different, it is still
true that A(D ∩ E) = A(E ∩D) and also Z(D ∩ E) = Z(E ∩D).
Definition 4.2.5 A resolution configuration D is said to be basic if every circle
in Z(D) intersects an arc in A(D). That is, there are no circles in Z(D) that are
disjoint from all of the arcs in A(D).
Definition 4.2.6 Given a collection of arcs A′ ⊂ A(D) in a resolution configuration
D, it is possible to perform surgery along these arcs by deleting a neighbourhood
of ∂A′ in Z(D) and connecting the resulting endpoints up along the boundary of
the neighbourhood that is outside Z(D). Doing this results in another resolution
configuration sA′(D) known as the surgery of D along A
′. The circles Z(sA′(D)) are
the ones obtained by performing surgery along all arcs in A′, and the arcs of sA′(D)
are the arcs of D that are not in A′. The maximal surgery on D is the one obtained
by performing surgery along all arcs of A(D), and is denoted s(D) = sA(D)(D).
The following lemma follows immediately from the previous definition.
Lemma 4.2.7 Let E be a resolution configuration obtained from a resolution con-
figuration D by a surgery. Then E has the following properties:
1. D \ E is a basic resolution configuration.
2. E \D = s(D \ E).
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(a) An index 1 resolution configuration D. (b) The resolution configuration sA(D).
Figure 4.2: Surgery on an index 1 resolution configuration D, consisting of a single
circle Z and single arc A.
3. D ∩ E = E ∩D.
Definition 4.2.8 A resolution configuration D admits a dual resolution configu-
ration D∗ in the following way. The circles Z(D∗) are obtained from Z(D) by
performing maximal surgery on D, so that Z(D∗) = Z(s(D)). The arcs A(D∗) are
dual to the arcs A(D) in the sense that if Ai is an arc of A(D), then A
∗
i is an arc of
A(D∗) with boundary on Z(D∗) that intersects Ai once.
By collapsing the circles of a resolution configuration to points/nodes, one can
obtain an associated graph which can be thought of as the result of a forgetful map.
This language will be useful when talking about the 2-dimensional moduli spaces of
the Khovanov flow category.
Definition 4.2.9 Let D be a resolution configuration. A graph G(D) can be asso-
ciated to D which consists of a vertex G(Z ′) for each circle Z ′ in Z(D), and an edge
G(A′) for each arc A′ of A(D). A leaf of a resolution configuration D is a circle Z ′
in Z(D) such that G(Z ′) is a leaf of G(Z) (that is, a vertex of degree 1). A co-leaf
of D is an arc Ai of A(D) such that its dual A
∗
i has an endpoint which is a leaf in
the dual resolution configuration D∗.
Definition 4.2.10 A labelled resolution configuration is a pair (D, x), where D is
a resolution configuration and x is a choice of labelling for each circle in Z(D) with
either x+ or x−.
Definition 4.2.11 Let (D, x) and (E, y) be two labelled resolution configurations.
Define a partial order ≺ on such objects so that (E, y) ≺ (D, x) when
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1. D is obtained from E by performing surgery along a single arc in A(E). In
this case, either:
(a) Z(E \D) contains exactly one circle Z1, and Z(D \ E) contains exactly
two circles Z2 and Z3, or
(b) Z(E \D) contains exactly two circles Z1 and Z2, and Z(D \E) contains
exactly one circle Z3.
2. Both labellings x and y induce the same labelling on D ∩ E = E ∩D.
3. In case (1a), either y(Z1) = x(Z2) = x(Z3) = x− or y(Z1) = x+ and
{x(Z2), x(Z3)} = {x+, x−}. In case (1b), either y(Z1) = y(Z2) = x(Z3) = x+
or {y(Z1), y(Z2)} = {x−, x+} and x(Z3) = x−.
The partial order ≺ is then defined for all resolution configurations as the transitive
closure of this relation between two resolution configurations.
Definition 4.2.12 A decorated resolution configuration is a triple (D, x, y) such
that (s(D), x) and (D, y) are both labelled resolution configurations satisfying the
property that (D, y)  (s(D), x).
Given a decorated resolution configuration (D, x, y), a partially ordered set
P (D, x, y) can be associated to it, consisting of all labelled resolution configura-
tions (E, z) such that (D, y)  (E, z)  (s(D), x).
Definition 4.2.13 Given a decorated resolution configuration (D, x, y), the dual
is defined as the decorated resolution configuration (D∗, x∗, y∗), where D∗ is the
dual of D, x∗ is the dual of x in the sense that it disagrees on every circle in
Z(s(D)) = Z(D∗), and y∗ is the dual of y in the sense that it disagrees on every
circle in Z(D) = Z(s(D∗)).
A case-by-case check for all cases in Definition 4.2.11 where ind(D) = 1 gives
the following.
Lemma 4.2.14 Let (D, x, y) be a decorated resolution configuration. The partially
ordered set P (D∗, y∗, x∗) is the reverse of the partially ordered set P (D, x, y).
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The following lemma, which is [LS14a, Lemma 2.14], describes how to associate
a resolution configuration to an already existent resolution configuration which con-
tains a leaf. We state it here since it is used later when describing the 2-dimensional
moduli spaces of the Khovanov flow category (see Lemmata 4.3.9 and 4.3.17).
Lemma 4.2.15 Let (D, x, y) be a decorated resolution configuration with a leaf
Z1 ∈ Z(D) and an arc A1 ∈ A(D) with one point of ∂A1 lying on Z1. Further, let
Z2 ∈ Z(D) be the circle containing the other point in ∂A1, Z∗1 ∈ Z(s(D)) be the
circle containing both points of ∂A∗1, and finally let
Z∗2 ∈ Z
(
sA(D)\A1(D)
) \ {Z1}
be the unique circle containing a point of ∂A1. Now consider the resolution config-
uration D′ obtained from D by deleting Z1 and A1. The label y on Z(D) induces
a label y′ on Z(D′), and the label x on Z
(
s(D)
) \ {Z∗1} induces a label x′ on
Z
(
s(D′)
) \ {Z∗2} so that (D′, x′, y′) is also a decorated resolution configuration. Set
x′(Z∗2) = x(Z
∗
1) if y(Z1) = x+, or set x
′(Z∗2) = x+ if not. Then,
P (D, x, y) = P (D′, x′, y′)× {0, 1}
where {0, 1} is the partially ordered set with two elements and 0 ≺ 1.
Proof : The isomorphism of partially ordered sets
P (D, x, y)→ P (D′, x′, y′)× {0, 1}
presented in the proof of [LS14a, Lemma 2.14] produces, for each (E, z) ∈ P (D, x, y)
with E = sA(D) for some A ⊂ A(D), an object
(
(E ′, z′), i
) ∈ P (D′, x′, y′)× {0, 1}.
This task is separated into two cases corresponding to whether the arc A1 is in A
or not. When A1 ∈ A, i is set as 0 and E ′ = sA(D′). In this case, a labelling z′ on
Z(sA(D
′)) is induced by the labelling z on Z(sA(D)) = Z(sA(D′)) q {Z1}. When
A1 /∈ A, i is set as 1 and E ′ = sA\{A1}(D′). Then denoting {ZA} as the collection of
circles Z(sA(D)) \ Z
(
sA\{A1}(D
′)
)
, and letting {Z ′A} denote the collection of circles
Z
(
sA\{A1})(D
′)
) \ Z(sA(D)), a labelling z′ on Z(sA\A1(D′)) ∩ Z(sA(D)) is also in-
duced by the labelling z. Finally, z′ labels Z ′A in the following way: if y(Z1) = x+,
set z′(Z ′A) = z(ZA), otherwise set z
′(Z ′A) = x+. 2
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Definition 4.2.16 Let L be an oriented link diagram with n crossings that are or-
dered. Then the Khovanov chain complex {KhCi,j(L), δ} is defined in the following
way.
The bigraded chain group KhC(L) is a freely generated Z-module with genera-
tors given by labelled resolution configurations (DL(u), x) for u ∈ {0, 1}n. There are
two gradings on KhC(L), an i-grading known as the homological grading denoted
grh and a j-grading known as the quantum grading denoted grq. They are defined
as:
grh
(
(DL(u), x)
)
= |u| − n− and,
grq
(
(DL(u), x)
)
= n+ − 2n− + # { Z ∈ Z(DL(u) | x(Z) = x+ }
−# { Z ∈ Z(DL(u) | x(Z) = x− }
where n+ denotes the number of positive crossings of L and n− = n − n+ denotes
the number of negative crossings. The differential δ preserves the quantum grading
and increases the homological grading by 1. It is defined by
δ(DL(v), y) =
∑
(DL(u),x)
|u|=|v|+1
(DL(v),y)≺(DL(u),x)
(−1)s0(Cu,v)(DL(u), x)
where s0 is the standard sign assignment from Definition 4.1.5.
4.3 The Khovanov flow category and stable ho-
motopy type
Up to this point, it has only been mentioned briefly that the Khovanov flow category
CKh(D) is a flow category associated to a link diagram D, which covers the cube
flow category CC(n) where n is the number of crossings in D. Here, we follow
Section 5 of [LS14a] closely, where they construct the moduli spaces of this flow
category inductively. Using the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction with CKh will give
the Khovanov stable homotopy type. Firstly, we introduce some language for moduli
spaces of resolution configurations.
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Let (D, x, y) be a basic decorated resolution configuration of index n. Then
we shall associate to (D, x, y) an (n − 1)-dimensional 〈n − 1〉-manifold M(D, x, y)
together with an (n− 1)-map
F :M(D, x, y)→MCC(n)(1, 0).
These spaces are built inductively with the inductive hypothesis that the following
four conditions are satisfied, the first three of which are analogous to the second and
third conditions of Definition 2.2.1:
(A1): For an index n basic decorated resolution configuration (D, x, y), let (E, z) ∈
P (D, x, y) be of index m. Denote by x| and y| the induced labellings on
s(E \ s(D)) = s(D) \ E and D \ E, respectively. Denote by z| the induced
labellings on both (for simplicity of notation) s(D \E) = E \D and E \ s(D).
Then there is a composition map
◦ :M(D \ E, z|, y|)×M(E \ s(D), x|, z|)→M(D, x, y)
that respects the map F in the sense of the following commutative diagram:
M(D \ E, z|, y|)×M(E \ s(D), x|, z|) M(D, x, y)
MCC(n−m)(1, 0)
MCC(n)(v, 0)×MCC(n)(1, v) MCC(n)(1, 0)
F×F
◦
F
Iv,0×I1,v
◦
where the vector v = (v1, . . . , vn) is defined so that vi = 0 if the i
th arc of
A(D) is also in A(E), and vi = 1 otherwise.
(A2): The faces of M(D, x, y) are defined by
∂iM(D, x, y) = ∂exp,iM(D, x, y)
:=
∏
(E,z)∈P (D,x,y)
ind(D\E)=i
◦(M(D \ E, z|, y|)×M(E \ s(D), x|, z|)).
(A3): F is a covering map and local diffeomorphism with:
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(A4): The covering map F is trivial on each component of M(D, x, y).
Recall from the discussion in Subchapter 2.2 after Definition 2.2.1 that one can
define a diagram D with vertices (c.f. Equation 2.1) given by the spaces
M(D \ Ek, zk|, y|)×M(Ek \ Ek−1, zk−1|, zk|)× · · · ×M(E1 \ s(D), x|, z1|)
for a sequence of (D, y) ≺ (Ek, zk) ≺ · · · ≺ (E1, z1) ≺ (s(D), x) in P (D, x, y), and
edges corresponding to compositions using ◦ above. Denote by ∂expM(D, x, y) the
colimit of D so that
∂expM(D, x, y) = colimD =
⋃
i
∂exp,iM(D, x, y)
is an 〈n − 1〉-boundary whose top-dimensional faces are equal to ∂exp,iM(D, x, y)
(c.f. Equation 2.2). Then (A2) above gives the following.
Lemma 4.3.1 ∂expM(D, x, y) = ∂M(D, x, y)
Lipshitz-Sarkar describe the moduli spaces M(D, x, y) inductively, assuming
that for ind(D) = 1, M(D, x, y) is defined as a single point. Assuming that
each M(D, x, y) has been defined whenever ind(D) < k, the following proposition,
which is [LS14a, Proposition 5.2], describes the inductive argument of producing
M(D, x, y) whenever ind(D) = k.
Proposition 4.3.2 For each basic decorated resolution configuration (D, x, y) with
ind(D) ≤ n, let M(D, x, y) and F : M(D, x, y) → MCC(ind(D))(1, 0) satisfy condi-
tions (A1)-(A4). Then, for any index (n+1) basic decorated resolution configuration
(D, x, y), the following conditions are satisfied:
(B1): The previously defined F together define a continuous map
F|∂ : ∂expM(D, x, y)→ ∂MCC(n+1)(1, 0)
which preserves the structure of the 〈n〉-boundary on both sides. This means
that F|−1∂
(
∂iM(1, 0)
)
= ∂exp,iM(D, x, y), or that F|∂exp,iM(D,x,y) is an n-map.
(B2): Moreover, the map F|∂ is a covering map.
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(B3): The existence of an 〈n〉-manifold M(D, x, y) along with an n-map
F :M(D, x, y)→MCC(n+1)(1, 0)
that satisfy conditions (A1)-(A4) is equivalent to the condition that F|∂ is a
trivial covering map. In particular, for n ≥ 3 the moduli space M(D, x, y)
and map F necessarily exist.
(B4): If M(D, x, y) and F : M(D, x, y) → MCC(n+1)(1, 0) exist and n ≥ 2, then
they are both unique up to diffeomorphisms that fix the boundaries.
Proof : We describe the proof, following [LS14a].
(B1): Consider the diagram C with vertices given by the spaces
MCC(n+1)(vk, 0)×MCC(n+1)(vk−1, vk)× · · · ×MCC(n+1)(1, v1)
for vi ∈ {0, 1}n+1 such that 0 < vk < · · · < v1 < 1, and edges corresponding to
compositions ◦ for CC(n+ 1). This composition induces a homeomporphism
colimC ∼= ∂MCC(n+1)(1, 0)
by definition of CC(n + 1) being a flow category (Definition 2.2.1). The maps F
(assumed to exist by induction) induce a map of diagrams G : D → C which is
defined onM(D \Ek, zk|, y|)×M(Ek \Ek−1, zk−1|, zk|)×· · ·×M(E1 \ s(D), x|, z1|)
to be
(Ivk,0 × Ivk−1,vk × · · · × I1,v1) ◦ (F × · · · × F)
where vm has its i
th entry equal to 0 if the ith arc of A(D) is in A(Em), and is equal
to 1 otherwise (c.f. the commutative diagram in (A1), which ensures G defines a
map of diagrams). Setting F|∂ = colimG is enough.
(B2): The inductive hypothesis is that F :M(D′, x′, y′) →MCC(ind(D′))(1, 0) is
a covering map whenever ind(D′) ≤ n. To see that this is also true for M(D, x, y)
with ind(D) = (n + 1), consider F|∂ = colimG defined in the proof of (B1). The
result then follows from Proposition 2.1.4 (see also [LS14a, Proposition 3.9]).
(B3): By Lemma 4.1.3, each MCC(n+1)(1, 0) is topologically an n-disk, with
boundary ∂MCC(n+1)(1, 0) topologically an (n − 1)-sphere. Then (B1) along with
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(B2) means that ∂expM(D, x, y) (which has to cover these spheres) is itself a disjoint
union of (n− 1)-spheres, so the covering map is
F|∂ :
m∏
i=1
Sn−1 → Sn−1
and the result follows. The statement thatM(D, x, y) and F exist necessarily when
n ≥ 3 comes from the fact that any cover of Sn−1 is trivial for such n.
(B4): Finally, this condition follows since Lemma 4.3.1 ensures that any other
M′(D, x, y) satisfying conditions (A1)-(A4) has the same boundary as M(D, x, y).
Then both are disjoint unions of disks, as argued in the proof of (B3). Therefore,
they are diffeomorphic as long as the boundary is fixed and the diffeomorphism
commuted with F . 2
Thanks to the previous proposition, we can assume that spaces M(D, x, y) and
maps F exist satisfying conditions (A1)-(A4) for every index n basic decorated
resolution configuration (D, x, y). In particular, when n is equal to the number of
crossings of a link diagram L, we can define the Khovanov flow category CKh(L) as
a cover of the cube flow category CC(n).
Definition 4.3.3 The Khovanov flow category CKh(L) is the flow category whose
objects are in one-to-one correspondence with the standard generators of Khovanov
homology, as defined in Definition 4.2.16. That is to say, Ob
(
CKh(L)
)
consists of
labelled resolution configurations x = (DL(u), x) for u ∈ {0, 1}n. The grading |x| is
the homological grading grh(x) from Definition 4.2.16. Note that an orientation of
L is needed to define the gradings, but the rest of CKh(L) is defined independently.
For objects
x = (DL(u), x) and y = (DL(v), y)
of CKh(L), define MCKh(L)(x,y) to be empty when x ≺ y (with respect to the
partial order of Definition 4.2.11). When y ≺ x, the moduli space MCKh(L)(x,y)
can be defined as follows. Denote by x| the restriction of the labelling x on s(DL(v)\
DL(u)
)
= DL(u)\DL(v), and denote by y| the restriction of the labelling y onDL(v)\
DL(u). Then (DL(v)\DL(u), x|, y|) is a basic decorated resolution configuration and
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the moduli spaces of the Khovanov flow category are defined as
MCKh(L)(x,y) =M(DL(v) \DL(u), x|, y|).
Moreover, condition (A1) on moduli spaces of resolution configurations provides
composition maps that induce composition maps
MCKh(L)(z,y)×MCKh(L)(x, z)→MCKh(L)(x,y)
for the Khovanov flow category.
Definition 4.3.4 A functor F : CKh(L) → CC(n)[−n−] is defined for the Kho-
vanov flow category as a cover of the cube flow category (where [−n−] denotes a
shift in homological gradings of the category, and is omitted unless it is needed).
The functor is defined on objects by
F (DL(u), x) = u.
The associated morphisms
F :MCKh(L)(DL(u), x), (DL(v), y))→MCC(n)(u, v)
are given by the composition
M(DL(v) \DL(u), x|, y|) MCC(|u|−|v|)(1, 0) MCC(n)(u, v).F
Iu,v
Lemma 4.3.5 The moduli spaces M(x,y) are only non-empty when grq(x) =
grq(y) and grh(y) < grh(x).
Proof : The moduli spaces are only non-empty when y ≺ x, and from the
definition of the partial order (Definition 4.2.11) along with the definition of the
Khovanov chain complex (Definition 4.2.16), this happens only if grq(x) = grq(y)
and grh(y) < grh(x). 2
Lemma 4.3.5 ensures that objects of CKh(L) related by moduli spaces split up
in quantum gradings. Therefore, if C qKh(L) denotes the full subcategory of CKh(L)
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with all objects of quantum grading q, then the Khovanov flow category CKh(L) can
be described as the disjoint union of all such full subcategories,
CKh(L) =
∐
q∈Z
C qKh(L).
Using Lemma 2.4.4, the Khovanov space XKh(L) (defined in the following definition)
therefore decomposes as a wedge sum over such splittings of quantum gradings. If
the oriented link diagram L has n crossings, the Khovanov flow category is defined
as the cover of the cube flow category CC(n), so one can choose a sign assignment
s for CC(n) and a framing of CC(n) relative s. Then a neat immersion of CKh(L)
together with a coherent framing is produced using the cover F : CKh(L)→ CC(n)
and the framing of CC(n) relative s (as argued in Subchapter 2.4). Finally, a choice
of perturbation can be made so that one can obtain a framing of CKh(L). Recall
that by Lemma 2.3.2, if we define the Khovanov space as the output of the Cohen-
Jones-Segal machine, then the Khovanov homology of the link is recovered from the
reduced cohomology of the Khovanov space shifted by (−C) for the positive integer
C defined in Equation 2.5 of Definition 2.3.1. In particular, we have the following
definition.
Definition 4.3.6 The Khovanov space is the CW complex |CKh(L)| obtained as a
result of the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction. A framed neat embedding for CKh(L)
can be provided using the coverF as described above. The Khovanov spectrum XKh
is defined as the suspension spectrum of the Khovanov space which is de-suspended
C times (in order to give the correct Khovanov homology). The Khovanov spectrum
decomposes as a wedge sum over the quantum gradings as
XKh(L) =
∨
j
X jKh(L).
The following example describes how the previous definition ties together with
the material described throughout this chapter. It is similar to the example of
[LS14a, §9.1].
Example 4.3.1 Consider the 1-crossing unknot U as:
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There are two resolutions of this diagram, and they are the resolution configurations
depicted in Figure 4.2. The resolution interval is an interval whose boundary points
consist of the 0-resolution and the 1-resolution as
//
The 0-resolution DU(0) consists of two circles, and there are four possible labellings.
Let
x1 = (DU(0), v+v+),x2 = (DU(0), v+v−),x3 = (DU(0), v−v+),x4 = (DU(0), v−v−)
be the four corresponding objects in CKh(U). The homological degrees are grh(xi) =
−1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The 1-resolution DU(1) consists of a single circle with two possi-
ble labellings. Let y1 = (DU(1), v+) and y2 = (DU(1), v−) be the two corresponding
objects in CKh(U). The homological degrees are grh(yi) = 0 for i = 1, 2. The two
objects x1 and y1 have the same quantum grading grq(x1) = grq(y1) = 0 and a single
moduli space between them. The objects x2, x3 and y2 all have the same quantum
grading grq(x2) = grq(x3) = grq(y2) = −2. There is a single moduli space between
x2 and y2, and a single moduli space between x3 and y2. The only object with
quantum degree −4 is x4. The Khovanov flow category CKh(U) is:
x1 x2 x3 x4
y1 y2
grh = −1
grh = 0
The only moduli spaces are single points. In particular, a choice of framed embed-
ding of CKh(U) relative d = (d−1, d0) = (−1, 0) can be made so that the disjoint
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union
M(x1, y1)qM(x2, y2)qM(x3, y2)
of three points can be embedded into Rd−1 = R, with a positive framing coming
from the standard sign assignment. Now |CKh(U)| is constructed using Definition
2.3.1 as follows. The two cells C(y1) and C(y2) are given by
{0} × [−ε, ε]/∂{0} × [−ε, ε] ∼= S1.
The 1-skeleton of |CKh(U)|(1) is therefore S1 ∨ S1. The cells C(xi) are given by
[0, R]× [−R,R]/ ∼i
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 where ∼i are identifications defined as follows. The identification
∼1 identifies
{0} × ϕx1,y1(M(x1, y1)× [−ε, ε]) ⊂ ∂C(x1)
with C(y1), and the rest of ∂C(x1) to the basepoint. Therefore, C(x1) is a 2-cell
whose boundary is attached to the first wedge-summand of |CKh(U)|(1) = S1 ∨ S1
by a degree-one map, yielding D2 ∨ S1. The identifications ∼j for j = 2, 3 identify
{0} × ϕxj ,y2(M(xj, y2)× [−ε, ε]) ⊂ ∂C(xj)
with C(y2), and the rest of ∂C(xj) to the basepoint. Therefore, C(xj) is a 2-cell
whose boundary is attached to the second wedge-summand of |CKh(U)|(1) = S1∨S1
by a degree-one map, for j = 2, 3. This produces an S2 component, and the result
of attaching the first three 2-cells to |CKh(U)|(1) is D2 ∨ S2. Finally, ∼4 identifies
the entire ∂C(x4) to the basepoint, providing another S2 wedge-summand. The CW
complex |CKh(U)| is given by
|CKh(U)| = D2 ∨ S2 ∨ S2
and so the Khovanov spectrum XKh(U) is given by
XKh(U) = Σ−2(S2 ∨ S2) = S0 ∨ S0.
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4.3.1 The 0-dimensional moduli spaces
Defining the 0-dimensional moduli spaces M(D, x, y) as a single point is all that is
required. Since MCC(1)(1, 0) is also a single point, the map
F :M(D, x, y)→MCC(1)(1, 0)
is defined for such basic decorated resolution configurations to send point to point
(and conditions (A1)-(A4) are satisfied trivially).
Remark: Note that the simplicity of this definition is not a luxury that can be
assumed of the sock flow category defined later in Subchapter 5.2 since there exist
two-point moduli spaces after cancellation.
4.3.2 The 1-dimensional moduli spaces
Let (D, x, y) be a decorated resolution configuration of index 2. The definition of
the 1-dimensional moduli spaces M(D, x, y) actually depends on a global choice
due to an occurrence of what Lipshitz-Sarkar refer to as ladybugs in [LS14a]. Before
defining a ladybug, it will be useful to define the following notion which is used
throughout this subsection.
Definition 4.3.7 Let (D, x, y) be an index 2 basic decorated resolution configura-
tion. A maximal chain consists of a labelled resolution configuration (D′, z) such
that (D, y) ≺ (D′, z) ≺ (s(D), x). For an index n basic decorated resolution config-
uration, a maximal chain would require a sequence of n − 1 intermediate labelled
resolution configurations (D′i, zi) for i = 1, . . . , n− 1 with
(D, y) ≺ (D′1, z1) ≺ · · · ≺ (D′n−1, zn−1) ≺ (s(D), x).
Definition 4.3.8 A ladybug configuration is a decorated resolution configuration
(D, x, y) of index 2 satisfying the properties that:
1. Z(D) is just a single circle Z, and
2. The two arcs Z1 and Z2 of A(D) intersect Z in such a way that their boundary
points alternate around Z.
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Figure 4.3: An index 2 resolution configuration that is a ladybug.
Due to a restriction of gradings that occur in this way, the labels are y(Z) = x+
and x(s(Z)) = x−, where s(Z) is the single circle in Z(s(D)). In certain contexts,
D may also be referred to as a ladybug configuration. See Figure 4.3
Lemma 4.3.9 Consider a decorated resolution configuration (D, x, y) of index 2
and write A(D) = {A1, A2} where A1 precedes A2 in the total ordering of arcs in
D. The number m of labelled resolution configurations (D′, z) such that (D, y) ≺
(D′, z) ≺ (s(D), x) is either 2 or 4. The case m = 4 occurs if and only if (D, x, y) is
a ladybug configuration.
Proof : If D admits a leaf or a co-leaf in the sense of Definition 4.2.9, then
Lemmata 4.2.14 and 4.2.15 imply that P (D, x, y) is isomorphic to {0, 1}, and hence
m = 2. All possible index 2 decorated resolution configurations are listed in [ORS13,
Figure 2] and as highlighted in [LS14a], the only ones that do not admit leaves or
co-leaves are ladybug configurations where m = 4. 2
As a result of the previous lemma, ∂expM(D, x, y) consists of either 2 or 4 points.
Firstly, consider the case when m = 2. Then the map
F|∂ : ∂expM(D, x, y)→ ∂MCC(2)(1, 0)
is a trivial covering space and condition (B3) of Proposition 4.3.2 ensures that
M(D, x, y) can be defined with a map F :M(D, x, y) →MCC(2)(1, 0) that satisfy
conditions (A1)-(A4). To be explicit, M(D, x, y) is a single interval with boundary
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Figure 4.4: The various surgeries on a ladybug configuration. Each of the two
intermediate resolution configurations have two different labellings.
∂expM(D, x, y), and F is a diffeomorphism that is fixed on the boundary corre-
sponding to the two diagrams D1 and D2 that contain A1 and A2 in the set up of
Lemma 4.3.9.
For the case m = 4, there is a choice to be made about which of the 4 points are
paired off to bound an interval. This choice was made explicit in [LS14a, 5.4.2] in the
following way. There are two ways to deconstruct the maximal surgery on the single
circle Z of Z(D); by first performing surgery along A1 followed by surgery along A2,
or by first performing surgery along A2 followed by surgery along A1. In each case,
the first surgery yields two circles, which we denote as {Zi,1, Zi,2} = Z(sAi(D)) for
i = 1, 2. The choice is then a bijection
{Z1,1, Z1,2} ↔ {Z2,1, Z2,2}.
In order to explain this bijection, some notation is needed.
Definition 4.3.10 Let (D, x, y) be the index 2 basic decorated resolution configu-
ration in question. Assume that ∞ ∈ S2 is not part of D ⊂ S2 \ {∞} ∼= R2. Then
the two arcs A1 and A2 lie inside this plane with one outside of Z (denoted Aout and
one inside Z (denoted Ain). Let Z be oriented with its inherited orientation from
the disk is bounds in R2. There are four arcs of Z \ (∂A1 ∪ ∂A2), so with respect
to this orientation, define the right pair of components to be the arcs which direct
Aout to Ain. The remaining pair is called the left pair.
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This definition is invariant under isotopy by the following lemma, which can be
verified by considering a right pair as the pair of arcs obtained by traversing along
A1 or A2 and then turning right.
Lemma 4.3.11 Any isotopy of Z ∪ A1 ∪ A2 in S2 takes the right pair to the right
pair.
The convention of [LS14a] is to choose the right pair to construct M(D, x, y),
and we shall follow this convention for convenience. Thus, if {P,Q} is the right pair,
assume that P ⊂ Zi,1 and Q ⊂ Zi,2 for i = 1, 2. This determines a bijection
Z1,1 ↔ Z2,1 Z1,2 ↔ Z2,2
which will be called the ladybug matching. The left pair will result in different
moduli spaces, so denote them byM∗(D, x, y). They will be of use later. There are
four maximal chains in P (D, x, y) that give the four points of ∂M(D, x, y). They
are:
a = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA1(D), x−x+) ≺ (s(D), x−)]
b = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA1(D), x+x−) ≺ (s(D), x−)]
c = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA2(D), x−x+) ≺ (s(D), x−)]
d = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA2(D), x+x−) ≺ (s(D), x−)]
where the labellings are listed in order for Zi,1 and Zi,2, respectively, for i = 1, 2.
Then the two intervals of M(D, x, y) are the ones whose boundaries are a unionsq c and
b unionsq d. The existence (and uniqueness up to isotopy) of the map
F :M(D, x, y)→MCC(2)(1, 0)
is given since MCC(2)(1, 0) is a single interval I, and F|∂ sends a and b to one
endpoint of I, and send c and d to the other endpoint of I. This results in the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.3.12 For an index k ≤ 2 basic decorated resolution configuration
(D, x, y), there are spaces M(D, x, y) and maps F satisfying the conditions (A1)-
(A4).
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4.3.3 The 2-dimensional moduli spaces
By (B3) of Proposition 4.3.2, in order to provide M(D, x, y) for ind(D) = 3, it is
only necessary to show that
F|∂ : ∂expM(D, x, y)→ ∂MCC(3)(1, 0)
which is a covering map (by (B2) of Proposition 4.3.2), is a trivial covering map
on each component of ∂expM(D, x, y). Both ∂expM(D, x, y) and ∂MCC(3)(1, 0) are
2-boundaries, and in particular ∂MCC(3)(1, 0) is a 6-cycle (by Lemma 4.1.3). So
consider both as graphs, so that F|∂ respects the graph structure and it is enough
to show that ∂expM(D, x, y) is a disjoint union of 6-cycles. Following [ORS13] and
the definition of dual resolution configurations (Definitions 4.2.8 and 4.2.13), proving
that ∂expM(D, x, y) is a disjoint union of 6-cycles reduces to checking a number of
cases, and this is precisely the method of [LS14a, Subsection 5.5]. These cases are
illustrated in Figure 4.5, and the following three lemmata from [LS14a, Subsection
5.5] are needed to ensure that checking the cases is sufficient. The first follows from
the fact that ∂expM(D, x, y) covers a 6-cycle.
Lemma 4.3.13 The graph ∂expM(D, x, y) consists of a disjoint union of cycles,
each of which has a number of vertices that is divisible by 6. Moreover, if the graph
∂expM(D, x, y) has exactly 6 vertices, then it is a 6-cycle.
Lemma 4.3.14 The boundary of the right-pair moduli space ∂expM(D, x, y) is iso-
morphic to the left-pair moduli space of the dual ∂expM∗(D∗, x∗, y∗).
Lemma 4.3.15 Both graphs ∂expM(D, x, y) and ∂expM∗(D∗, x∗, y∗) have the same
number of vertices and the same parity of the number of cycles. Consequently, the
graphs are isomorphic if ∂expM(D, x, y) has at most 12 vertices.
The last two lemmata result in the following:
Corollary 4.3.16 The graph ∂expM(D, x, y) is a 6-cycle (respectively, a disjoint
union of 6-cycles) if and only if ∂expM∗(D∗, x∗, y∗) is a 6-cycle (respectively, a disjoint
union of 6-cycles).
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In [ORS13, Figure 4] and [LS14a, Figure 5.3], seven resolution configurations
are illustrated that are of fundamental importance for the discussion of this section.
These are listed in Figure 4.5.
The resolution configurations Da, Db and Dc are the only basic index 3 resolution
configurations with leaves and ladybugs up to isotopy in S2 and reordering of arcs.
The resolution configurations Dd, De, Df , Dg are the only basic index 3 resolution
configurations without leaves or co-leaves up to isotopy in S2 and reordering of
arcs. Moreover, the configurations Df and Dg are dual to configurations Dd and
De, respectively.
Lemma 4.3.17 If D has a leaf, then ∂expM(D, x, y) is either a 6-cycle or a disjoint
union of 6-cycles.
Proof : The proof of this lemma uses the naturally associated index 2 resolu-
tion configuration (D′, x′, y′) constructed in Lemma 4.2.15. The key property is
that P (D, x, y) is naturally isomorphic to P (D′, x′, y′) × {0, 1}. When (D′, x′, y′)
is not a ladybug configuration, P (D′, x′, y′) is isomorphic to {0, 1}2. Therefore,
P (D, x, y) has exactly six maximal chains in this case, and Lemma 4.3.13 implies
that ∂expM(D, x, y) is a 6-cycle.
When (D′, x′, y′) is a ladybug configuration, then by reordering arcs if necessary,
D is isotopic to either Da, Db or Dc. Grading restrictions mean that the only possible
labelling y of the leaf in Da and Db is x+, and y has to label one of the leaves of Dc
with x+.
The four maximal chains in P (D′, x′, y′) have the form
di = [β ≺ ci ≺ α]
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let the ladybug matching be d1 ↔ d2 and d3 ↔ d4. Then the
12 vertices in P (D, x, y) = P (D′, x′, y′) × {0, 1} are represented by the following
maximal chains
ui = [(β, 0) ≺ (ci, 0) ≺ (α, 0)(α, 1)]
vi = [(β, 0) ≺ (ci, 0) ≺ (ci, 1)(α, 1)]
wi = [(β, 0) ≺ (β, 1) ≺ (ci, 1)(α, 1)]
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(a) Da.
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3
(b) Db.
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(c) Dc.
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(d) Dd.
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3
(e) De.
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(f) Df .
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3
(g) Dg.
Figure 4.5: The only basic index 3 resolution configurations with leaves and lady-
bugs are Da, Db and Dc, up to isotopy in S
2. The only basic index 3 resolution
configurations without leaves or coleaves are Dd, De, Df and Dg, up to isotopy in
S2.
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for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then [LS14a, Lemma 5.14] shows that the corresponding compo-
nents of ∂expM(D, x, y) are
v1 u1 u2 v2 w2 w1 v1 and v3 u3 u4 v4 w4 w3 v3
where a b denotes an edge joining a to b. 2
The previous lemma and corollary then summarise to give the following:
Corollary 4.3.18 If D is a co-leaf, then ∂expM(D, x, y) is a disjoint union of 6-
cycles.
Lemma 4.3.19 1. Let D be a resolution configuration isotopic to Dd from Fig-
ure 4.5 (perhaps reordering the arcs). Then ∂expM(Da, x, y) is a 6-cycle.
2. Let D be a resolution configuration isotopic to De from Figure 4.5 (perhaps
reordering the arcs). Then ∂expM(D, x, y) is a disjoint union of two 6-cycles.
Proof : Part (1): Clearly P (D, x, y) has 6 maximal chains, each of the form
v = [(D, y) ≺ (E2, z2) ≺ (E1, z1) ≺ (s(D), x)]
where E2 is obtained from De by merging Z1 and Z2. Thus, the labelling z2 is
determined completely by D, E2 and y (c.f. Definition 4.2.11). For each of the three
choices for (E2, z2) (given by each arc), E2 \ s(D) is not a ladybug configuration
and so there are precisely 2 maximal chains in P (E2 \ s(D), x, z2). This means
∂expM(D, x, y) has exactly 6 vertices and is a 6-cycle by Lemma 4.3.13.
Part (2): The only possible compatible labellings is x = x−x− and y = x+. The
vertices of the cube of resolutions ∂expM(D, x, y) are given by the following maximal
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chains of P (D, x, y):
v1 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA1(D), x+x−) ≺ (sA1,A2(D), x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v2 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA1(D), x+x−) ≺ (sA1,A3(D), x−x−x+) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v3 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA1(D), x−x+) ≺ (sA1,A2(D), x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v4 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA1(D), x−x+) ≺ (sA1,A3(D), x−x+x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v5 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA2(D), x+x−) ≺ (sA1,A2(D), x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v6 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA2(D), x+x−) ≺ (sA2,A3(D), x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v7 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA2(D), x−x+) ≺ (sA1,A2(D), x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v8 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA2(D), x−x+) ≺ (sA2,A3(D), x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v9 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA3(D), x+x−) ≺ (sA2,A3(D), x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v10 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA3(D), x+x−) ≺ (sA1,A3(D), x−x+x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v11 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA3(D), x−x+) ≺ (sA2,A3(D), x−) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)]
v12 = [(D, x+) ≺ (sA3(D), x−x+) ≺ (sA1,A3(D), x−x−x+) ≺ (s(D), x−x−)].
After making a choice of ladybug matchings, [LS14a, Lemma 5.17] provides the
resulting components of ∂expM(D, x, y) as
v1 v2 v12 v11 v8 v7 v1 and v3 v4 v10 v9 v6 v5 v3
where, again, a b denotes an edge joining a to b. 2
Since the resolution configurations Df and Dg from Figure 4.5 are dual to the
resolution configurations Dd and De from Figure 4.5, respectively, then the following
corollary follows immediately from Corollary 4.3.16.
Corollary 4.3.20 If a resolution configuration D is isotopic to Df or Dg from
Figure 4.5, then ∂expM(D, x, y) is a disjoint union of 6-cycles.
Proposition 4.3.21 For an index k ≤ 3 basic decorated resolution configuration
(D, x, y), there are spaces M(D, x, y) and maps F satisfying the conditions (A1)-
(A4).
Proof : As discussed at the beginning of this subchapter, it was enough to show
that ∂expM(D, x, y) is a disjoint union of 6-cycles. Using Proposition 4.3.12 proves
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the case k ≤ 2. By Proposition 4.3.2, in order to prove the case k = 3, it suffices to
verify the map
∂expM(D, x, y)→ ∂MCC(n)(1, 0)
is a trivial covering map which, as discussed, was equivalent to verifying that each
component of ∂expM(D, x, y) is a 6-cycle. This problem was broken up into cases
in [LS14a, Subsection 5.5]. When D has a leaf or a co-leaf, Lemma 4.3.17 and
Corollary 4.3.18 ensure the 6-cycle condition is satisfied. Since the remaining four
cases are isotopic to one of Dd,De,Df or Dg, Lemma 4.3.19 and Corollary 4.3.20
collectively deal with the remaining cases. 2
4.3.4 The n-dimensional moduli spaces, n ≥ 3
Proposition 4.3.22 For an index n basic decorated resolution configuration (D, x, y),
there are spaces M(D, x, y) and maps F satisfying the conditions (A1)-(A4).
Proof : This follows from Proposition 4.3.21 when n ≤ 3, and Condition (B3)
of Proposition 4.3.2 when n ≥ 4. 2
4.4 Invariance of the Khovanov Spectrum
This subchapter makes a note on the invariance of the Khovanov spectrum, which
gives the main theorem of [LS14a]:
Theorem 4.4.1 For an oriented link diagram L, let XKh(L) = ∨jX jKh(L) be the
Khovanov spectrum of L from Definition 4.3.6 and let Kh(L) =
⊕
i,jKh
i,j(L) be
the Khovanov homology of L from Definition 4.2.16. Then XKh(L) satisfies the
following two properties:
1. The Khovanov homology Kh∗,j(L) =
⊕
iKh
i,j(L) can be recovered from the
reduced cohomology of X jKh, with
H˜ i(X jKh(L)) = Khi,j(L).
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2. The stable homotopy type of X jKh(L) is an invariant of the isotopy class of
the link corresponding to L, and is independent of all the choices made in its
construction.
A collection of choices are made in the construction of XKh, and [LS14a, Section
6] proves that the Khovanov spectrum is invariant under these choices. They are
listed as follows:
1. A convention of a left or a right ladybug matching.
2. An n-crossing diagram L of the link.
3. An ordering of the crossings of L.
4. A particular sign assignment s of the cube C(n).
5. A framed neat embedding ı, and a framing ϕ of that embedding, for CC(n)
relative the sign assignment s.
6. A framed neat embedding of the Khovanov flow category CKh(L) relative some
d, which is a perturbation of the framed embedding (ı, ϕ).
7. The numbers used in the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction of the CW complex.
In particular, the integers A and B, and real numbers ε and R.
Recall from Lemma 2.3.3 that the independence of Choice (7) has already been
shown. The independence of choices (3)-(7) is shown in [LS14a, Proposition 6.1],
assuming a fixed choice of ladybug matching.
Proposition 4.4.1 Given a fixed choice of ladybug matching, the stable homotopy
type of XKh(L) is an invariant of the chosen link diagram (that is, invariant of the
choices (3)-(7) above).
In order to show that the construction of X jKh(L) is invariant of any choice of
link diagram (i.e. choice (2)), it suffices to show that it is invariant under all three
Reidemeister moves RMI, RMII and RMIII, and [LS14a, Propositions 6.2-6.4] deals
with them independently. It is worth noting that the arguments there are inspired by
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Figure 4.6: The 2-crossing tangle where Reidemeister Move II takes place.
the chain homotopy equivalences (see [BN02], for example) for Khovanov homology
under RMI-RMIII, where particular subcomplexes of the Khovanov complex are
quotiented out yielding homotopy equivalent chains. Let us show the RMII case
in order to highlight the use of upward and downward closed subcategories (see
Subchapter 2.4).
Proposition 4.4.2 Let L be a link diagram and L′ be a link diagram obtained from
L by performing a Reidemeister-II move. Then the two Khovanov spaces X jKh(L)
and X jKh(L′) are homotopy equivalent.
Proof : Since the RMII move takes place locally on a 2-crossing tangle (see
Figure 4.6), consider the resolution ‘square’ with vertices (00),(10),(01) and (11)
corresponding to the resolutions taken at each crossing. Only one of these vertices
yields a diagram with a circle in it and depending on the ordering of crossings, it
is either (10) or (01). Let us assume that this vertex is (01). Let C1 be the acyclic
subcomplex of KhC(L′) that is generated by the (01)-resolutions that label the circle
with x+ along with all (11) resolutions. Then C1 corresponds to an upward closed
subcategory C1 or CKh(L′), with a complementary downward-closed subcategory
C2 that corresponds to the quotient complex C2 = KhC(L′)/C1 generated by all
objects not in C1 (that is, all (00)-resolutions, all (10)-resolutions and the (01)-
resolutions that label the circle with x−). Further, the chain complex C2 can be
decomposed into an acyclic quotient complex C3 and a complementary complex C4.
The chain complex C3 consists of all (00) resolutions and the (01) resolution with an
x− labelling of the circle. Thus, C4 is the remaining (10)-resolution, which is clearly
isomorphic to KhC(L). Since the category C3 corresponding to C3 is a downward
closed subcategory of C2, and the complementary subcategory C4 corresponding to
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C4 is isomorphic to CKh(L), applying Lemma 2.4.5 twice yields the result. 2
The one choice remaining (choice (1)) that is dealt with last in [LS14a] is the
ladybug matching.
Proposition 4.4.3 The stable homotopy type of XKh(L) is independent of the
ladybug matching.
The proof of the independence of ladybug matching is given in [LS14a, Proposition
6.5] by an argument which describes a rotation by pi of a link diagram L around the y-
axis, whose key characteristic is that is exchanges right and left pairs in each ladybug
configuration. The independence of ladybug matching then reduces to independence
of Reidemeister moves since the resulting link diagram is also a diagram of the
underlying link.
Let us conclude this chapter with a note on handle cancellation (Theorem 3.1.1)
in the Khovanov flow category. The invariance of the Khovanov homotopy type
under Reidemeister moves I-III is shown in [LS14a] using arguments similar to those
in [BN02]. In particular, the existence of the upward and downward closed subcate-
gories that are described in this chapter are essential. In the Khovanov flow category,
all 0-dimensional moduli spaces are single points and so cancelling these special sub-
categories to exhibit invariance under Reidemeister moves can be described in terms
of handle cancellation, where the new moduli spaces are unaffected by the choice
of moduli space to cancel (see Definition 3.1.1). So whilst the arguments in this
chapter can be reformulated using handle cancellation, they are not simplified in
doing so. Handle cancellation in flow categories allows further cancellations to be
made with no restriction to upward or downward closed subcategories and we will
see how this can be taken further in later chapters. In particular, the worked exam-
ple in Subchapter 6.4 describes how various cancellations are made to significantly
simplify the Khovanov flow category associated to the knot 819.
Chapter 5
Gaussian Elimination and its
effect on the Khovanov space
It has been known for some time that the Khovanov complex for knots/links that can
be represented by a particular type of diagram can be simplified (or ‘flattened’ in a
sense) via Gaussian elimination. The links of interest are those with a diagram that
can be built up of positive and negative elementary (2-crossing) tangles (see Defini-
tion 5.3.1 and Figure 5.3). Such a diagram will be known as a matched diagram, as
in [JLS15]. The observation that the Khovanov chain complex can be simplified was
made by Khovanov in his original paper on the subject [Kho00, Subsec.6.2], which
computes the Khovanov homology of (2, n)-torus links. Bar-Natan (in [BN05]) later
extended Khovanov homology to tangles by studying a local version of the Kho-
vanov complex which looks at chain complexes of tangles up to chain homotopy
equivalence. In Chapter 3, the notion of handle cancellation was extended to gen-
eral framed flow categories and (as in [JLS15]) this allows for a simpler description
of the Khovanov homotopy type of associated to a matched diagram.
We shall overview how Gaussian elimination works in Khovanov homology in
Subchapter 5.1, and then proceed by outlining the description in [JLS15] of a more
compact version of the Khovanov homotopy type associated to matched diagrams. In
order to describe the original Khovanov homotopy type, it was necessary to construct
the Khovanov flow category which satisfies the nice property that it covers the cube
flow category; one thing that allowed for this was that all 0-dimensional moduli
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spaces are single points. By performing Gaussian elimination, however, one allows
for 0-dimensional moduli spaces to be more than just single points and therefore we
require a framed flow category, the sock flow category, that is analogous to the cube
flow category, but whose 0-dimensional moduli spaces consist of either 1 or 2 points.
The sock flow category was recently constructed by Jones-Lobb-Schu¨tz in [JLS15]
for the purpose of describing a compact version of the Khovanov homotopy type.
We will highlight the construction of the sock flow category in Subchapter 5.2 and
then describe the flow category that covers the sock flow category in Subchapter
5.3.
5.1 Gaussian elimination in Khovanov homology
Gaussian elimination is an extremely useful method for simplifying the Khovanov
chain complex associated to matched diagrams. We shall reserve this subchapter
to giving a brief overview of how Gaussian elimination can be applied to this set-
up, which should illustrate the motivation of [JLS15] and the rest of this chapter.
The preliminaries are quite algebraic and as such, it will be useful to consider the
Topological Quantum Field Theory (TQFT) version of Khovanov homology. There
are two main reasons for shifting to this algebraic definition of Khovanov homology.
Firstly, the TQFT definition allows us to describe Gaussian elimination algebraically
in terms of linear maps of vector spaces, as it was described in [BN07]. Secondly,
Krasner in [Kra09] describes the generalised Khovanov-Rozansky homologies for
matched diagrams in terms of a general TQFT that contains Khovanov homology
as a special case; this reason is also the motivation in [JLS15]. Here, we shall only
describe the Khovanov (n = 2) case.
The Khovanov complex is constructed in the usual way, by taking a diagram
D of a knot or link with n ordered crossings. At each crossing, either the 0- or
1-resolution can be taken, giving a choice of 2n different resolutions (see Figure
5.1) which all yield collections of circles. These are presented on the vertices of
the cube [0, 1]n according to the corresponding resolutions taken. The vertices of
the cube are given the obvious partial order ((0, . . . , 0) being the minimum and
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10
Figure 5.1: The 0- and 1-resolutions of a crossing.
Figure 5.2: The saddle cobordism between a 0-resolution and a 1-resolution of a
crossing.
(1, . . . , 1) being the maximum), and travelling along an edge of the cube involves
changing exactly one coordinate from 0 to 1 on the vertices that bound that edge.
The corresponding change in the resolution diagrams is from a 0-resolution to a
1-resolution, and therefore one can present the saddle cobordism of Figure 5.2 on
this edge.
Definition 5.1.1 Let V be a graded vector space spanned by v+ and v−. Then a
(1+1)-dimensional TQFT A is a functor from 1-manifolds together with cobordisms
to vector spaces together with linear maps between them. To each circle in the
resolution cube, A assigns the vector space V . Each additional circle corresponds
to a tensor factor of V . Moreover, A assigns to a cobordism of circles, a map
between vector spaces. Since the cobordisms on edges change one crossing from a
0-smoothing to a 1-smoothing, we will either be merging circles, or splitting them.
The corresponding maps are:
m :V ⊗ V → V ∆ :V → V ⊗ V
v+ ⊗ v+ 7→ v+ v+ 7→ v+ ⊗ v− + v− ⊗ v+
v+ ⊗ v− 7→ v− v− 7→ v− ⊗ v−
v− ⊗ v+ 7→ v−
v− ⊗ v− 7→ 0
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The vector space V = 〈v+, v−〉 can be thought of as the Frobenius algebra Z[x]/x2
by an identification taking v+ 7→ 1 and v− 7→ x.
By applying A to the cube of resolutions for a diagram D, one obtains a cube
whose vertices are presented by tensor products of V and whose edges correspond
to the linear maps m and ∆ on the necessary tensor products. The Khovanov chain
complex is obtained from this cube by considering the following definitions.
Definition 5.1.2 Let v be a vertex of the resolution cube of a diagram D. It corre-
sponds to a collection of k circles, or equivalently the k-tensor product V ⊗k. Define
a homological grading as h(v) = |v| − n−, where |v| is the sum of the coordinates
and n− is the number of negative crossings in D. Denote by w the image of v under
an edge-cobordism, then h(w) = h(v) + 1 (hinting at a cohomology theory). Define
an intermediate grading α by setting α(v+) = 1 and α(v−) = −1. This is extended
to tensors as α(v1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vk) = α(v1) + · · · + α(vk). Notice that α(w) = α(v) − 1.
This is used to define a quantum grading q as q(v) = α(v) + h(v) + n+ − n−, where
n+ is the number of positive crossings in D. Notice that q(w) = q(v).
The Khovanov complex is defined by taking chain groups as a direct sum of all
tensor products on vertices with the same homological grading. Since the quantum
grading does not change passing over edges, this complex splits as a direct sum of
complexes; one for each quantum grading. This gives a bi-graded chain complex.
To ensure that this does give a chain complex, one can just sprinkle the cube with
(−)-signs so that every face anti-commutes, enforcing d2 = 0. A coherent way to do
this is by considering a basis of the exterior algebra in n generators and using the
exterior multiplication ∧dxi to label each edge which changes the ith coordinate by
dxi.
By considering the local picture of tangles, we can apply the following form of
Gaussian elimination (as described in [BN07]) to the Khovanov chain complex of
matched diagrams.
Lemma 5.1.3 If φ : B → D is an isomorphism (in some additive category), then
the four term complex segment given by
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· · · [A]
B
C
 D
E
 [F] · · ·
α
β

φ δ
γ 
 (
µ ν
)
is isomorphic to the (direct sum) complex segment
· · · [A]
B
C
 D
E
 [F] · · ·
0
β

φ 0
0 −γφ−1δ
 (
0 ν
)
and both of which are homotopy equivalent to the (flattened) complex segment
· · · [A]
[
C
] [
E
] [
F
]
· · · .
(
β
) (
−γφ−1δ
) (
ν
)
Here, A, C, E and F are all arbitrary columns of objects in the same additive
category as B and D. Moreover, the Greek letters are all arbitrary matrices of
morphisms in that category (with appropriate dimensions, domains and ranges).
Proof : Since the matrices in the first and second complexes differ by invertible
row operations (or a change of basis), the complexes are isomorphic. Moreover,
(
µ− νγφ−1 ν
)
and
α− φ−1δβ
β

are produced by the column and row operations on
(
µ ν
)
and
α
β

respectively. From the d2 = 0 property of the original complex, µφ − νγ = 0 and
φα− δβ = 0 and so
(
µ− νγφ−1 ν
)
=
(
0 ν
)
and
α− φ−1δβ
β
 =
0
β
 .
Since φ : B → D is an isomorphism, the last two complexes differ by the removal of
a contractible direct summand and hence are both homotopy equivalent. 2
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Figure 5.3: The 2-crossing elementary tangle T2.
10
s //
10 (•,1)−(1,•) //
10
Figure 5.4: The resultant chain complex of T2 after Gaussian elimination.
In order to highlight the use of this lemma, consider the positive 2-crossing
elementary tangle T2 in Figure 5.3. Then the resolution square [0, 1]
2 consists of two
horizontal crossingless strands at (0, 0), two vertical crossingless strands at (0, 1)
and (1, 0), and a circle sandwiched by two crossingless vertical strands at (1, 1) (c.f.
Definition 5.3.7). The TQFT assigns the vector space V to the circle at (1, 1),
and so this local complex is isomorphic to one which replaces the resolution at the
vertex (1, 1) by a direct summand of two copies of a vertical smoothing; one tensored
with v+ and one tensored with v−. Since the homological grading increases by one
along each edge, there is an isomorphism between the direct summand which is
tensored with v− and both of the vertical smoothings at (0, 1) and (1, 0). Making
a choice of which isomorphism to use (here, we shall use the one with (1, 0)), one
can apply Lemma 5.1.3 to produce a ‘flattened’ three-term complex which consists
of all resolutions of (0, 0) and (0, 1), but only the resolutions of (1, 1) that have a
circle decorated with v+. The differential from (0, 0) to (0, 1) remains the same, but
the differential from (0, 1) to (1, 1) obtains an additional component (see Figure 5.4
where the maps are defined below).
Definition 5.1.4 Consider a resolution consisting of two vertical crossingless strands
that are assumed to lie on separate circles. Applying the TQFT A to these circles
provides a tensor product V ⊗ V . A map
(•, 1)± (1, •) : V ⊗ V → V ⊗ V
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10
s //
10 (•,1)−(1,•) //
10 (•,1)+(1,•) //
10 (•,1)−(1,•) // · · · (•,1)±(1,•)//
10
Figure 5.5: The chain complex Ln obtained from the chain complex of Tn by Gaus-
sian elimination.
can be defined by ((•, 1) ± (1, •))(v, w) = (v− ⊗ v, w) ± (v, v− ⊗ w). The map
• : V → V can also be defined as a map on a single vertical strand which multiplies
the decoration of that strand by v− (or x in Z[x]/x2). This means that composing
• twice results in the trivial map.
Note that if both strands of the vertical resolution are part of the same circle,
then (•, 1)±(1, •) labels the circle with 0 = x2 ∈ Z[x]/x2. Therefore, we can assume
that the maps (•, 1)± (1, •) are defined only on separate circles.
Proposition 5.1.5 Let Tn be the positive n-crossing elementary tangle. The chain
homotopy class [Tn] can be represented by the flattened complex Ln given in Figure
5.5.
Proof : The map s in Figure 5.4 denotes the saddle map between resolutions
(see Figure 5.2). The proof follows by induction. When n = 1, the result is obvious
by taking the single 0-resolution and 1-resolution with the saddle map in between
(the n = 2 case is also described above). So assume that the result follows for Tn−1
for some n > 2. To show that Ln does indeed give a chain complex representing Tn,
consider the decomposition of Tn into the two tangles T1 and Tn−1. The complex
[Tn] can therefore be represented by the tensor product L1 ⊗ Ln−1
10
s //
s

10 (•,1)−(1,•) //
−1⊗s

10 (•,1)+(1,•) //
1⊗s

10 (•,1)−(1,•) //
−1⊗s

· · · (•,1)±(1,•) //
10
∓1⊗s
10
s⊗1 //10 10 (•,1)⊗1
+(1,•)⊗1
//10 10 (•,1)⊗1
−(1,•)⊗1
//10 10 (•,1)⊗1
+(1,•)⊗1
// · · · (•,1)⊗1±(1,•)⊗1 //
10 10
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where each of the top (respectively, the bottom) diagrams are given by the 0-
resolution (respectively, the 1-resolution) of T1 glued to the corresponding diagram
of Tn−1. Notice that gluing the 0-resolution produces identical diagrams (up to ho-
motopy). Since each circle corresponds to V = Z[x]/x2, and each decomposes into a
direct sum of a diagram where the circle is either labelled with v+ or v−. Consider
the right-most diagonal map ∓1⊗ s. This map splits into two components via the
direct sum decomposition described. In the same way as the T2 case described im-
mediately before this proposition, this is an isomorphism on the diagram in which
the circle is labelled with v−. Therefore, using Gaussian elimination cancels these
two isomorphic components, leaving the top complex one diagram short, and the
bottom-right given by a single vertical smoothing labelled with an extra v+. This
process can be repeated with the new right-most diagram in the top complex, and
so on, until all that is left of the top complex is the 0-smoothing. This complex is
Ln. 2
5.2 The sock flow category
The sock flow category is obtained as a quotient subcategory of the Morse flow cat-
egory CRPn of the real projective space with its standard Morse function. Consider
RPn as
RPn =
{
[x0 : x1 : · · · : xn]
∣∣ 0 6= (x0, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn+1 }
where [x0 : x1 : · · · : xn] = [λx0 : λx1 : · · · : λxn] for 0 6= λ ∈ R. Then consider the
self-indexing Morse function f : RPn → R defined by
f([x0 : · · · : xn]) =
n∑
i=1
ix2i
/
n∑
i=0
x2i .
This Morse function has (n+ 1) critical points given by
pi = [0 : · · · 0 : 1 : 0 : · · · : 0] ∈ RPn
where the ith coordinate is non-zero, for i = 0, . . . , n. Let v be the gradient for f
such that the gradient flow lines through x = [x0 : · · · : xn] are given by
γx(t) = [x0 : e
tx1 : · · · : entxn].
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With respect to the positive gradient flow, the stable manifold of a critical point pi
is given by
W s(pi) = { [x0 : x1 : · · · : xi−1 : 1 : 0 : · · · : 0] | x0, . . . , xi−1 ∈ R }
and the unstable manifold of a critical point pi is given by
W u(pi) = { [0 : 0 : · · · : 0 : 1 : xi+1 : · · · : xn] | xi+1, . . . , xn ∈ R } .
Therefore, given two critical points pi and pj of f with j < i, the intersection of the
stable and unstable manifolds can be realised as
W u(pj) ∩W s(pi) = { [0 : · · · : 0 : xj : · · · : xi−1 : 1 : 0 : · · · : 0] | xj 6= 0 }
which gives the uncompactified moduli space
M˜(pi, pj) = {[0 : · · · : 0 : ε : xj+1 : · · · : xi−1 : 1 : 0 : · · · : 0] | ε ∈ {±1}, xk ∈ R}.
The compactification of this moduli space can be written as M(pi, pj) = S0 ×
[−∞,∞]i−j−1. The composition maps are given as
[ε : xj+1 : · · · : xk−1 : 1] ◦ [ε′ : xk+1 : · · · : xi−1 : 1]
= [εε′ : ε′xj+1 : · · · : ε′xk−1 : ε′∞ : xk+1 : · · · : xi−1 : 1]
for ε, ε′ ∈ {±1}, where the obvious string of zeros are omitted for compact notation.
Definition 5.2.1 The n-sock flow category Sn is the flow category whose objects
are Ob(Sn) = {0, 1, . . . , n}. The moduli spaces are obtained from the Morse flow
category CRPn in the following way. Let
i,j : M˜(pi, pj)→ Ri−2
denote the composition of the embedding ıi,j : M˜(pi, pj) → W s(pi) with the pro-
jection to the last (i − 2) coordinates of W s(pi). Then let M˜(i, j) be the quo-
tient space of M˜(pi+1, pj+1) which identifies points that have the same image under
i+1,j+1. This is necessary since i,1 is a 2 : 1 immersion, but i,j for j ≥ 2 remains
an embedding.
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The flow category Sn is then obtained as the suspension of a quotient subcategory
of CRPn . In particular, the moduli spaces are
MSn(i, j) =MCRPn (pi+1, pj+1)
∼= S0 × [−1, 1]i−j−1
whenever j ≥ 1, and
MSn(i, 0) ∼= [−1, 1]i−1.
Consider the following illustration of Sn:
· · · 4 3 2 1 0++ +− ++ +− +
where each sign above an arrow corresponds to a single point moduli space between
those objects framed by the given sign. By writing M(i + 1, i) = {L,R} = {+,−}
for i ≥ 1, the 1-dimensional moduli spacesM(i+ 2, i) are the two disjoint intervals
I1, I2 whose boundaries can be described as ∂I1 = {LL,RR} and ∂I2 = {LR,RL}.
This assignment of boundary components is inherited from the Morse flow category
of CRPn and applies here since i ≥ 1. The moduli space M(2, 0) is a single interval
with the obvious boundary components.
This entire construction can be dualised to obtain the dual n-sock flow cate-
gory S∗n by setting the dual moduli spaces as M∗(i, j) = M(−j,−i), and can be
illustrated in a similar way as:
0 −1 −2 −3 −4 · · ·+ +− ++ +− ++
Definition 5.2.2 For a k-tuple n = (n1, . . . , nk) ∈ Zk with each ni ≥ 1, define the
Morse function
fn : RPn1+1 × · · · × RPnk+1 → R
by fn(x1, . . . , xk) = f1(x1) + · · · + fk(xk), where each fi : RPni+1 → R is the
standard Morse function defined at the beginning of this section. A Morse-Smale
gradient for fn is given as the sum of the gradients for each fi. In particular,
Crit(fn) =
{
(pi1 , . . . , pik)
∣∣ pij ∈ Crit(fj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k } with ind((pi1 , . . . , pik)) =
ind(pi1) + · · ·+ ind(pik).
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The open moduli spaces M˜((pi1 , . . . , pik), (pj1 , . . . , pjk)) are embedded in
W s((pi1 , . . . , pik))
∼= W s(pi1)× · · · ×W s(pik).
Definition 5.2.3 Let Cfr be the Morse flow category of the function described in
the previous definition with r = (r1, . . . , rk) ∈ (Z \ {0})k. Repeating the quotient
construction of Sn in Definition 5.2.1 for n equal to each rj, yields a framed flow
category S(r1,...,rk) called the r-sock flow category whose objects are the k-tuples
(i1, . . . , ik) with grading given by the sum of the entries. Each Srj is a subcategory
in S(n1,...,nk). When rj < 0, the jth coordinate is dualised using S∗rj .
Note that if r = (±1, . . . ,±1), then the flow category Sr reduces to the k-cube
flow category of [LS14a] in Definition 4.1.1. In this case, the different framings pro-
duce stably equivalent homotopy types (see Sections 4.4 and 4.1.1). The analogous
argument for Sr is given in Section 5.4 where, in fact, the moduli spaces of each Sn
of dimension greater than 1 need not be framed explicitly.
Proposition 5.2.4 Let r ∈ (Z − {0})k. Then every moduli space M(a, b) is a
disjoint union of discs where a, b ∈ Ob(Sr).
Proof : Since the flow category Sr is constructed as a quotient of the Morse
flow category Cfr , it is enough to show that the same holds for the Morse flow
category. When k = 1, this follows from the description of the Morse flow category
given above, where all moduli spaces are disjoint unions of cubes. The inductive
argument then follows from the following lemma (Lemma 5.2.5). 2
Lemma 5.2.5 If f : M → R and g : N → R are Morse functions on closed, smooth
manifolds M and N , let vM , vN be their Morse-Smale gradients. Let CF be the
Morse flow category of the Morse function F : M × N → R on the product given
by F (x, y) = f(x) + g(y), and let v(x, y) = (vM(x), vN(y)) be the Morse-Smale
gradient for F . For a, b ∈ Crit(f) with ind(a) ≥ ind(b) and p, q ∈ Crit(g) with
ind(p) ≥ ind(q), the moduli space MCF ((a, p), (b, q)) is PL-homeomorphic to
1. MCf (a, b)×MCg(p, q)× [0, 1] if ind(a) > ind(b) and ind(p) > ind(q).
2. MCf (a, b) if ind(a) > ind(b) and p = q.
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3. MCg(p, q) if a = b and ind(p) > ind(q).
Note that the statement of the lemma is for PL-homeomorphisms because for
ind(a) > ind(b) and ind(p) > ind(q) the moduli space MCF ((a, p), (b, q)) will, in
general, produce more corners than MCf (a, b)×MCg(p, q)× [0, 1] and the two will
not be diffeomorphic.
Proof : The cases a = b and p = q are easy to see, so we will focus on the case
where ind(a) > ind(b) and ind(p) > ind(q). In this case, k = ind(a, p)− ind(b, q) ≥ 2
and the proof is by induction on k. The base case is trivial since when k = 2, both
MCf (a, b) andMCg(p, q) are disjoint unions of points. The products of these points
give the boundaries for the intervals in MCF ((a, p), (b, q)). So assume true for all
MCF ((a, p), (b, q)) with ind(a, p)− ind(b, q) ≤ k−1. Throughout the proof it should
be obvious which category the moduli spaces are from, and so we shall omit the
category from the notation.
Let c be a critical point of f with ind(a) > ind(c) > ind(b) and r a critical point
of g with ind(p) > ind(r) > ind(q). Since CF is a flow category, the boundary of
M(ap, bq) is
∂MCF (ap, bq) =M(bp, bq)×M(ap, bp) ∪M(aq, bq)×M(ap, aq)⋃
(c,r)
M(cp, bq)×M(ap, cp) ∪M(cq, bq)×M(ap, cq)
⋃
M(br, bq)×M(ap, br) ∪M(ar, bq)×M(ap, ar)⋃
M(cr, bq)×M(ap, cr).
These boundary components are all simplified when ind(a)− ind(b) = 1 or ind(p)−
ind(q) = 1. Note that
M(bp, bq)×M(ap, bp) ∼=M(p, q)×M(a, b)
∼=M(a, b)×M(p, q) ∼=M(aq, bq)×M(ap, aq)
To distinguish, write
M(a, b)M(p, q) ⊂M(ap, bq)
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for M(bp, bq)×M(ap, bp) to indicate that these are the broken flow lines that first
go from ap to bp, and then from bp to bq. Similarly, write
M(p, q)M(a, b)
for M(aq, bq) ×M(ap, aq) indicating that these broken flow lines first go from ap
to aq, and then from aq to bq. It is sufficient to show that M(ap, bq) is a cylinder
between these two boundary components. By induction hypothesis, we have
M(cp, bq)×M(ap, cp) ∼= (M(c, b)×M(p, q)× [0, 1])×M(a, c) and
M(cq, bq)×M(ap, cq) ∼=M(c, b)× (M(a, c)×M(p, q)× [0, 1]).
These two boundary components can be combined to give a cylinder C1 with the
two boundaries
M(a, c)M(c, b)M(p, q) ⊂M(a, b)M(p, q) and
M(p, q)M(a, c)M(c, b) ⊂M(p, q)M(a, b)
sandwiching M(a, c)M(p, q)M(c, b). Similarly,
M(br, bq)×M(ap, br) ∪M(ar, bq)×M(ap, ar)
is a cylinder C2 between
M(a, b)M(p, r)M(r, q) ⊂M(a, b)M(p, q) and
M(p, r)M(r, q)M(a, b) ⊂M(p, q)M(a, b)
sandwiching M(p, r) M(a, b) M(r, q). The two cylinders C1 and C2 intersect
in two disjoint cylinders
M(r, q)× (M(c, b)×M(p, r)× [0, 1])×M(a, c)unionsq
M(c, b)× (M(a, c)×M(r, q)× [0, 1])×M(p, r).
Finally,
M(cr, bq)×M(ap, cr) ∼=(M(c, b)×M(r, q)× [0, 1])×
(M(a, c)×M(p, r)× [0, 1]),
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and this can be thought of as a square between the following four products
M(a, c)M(p, r)M(c, b)M(r, q),
M(a, c)M(p, r)M(r, q)M(c, b),
M(p, r)M(a, c)M(c, b)M(r, q) and
M(p, r)M(a, c)M(r, q)M(c, b)
and this is bounded precisely by the two cylinders C1 and C2. By considering their
collar neighbourhoods, the boundary components
M(cp, bq)×M(ap, cp) ∪M(cq, bq)×M(ap, cq) ∪M(cr, bq)×M(ap, cr)
∪M(br, bq)×M(ap, br) ∪M(ar, bq)×M(ap, ar)
combine together to give a cylinder between
M(a, c)M(c, b)M(p, q) ∪M(a, b)M(p, r)M(r, q) and
M(p, q)M(a, c)M(c, b) ∪M(p, r)M(r, q)M(a, b).
This can be repeated for every pair (c, r), providing such a cylinder between
∂(M(a, b)M(p, q)) and ∂(M(p, q)M(a, b)).
The interior ofM(ap, bq) can be used to fill this boundary-cylinder to a cylinder of
M(a, b) ×M(p, q). This is permissible by the existence of collar neighborhoods in
flow categories (see [Lau00] and [AB95]). 2
5.3 A flow category associated to a matched dia-
gram
In this subchapter, we follow the construction of a flow category L (Dr) associated
to a matched diagram Dr from [JLS15]. Recall that a matched diagram is a diagram
consisting of a number of copies of elementary tangles Tn (see Figure 5.6).
Definition 5.3.1 For an integer r ∈ Z \ {0}, an elementary tangle Tr of index r
is a 2-strand tangle of |r| crossings. The sign of r determines the sign of all the
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· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
Figure 5.6: The n-crossing elementary tangle Tn, for positive n. The mirror image
would be the tangle T−n.
crossings in the tangle. Moreover, there is a choice of a pair of left and a pair of
right endpoints of the tangle.
Definition 5.3.2 A weighted matched configuration is a special resolution config-
uration (D,wD) (see Definition 4.2.1). In particular, a choice of the endpoints
of each arc A ∈ A(D) is given as the L-endpoint and R-endpoint, so that ∂A =
{pL(A), pR(A)}. Further, each arc A carries a weighting which is a pair of integers
wD(A) = (r, s) such that either 0 < s ≤ r or r ≤ s < 0.
Definition 5.3.3 A labelled weighted matched configuration is a triple (D,wD, x)
such that (D, x) is a labelled resolution configuration and (D,wD) is a weighted
matched configuration.
Definition 5.3.4 Let (D,wD, x) and (E,wE, y) be two labelled weighted matched
configurations. Define a partial order ≺ on such objects so that (E,wE, y) ≺
(D,wD, x) whenever one of the following are satisfied:
1. D and E are the same as resolution configurations (that is, they have the same
circles and arcs), but the weightings differ on a single arc A where wE(A) =
(r, s) and wD(A) = (r, s+1). In this case, the circles that are disjoint from ∂A
are labelled identically by x and y. The circle(s) that intersect ∂A are labelled
as follows:
(a) If the endpoints of A lie on the same circle, Z, then y(Z) = x+ and
x(Z) = x−.
(b) If the endpoints of A lie on different circles, then denote them as ZL and
ZR where pL(A) ∈ ZL and pR(A) ∈ ZR. Then either y(ZL) = y(ZR) =
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x+ and {x(zL), x(ZR)} = {x+, x−}; or {y(ZL), y(ZR)} = {x+, x−} and
x(ZL) = x(ZR) = x−.
2. (D, x) is obtained from (E, y) by performing surgery along an arc A where
both labellings x and y (respectively, the weights wD,wE) induce identical
labellings (respectively, an identical weight w) on D ∩ E = E ∩ D. In this
case, the weighting w(A) = (r, s) is restricted to s = −1. Alternatively, (E, y)
may be obtained from (D, y) by performing surgery with both labellings x and
y (respectively, the weights w) inducing identical labellings on D∩E = E∩D.
In this case, the weighting w(A) = (r, s) is restricted to s = 1. Since both of
these situations are traits of Definition 4.2.11, one of the following situations
must occur:
(a) Z(E \D) contains exactly one circle Z1, and Z(D \ E) contains exactly
two circles Z2 and Z3. Then either y(Z1) = x(Z2) = x(Z3) = x−; or
y(Z1) = x+ and {x(Z2), x(Z3)} = {x+, x−}.
(b) Z(E \D) contains exactly two circles Z1 and Z2, and Z(D \E) contains
exactly one circle Z3. Then either y(Z1) = y(Z2) = x(Z3) = x+; or
{y(Z1), y(Z2)} = {x−, x+} and x(Z3) = x−.
The partial order ≺ is defined for all labelled weighted matched configurations as
the transitive closure of this relation between two labelled weighted matched con-
figurations.
If (E,wE, y) ≺ (D,wD, x) and there is a chain of precisely i such relations be-
tween pairs of labelled weighted matched configurations connecting (E,wE, y) to
(D,wD, x), then write (E,wE, y) ≺i (D,wD, x).
The following definition is an adaptation of Definition 2.4.1.
Definition 5.3.5 A morphism F : C1 → C2 of two flow categories is a grading-
preserving functor such that
F : Hom(x, y)→ Hom(F(x),F(y))
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is a local diffeomorphism. A morphism F is called a disc cover if the morphism
spaces of C2 are all homeomorphic to a disc. In this case, C1 is said to be a disc
cover of C2.
A matched link diagram D gives rise to a flow category L (Dr) which will be a
disc cover of the r-sock flow category Sr, where r = (r1, r2, . . . , rm) are the indices
of the m elementary tangles that make up D. Following the influence of Gaus-
sian elimination, the idea is to take a single 0-smoothing or 1-smoothing for an
entire elementary tangle to form weighted matched configurations. The rest of this
subchapter is devoted to the construction of L (Dr). As a result of the following
proposition from [JLS15], it may only be necessary to describe the objects of L (Dr)
along with the moduli spaces of dimension less than 2.
Proposition 5.3.6 Consider a finite Z-graded set O˜b1 and a flow category C˜1,i
with Ob(C˜1,i) given by the elements of O˜b1 with gradings i, i + 1, and i + 2. Let
C˜1 be the category (which is not a flow category) with Ob(C˜1) = O˜b1 and with the
smallest morphism sets such that each C˜1,i is a full subcategory (that is to say that
the morphisms of C˜1 are determined only by the 0- and 1-dimensional spaces at the
minimum).
Further, suppose C2 is a flow category whose morphism spaces are all discs.
Lastly, suppose that F˜ : C˜1 → C2 is a grading-preserving functor whose restriction
to each C˜1,i is a morphism of flow categories. In this case
∂HomC˜1(b, a) =
⋃
c:|a|<|c|<|b|
HomC˜1(c, a)× HomC˜1(b, c)
is topologically a disjoint union of circles (since it only maps to the boundary of the
2-disc morphism spaces of C2). If the induced covering maps
F˜b,a : HomC˜1(b, a)→ HomC2(F˜(b), F˜(a))
are trivial (on each component of HomC˜1(b, a)), then there is a unique flow category
C1 and a disc cover F : C1 → C2 satisfying:
1. Ob(C1) = O˜b1.
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2. The flow category C1, restricted to objects of grading i, i+ 1 and i+ 2, gives
the flow category C˜1,i.
3. C˜1 is a subcategory of C1.
4. F˜ is the restriction of the functor F .
Proof : The proof determines C1 and F inductively. On the level of objects
and 0- and 1-dimensional moduli spaces, the conditions are vacuously satisfied. So
assume that a, b ∈ Ob(C1) = O˜b1 with |b| − |a| = 3. In this case, whenever
M(b, a) 6= ∅, ∂M(b, a) is also determined as a disjoint union of circles. Since F is
required to be a disc cover, M(b, a) must be obtained by filling each circle with a
disc. As a result of doing so, a map F can be found which is defined on each 2-
dimensional moduli space and this follows from the trivial covering map hypothesis
on F˜b,a.
Now assume that a, b ∈ Ob(C1) = O˜b1 with |b| − |a| = 4. Then the map
Fb,a|∂M(b,a) : ∂M(b, a)→ ∂M(F(b),F(a))
is determined (as long as M(b, a) and Fb,a are defined consistently) and is a local
covering map of a 2-sphere, hence a trivial covering. Therefore, the moduli space
M(b, a) must be obtained by filling each sphere with a 3-ball that it bounds. This
inductive step continues for each relative index |b| − |a| = k until all M(b, a) are
determined for all objects a, b ∈ Ob(C1). 2
Therefore, in order to describe L (Dr), it suffices to describe the objects and
0- and 1-dimensional moduli spaces and then Proposition 5.3.6 prescribes a way to
simultaneously construct a disc cover F : L (Dr)→ Sr providing the 1-dimensional
trivial cover condition is satisfied.
Definition 5.3.7 Let Dr be a matched diagram with m tangle summands. At each
of the tangles, define a vertical (respectively, horizontal) smoothing as the diagram
obtained by replacing the tangle with a non-crossing 2-strand diagram that connects
the four endpoints in two pairs vertically (respectively, horizontally).
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Definition 5.3.8 Let Dr be a matched diagram with m tangle summands. By
adding an arc that connects the two strands of every vertical smoothing of the ith
tangle for i = 1, . . . ,m, one can decorate that arc with (ri, si) for a permissible choice
of si according to Definition 5.3.2. In this way, a weighted matched configuration
(D,wD) can be obtained from any matched diagram Dr. In this case, (D,wD) is
called the weighted matched configuration associated to Dr.
The flow category associated to a matched diagram Dr is the flow categoryL (Dr)
defined as follows. The objects of L (Dr) are all possible labelled weighted matched
configurations associated to Dr. The morphisms ofL (Dr) are described below using
a cover map and Proposition 5.3.6.
Recall that the objects of the r-sock flow category Sr (Definition 5.2.3) are of the
form (s1, . . . , sm) where |si| ≤ |ri| and each si is 0 or agrees in sign with ri for i =
1, . . . ,m. The disc cover F : L (Dr) → Sr is defined on the objects, 0-dimensional
and 1-dimensional moduli spaces, respectively, in the following series of definitions.
There will be a non-identity morphism between (E,wE, y) and (D,wD, x) if and
only if (E,wE, y) ≺ (D,wD, x).
Definition 5.3.9 Let (D,wD, x) ∈ Ob(L (Dr)) and (s1, . . . , sm) be as in Definition
5.3.2. Assuming that si = 0 corresponds to the horizontal smoothing being chosen
at the ith tangle. Then F : L (Dr)→ Sr is defined on objects to be the composition
of
(D,wD, x) 7→ (s1, . . . , sm)
with the forgetful map that ignores labellings.
Definition 5.3.10 Suppose (E,wE, y) ≺1 (D,wD, x) for two objects of L (Dr).
The 0-dimensional moduli space M((E,wE, y), (D,wD, x)), which is necessarily a
disjoint union of points, consists of
1. Two points if (E,wE, y) ≺1 (D,wD, x) as in case (1a) of Definition 5.3.4.
2. A single point if (E,wE, y) ≺1 (D,wD, x) as in each of the other cases (1b),(2a)
or (2b) of Definition 5.3.4.
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The morphism of flow categories F is defined on the 0-dimensional moduli spaces
as follows. Let p = (i1, . . . , iα, . . . , im) and q = (i1, . . . , iα+ 1, . . . , im) be two objects
of Sr. If 0 ∈ {iα, iα + 1}, then the one-point moduli spaceMSr(q, p) will be denoted
by P0 (to avoiding confusion of using L = R). If 0 /∈ {iα, iα + 1}, then the moduli
space MSr(q, p) consists of two points. As described in Section 5.2, there is an
identification of moduli spaces
MSr(q, p) =MSr1 (i1, i1)× · · · ×MSrα (iα + 1, iα)× · · · ×MSrm (im, im)
where the two points of MSrα (iα + 1, iα) were described by their preimages in
CRPrα+1 . These points will be denoted by L and R.
To determine the morphism F completely on the 0-dimensional moduli spaces,
it is left to describe which points of M((E,wE, y), (D,wD, x)) get sent to L and
which get sent to R.
Definition 5.3.11 Suppose (E,wE, y) ≺1 (D,wD, x) for two objects of L (Dr) cor-
responding to one of the four cases in Definition 5.3.4. In each of the corresponding
cases, the points described in Definition 5.3.10 are mapped under F as follows:
1. (a) Both points are mapped projectively to {L,R}.
(b) One circle in {ZL, ZR} has a decoration that changes from x+ to x−. If
it is ZL, the point is sent to L. If it is ZR, the point is sent to R.
2. (a) The single point is sent to P0.
(b) The single point is sent to P0.
The 1-dimensional moduli spaces of L (Dr) are defined as follows, along with
how they are mapped under F .
Definition 5.3.12 Suppose (E,wE, y) ≺2 (D,wD, x) for two objects of L (Dr).
Then one of two cases occurs. Either the two objects are related by a double surgery
in the sense of a ladybug configuration (Definition 4.3.8), or they are not. In the la-
dybug case, there are exactly four points and a choice of pairs needs to be made. This
choice is the same as in Subchapter 4.3.2 and in particular,M((E,wE, y), (D,wD, x))
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consists of two intervals with the chosen pairs as boundary points. This, in turn,
determines the morphism F on M((E,wE, y), (D,wD, x)).
For the non-ladybug case, there is a unique choice (that is essentially forced) for
the moduli space M((E,wE, y), (D,wD, x)) and a morphism F|M((E,wE ,y),(D,wD,x))
which is consistent with the existence of a disc-cover F that maps the 0-dimensional
moduli spaces as prescribed in Definition 5.3.11.
5.4 Framing the sock flow category
Since the matched flow category L (Dr) is described as a cover of the sock flow
category Sr, a framing of Sr will induce a framing of L (Dr). As with the cube flow
category CC(n), which the Khovanov flow category CKh(L) covers (see Subchapter
4.3), there is a natural question which asks whether different framings of Sr give rise
to stable homotopy types that are equivalent. This section outlines the generalised
argument of [LS14a, Subsection 4.2] which is given in [JLS15]. Since not every
moduli space of Sr is in the image of the covering map F : L (Dr)→ Sr, a complete
framing on L (Dr) may be given from a partial framing on Sr. Moreover, we shall
use properties of a general family of flow categories that the sock flow category lives
in; a disc flow category.
Definition 5.4.1 A disc flow category D is a flow category whose morphism spaces
are all homeomorphic to a disjoint union of discs.
Associated to a disc flow category D is a CW complex C(D) that is described in
the following definition. Note that this is not the CW complex |D | from the Cohen-
Jones-Segal construction, since to define which would require a framed embedding.
Definition 5.4.2 Let D be a disc flow category. A CW complex C(D) is associated
to D which is defined as follows. C(D) has a 0-cell for each object of D , and an
(r + 1)-cell C(M) for every component M of the r-dimensional moduli spaces of
D . The cellular structure of C(D) is built up inductively. Assume that the i-
skeleton C(D)(i) has been constructed. Then for a, b ∈ Ob(D) with |a| = r and
|a| − |b| − 1 = i, let M ⊂M(b, a) be a component of the moduli space (for all such
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pairs of objects where this is non-empty). Since M is a manifold with corners which
is homeomorphic to Di, the cell defined as C(M) = M× [r, r+ i+1] is an (i+1)-cell.
It is attached via
χM : ∂C(M)→ C(D)
with the property that χM(M×{r}) = {a} and χM(M×{r+i+1}) = {b}. Boundary
components of ∂M(b, a) are given by productsM(c, a)×M(b, c) for objects c of D
with index r < |c| = s < r + i+ 1. So if Mca is a component of M(c, a) and Mbc is
a component of M(b, c) such that Mca ×Mbc ⊂ ∂M , then define
χM |Mca×Mbc×[r,s] : Mca ×Mbc × [r, s]Mca × [r, s] = C(Mca) and
χM |Mca×Mbc×[s,r+i+1] : Mca ×Mbc × [s, r + i+ 1]Mbc × [s, r + i+ 1] = C(Mbc)
as the projection maps.
Definition 5.4.3 A flow category F˜ is a partial flow category of the flow category
F if F˜ is a wide subcategory of F and for all objects a, b ∈ Ob(F ) = Ob(F˜ )
either one of the following conditions holds:
1. If M is a component of MF (b, a) then M ⊂MF˜ (b, a).
2. If M is a component ofMF (b, a), then no interior point of M is inMF˜ (b, a).
Note that if F is a disc flow category and F˜ is a partial flow category of F ,
then F˜ determines a subcomplex C(F˜ ) of C(F ) which consists of all cells of C(F )
that correspond to components of moduli spaces that have full dimension.
Suppose that F˜ is a partial flow category of F , where F comes with an embed-
ding, and the 0-dimensional moduli spaces in F˜ are framed so that the framing can
be extended coherently to the 1-dimensional moduli space components of F˜ that
are of full-dimension. This determines a sign assignment s of F˜ as a cochain in
C1(C(F˜ ),Z/2) in the same way as the sign assignment for the cube flow category
in Definition 4.1.5. Moreover, consider the question of whether one can extend this
framing of 0-dimensional moduli spaces of F˜ to a coherent framing (see Definition
2.2.7) of all full-dimensional moduli space components of F˜ . As with the cube flow
category, the answer can be reduced to an argument in obstruction theory. Again,
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since the main focus of this thesis is to highlight an application of handle-cancellation
in flow categories, we shall omit the full details of this obstruction argument and
simply provide an overview. The key point will be that there exists a particular
framing for the sock flow category, and that the resultant homotopy type does not
depend on this choice of framing.
The argument is set-up as follows (c.f. Subchapter 4.1.1 throughout). For all
full-dimensional components N ⊂MF˜ (b, a), fix a choice of orientation which orients
all 0-dimensional moduli spaces positively. The interior int(C(N)) can be identified
with int(N)×R, and thus can be given the corresponding product orientation. For
a < c <1 b, consider each full-dimensional component M ⊂MF˜ (c, a) as∏
i
M × {pi} ∼= M ×MF˜ (b, c) ⊂ ∂N.
For such triples, associate (M,N, pi) 7→ t(M,N, pi) ∈ {0, 1} where t(M,N, pi) = 0 if
the chosen orientation of M agrees with the orientation induced on M ∼= M × {pi}
as the boundary component of N , and t(M,N, pi) = 1 if the orientations differ.
Similarly, for a <1 c < b each full-dimensional component M ⊂ MF˜ (b, c) can be
considered as ∏
i
{qi} ×M ∼=MF˜ (c, a)×M ⊂ ∂N.
Then associate (M,N, qi) 7→ t(M,N, qi) ∈ {0, 1} to such triples in the same way.
Then, for a full-dimensional component M ⊂ MF˜ (b, a) the differential in the
cochain complex C∗(C(F˜ ),Z) can be written as
δ(C(M)′) =
∑
a<b<1c
N⊂M
F˜
(c,a)
pi∈MF˜ (c,a)
M×{pi}⊂∂N
(−1)t(M,N,pi)C(N)′ +
∑
c<1a<b
qi∈MF˜ (a,c)
N⊂M
F˜
(b,c)
{qi}×M⊂∂N
(−1)t(M,N,qi)C(N)′
where C(M)′ corresponds to the element whose dual is C(M) (i.e. the cochain
which assigns 1 to C(M) and 0 otherwise). By induction, assuming that all full-
dimensional moduli space components of F˜ of dimension less than k have been
coherently framed, [JLS15] proceeds in a similar manner to [LS14a] by producing a
cochain σ ∈ Ck+1(C(F˜ ), pik−1(O)). In particular, on each full-dimensional compo-
nent M ⊂MF˜ (b, a) of dimension k, ∂M is a (k−1)-sphere Sk−1 which has a product
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framing from lower dimensional moduli spaces. Comparing this framing with a null-
cobordant framing produces an element pik−1(O), and by definition σ = 0 if and only
if the coherent framing of F˜ can be extended to all full-dimensional moduli space
components of F˜ that are of dimension k. The important results from [JLS15] are
listed below.
Proposition 5.4.4 The obstruction class σ is a cocycle.
An analogous modification argument (as in [LS14a, Lemma 4.11]) provides for
a cochain τ ∈ Ck(C(F˜ ), pik−1(O)) a modification of the framings for the (k − 1)-
dimensional moduli space components. This produces a new cocycle σ′ = σ + δτ
along with the following proposition.
Proposition 5.4.5 If the cocycle σ satisfies
[σ] ∈ Hk+1(C(F˜ ), pik−1(O)) = 0
then the coherent framing of the moduli space components of F˜ can be extended to
the full-dimensional k-dimensional moduli space components, where one may have
to modify the framing on the (k − 1)-dimensional components as described above.
In a similar fashion to [LS14a], the inductive argument in [JLS15] takes a 1-
parameter family {ıt}t∈[0,1] of embeddings of F that connects two framed embed-
dings ı0 and ı1 of F˜ . In particular, if it is assumed that ı0 and ı1 are both sup-
plied with coherent framings for the full-dimensional moduli spaces of F˜ that give
identical sign assignments, then the framings can be extended to frame each 0-
dimensional moduli space ıb,a(t)
(MF˜ (b, a)) for 0 < t < 1. So taking the inductive
hypothesis to be that the framings of the full-dimensional i-dimensional moduli
spaces ıb,a(0)
(MF˜ (b, a)) and ıb,a(1)(MF˜ (b, a)) can be extended to the correspond-
ing moduli spaces ıb,a(t)
(MF˜ (b, a)) for 0 < t < 1 and i < k for some k ≥ 1.
The following sphere is defined using these moduli spaces (c.f. the proof of Lemma
4.1.11) whose inherited framing is compared with a null-homotopic framing to give
the final obstruction class σ˜ of the inductive procedure.
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Definition 5.4.6 For each k-dimensional full-dimensional moduli space component
M ⊂MF˜ (b, a), define the obstruction sphere of M as the k-sphere
SkM = ıb,a(0)(M) ∪ ıb,a(1)(M) ∪
⋃
i∈(0,1)
ıb,a(t)(∂M).
The aforementioned obstruction class σ˜ is shown, through a similar argument to
its predecessor σ, to be trivial in demand of the following proposition.
Proposition 5.4.7 The obstruction class σ˜ is a cocycle and if
[σ˜] ∈ Hk+1(C(F˜ ), pik(O)) = 0
then the coherent framing of the full-dimensional k-dimensional moduli space com-
ponents of ıb,a(0)
(MF˜ (b, a)) and ıb,a(1)(MF˜ (b, a)) can be extended to the family
of framed embedded moduli spaces ıb,a(t)
(MF˜ (b, a)), where one may have to make
modifications of the framing on the (k− 1)-dimensional components similar in fash-
ion to Proposition 5.4.5.
With this overview of the obstruction theory argument, recall that the goal of
this section is to provide a framing of the matched flow category L (Dr) associated
to the matched diagram Dr through the disc cover F : L (Dr) → Sr. All of the
above work, which deals with disc flow categories, becomes useful if the covering
morphism F factors through a partial flow category; which it does. The partial flow
category we are interesred in is denoted S˜r and defined below.
Definition 5.4.8 Let r = (r1, . . . , rk). To define the partial flow category S˜r of
Sr, it is sufficient to describe which full-dimensional moduli spaces of the latter
are included in the former. All 0-dimensional moduli spaces of Sr are included
in S˜r. Recall that these are denoted as R and L. If a = (i1, . . . , iα, . . . , ik) and
b = (i1, . . . , iα + 2, . . . , ik) are two objects of Sr, then M(b, a) is 1-dimensional. In
the case that 0 ∈ {iα, iα + 2}, this 1-manifold is a single interval. The interior of
these intervals are not included in S˜r. All other 1-dimensional moduli spaces are
included in S˜r. In particular, when 0 /∈ {iα, iα + 2}, the 1-manifold is a disjoint
union of two intervals; one has boundary {LL,RR} and the other has boundary
{LR,RL}.
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The partial flow category S˜r is then defined to be the largest partial flow category
of Sr satisfying these conditions.
Proposition 5.4.9 The covering morphism F : L (Dr) → Sr factors through the
partial flow category S˜r.
Proof : Since the moduli spaces in the image of F form a partial flow category
of Sr, this result follows if it can be shown that the intervals that are not included
in the definition of S˜r in Definition 5.4.8 are not in this image. However, if a, b, c
are three objects of Lr that are mapped to
F(a) = (i1, . . . , iα, . . . , ik),
F(b) = (i1, . . . , iα + 1, . . . , ik) and
F(c) = (i1, . . . , iα + 2, . . . , ik)
such that 0 /∈ {iα, iα + 2}, then it cannot be possible that L ∈ M(b, a) and
L ∈ M(c, b). The corresponding statement in the Khovanov chain complex is that
multiplying by x2 in the Frobenius algebra Z[x]/x2 is the trivial map. 2
Using this, [JLS15] applies the obstruction theory arguments to the partial flow
category S˜r and its cover L (Dr). A particularly useful result is the following.
Proposition 5.4.10 The CW complex C(S˜r) (which is a subcomplex of C(Sr)) is
contractible.
To prove this proposition, the following result concerning particular Morse flow
categories that are disc flow categories is useful.
Lemma 5.4.11 Let f : M → R and g : N → R be two Morse functions on closed
smooth manifolds M and N with Morse-Smale gradients vf and vg, respectively.
Consider the Morse flow category CF of the Morse function F : M ×N → R defined
by F (x, y) = f(x) + g(y), with the Morse-Smale gradient vF = (vf , vg). If Cf and
Cg are disc flow categories, then it follows (c.f. Lemma 5.2.5) that CF is too. In this
case,
C(CF ) = C(Cf )× C(Cg).
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Proof : As in the set-up of the proof of Lemma 5.2.5, consider a, b ∈ Crit(f)
and p, q ∈ Crit(g) with ind(a) > ind(b) and ind(p) > ind(q). Then the proof is by
induction on k = ind(a, p) − ind(b, q) ≥ 2 and MCF ((a, p), (p, q)) ∼= MCf (a, b) ×
MCg(p, q) × [0, 1]. When k = 2, both moduli spaces MCf (a, b) and MCg(p, q) are
disjoint unions of points. Moreover, if MCf (a, b) = unionsqαi (respectively, MCg(p, q) =
unionsqβj), then C(αi) = {αi}×[|b|, |a|] (respectively, C(βj) = {βj}×[|q|, |p|]) is an interval
which is attached to the 0-cells corresponding to a and b (respectively, p and q). The
corresponding moduli space in CF is an interval given by I = {αi}×{βj}×[0, 1] with
C(I) = I× [|(a, p)|, |(b, q)|]. This clearly gives the product of the two intervals above
attached to the corresponding intervals whose boundaries are the points {αi}×{βj}.
This deals with the base case.
For the inductive argument, it is helpful to highlight an observation about any
general disc flow category C . If M ⊂ MC (x, y) is a component with |x| = T and
|y| = 0, then the attaching map χM factors through the map
φM : ∂(C(M)) = ∂(M × [0, 1])→ ST−1M ∼= ST−1
which is defined as a composition of the following maps. First, collapse each bound-
ary disc M × {0} and M × {1} to a point. Then by considering each sequence of
components
N1 ⊂MC (z1, z0), . . . , Nk ⊂MC (zk, zk−1)
which satisfy z0 = y, zk = x and 0 < |z1| < · · · < |ck−1| < T with N = N1 × · · · ×
Nk ⊂ ∂M , collapse N × [0, T ] to
(N1 × [0, |z1|) ∪ · · · ∪ (Nk × [|ck−1, T ]).
Since each Ni is a disc, it should be clear that the overall result of this composition
gives a (T − 1)-sphere.
Since k is a relative degree, it can be assumed without loss of generality that
ind(b) = ind(q) = 0. Then the argument proceeds as follows. For a component
M(ap,bq) ⊂ MCF (ap, bq), let M(a,b) ⊂ MCf (a, b) and M(p,q) ⊂ MCg(p, q) be the
corresponding components such that M(ap,bq) = M(a,b)×M(p,q)× [0, 1]. Now consider
the cell C(M(ap,bq)) = M(ap,bq) × [0, k] of C(CF ). Then χM(ap,bq) factors through the
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quotient map
φM(ap,bq) : ∂(C(M(ap,bq))) = ∂(M(ap,bq) × [0, 1])→ Sk−1M(ap,bq) ∼= Sk−1.
If n = ind(a) and m = ind(p) (recall that ind(a) + ind(p) = k), it suffices to show
that
Sk−1M(ap,bq) = C(M(a,b))× Sn−1M(p,q) ∪ Sm−1M(a,b) × C(M(p,q))
since this implies that C(CF ) is homeomorphic to C(Cf )× C(Cg). For each object c
of Cf with the property that M(a,b) ∩
(MCf (c, b) ×MCf (a, c)) 6= ∅, it follows that
MCF (cp, cq) ∩ M(ap,bq) ∼= M(p,q). In light of the above, the obstruction sphere of
M(ap,bq) is given as
SM(ap,bq) =
(
C1(N) ∪ C2(N)
) ∪ (C3(N) ∪ C4(N))
where C1(N), C2(N), C3(N) and C4(N) are defined as the unions
C1(N) =
⋃
c<1a
N⊂MCF ((cp,bq))
x∈MCF ((ap,cp))
N×{x}⊂∂M(ap,bq)
C(N), C2(N) =
⋃
b<1c
N⊂MCF ((ap,cq))
x∈MCF ((cq,bq))
{x}×N⊂∂M(ap,bq)
C(N),
C3(N) =
⋃
r<1p
N⊂MCF ((ar,bq))
x∈MCF ((ap,ar))
N×{x}⊂∂M(ap,bq)
C(N), C4(N) =
⋃
q<1r
N⊂MCF ((ap,br))
x∈MCF ((br,bq))
{x}×N⊂∂M(ap,bq)
C(N).
The induction hypothesis then implies that C1(N) ∪C2(N) = Sm−1(a,b) ×C(M(p,q))
and C3(N) ∪ C4(N) = C(M(a,b))× Sn−1M(p,q) . Moreover, the intersection is
(
C1(N) ∪ C2(N)
) ∩ (C3(N) ∪ C4(N)) = ⋃
b≤c2<m−1c1≤a
q≤d2<n−1d1≤p
N⊂MCF ((c1d1,c2d2)){ x | {x}×N⊂∂M(ap,bq) }
C(N)
= Sm−1M(a,b) × Sn−1M(p,q) .
2
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Now since the flow category Sr is constructed as a Morse flow category of prod-
ucts of real projective spaces, it follows from Lemma 5.4.11 that the moduli spaces
of S(r1,...,rk) can be constructed as manifolds with corners from the moduli spaces of
both S(r1,...,rk−1) and Srk yielding
C(S(r1,...,rk)) =
k∏
i=1
C(Sri).
Moreover, since the partial flow category S˜r of Sr is the maximal such that includes
interiors of only particular 1-dimensional moduli spaces of Sr (Definition 5.4.8), the
subcomplex C(S˜r) of C(Sr) is the maximal such that includes the corresponding 2-
cells. Considering the above decomposition, these 2-cells are products of the 2-cells
and 0-cells of various factors. Consequently, it is also true that
C(S˜(r1,...,rk)) =
k∏
i=1
C(S˜ri).
Proposition 5.4.10 then follows from the lemma below.
Lemma 5.4.12 The CW complex C(Sr) is contractible.
Proof : Assume without loss that r > 0. The dual case when r < 0 is similar.
First note that the associated complex C(S˜r) is a 2-complex since it only has full-
dimensional moduli spaces of dimensions 0 and 1. In particular, since Ob(S˜r) =
{0, 1, . . . , r}, there are r + 1 0-cells of C(S˜r). Further, there are 2r − 1 1-cells given
by a single intervalMS˜r(1, 0) and two intervalsMS˜r(i+1, i) for each i = 1, . . . , r−1.
Finally, the 2-cells D2 are attached corresponding only to those intervals that are
included as full-dimensional moduli space components. Each D2i for i = 0, . . . , r− 2
is attached as follows. D20 is attached by letting its boundary circle S10 trace along
the interval from 0 to 1, followed by one of the intervals from 1 to 2, and reversing
by tracing along the other interval from 1 to 2 and again along the interval from
0 to 1. For the other D2i where i = 1, . . . , r − 2, the boundary circles S1i trace
along the corresponding pairs of intervals. The important characteristic here is
that a deformation retraction can be obtained sequentially by collapsing D2r−2 to
produce C(S˜r−1) from C(S˜r), then collapsing D2r−3 producing C(S˜r−2) from C(S˜r−1),
and further until one obtains C(S˜1). Since C(S˜1) is an interval, all these spaces are
homotopy equivalent to a point. 2
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Corollary 5.4.13 The obstruction class [σ˜] vanishes.
Which leads to the climax of this subchapter.
Theorem 5.4.1 If ı˜0 and ı˜1 are two framed embeddings of the sock flow category S˜r
that extend a particular sign assignment, then there are two corresponding framed
embeddings ı0 and ı1 of the matched flow category L (Dr) obtained as perturbed
lifts. The CW complexes |L (Dr)|ı0 and |L (Dr)|ı1 obtained from the Cohen-Jones-
Segal construction are stably homotopy equivalent.
5.5 Inductive handle cancellation
This subchapter follows [JLS15] in showing that the stable homotopy types aris-
ing from different choices of tangle decompositions are stably homotopy equivalent.
Consider a matched diagram Dr of a link which consists of m elementary tangles,
so that r = (r1, . . . , rm) ∈ (Z \ {0})m. Subchapter 5.3 describes how to associate
a flow category L (Dr) to this diagram, and Subchapter 5.4 ensures that this is a
framed flow category, so one can apply to Cohen-Jones-Segal construction and pro-
duce a stable homotopy type |L (Dr)|. The matched diagram Dr can be described
alternatively as a diagram consisting of |r1| + · · · + |rm| tangles, each with a single
crossing (which is equivalent to evaluating a 0- or 1-smoothing at each crossing indi-
vidually). Let L (D(±1,...,±1)) denote the corresponding framed flow category, which
reduces to the Lipshitz-Sarkar construction of the underlying diagram D. Again,
this produces a stable homotopy type |L (D(±1,...,±1))| by the Cohen-Jones-Segal
construction. The two stable homotopy types just described are shown to be stably
homotopy equivalent in [JLS15] and we shall give an overview of the proof here,
which is by induction.
Consider a matched diagram Dr of an underlying link diagram D, where r =
(r1 + 1, r2, . . . , rm) and r1 is assumed to be at least 1 (the case for negative r1 is
symmetrical). Then the first tangle Tr1+1 in the construction of Dr as a concate-
nation of elementary tangles, can be decomposed into the two elementary tangles
Tr1 and T1. Let Dr˜ denote the matched diagram of this new decomposition, where
r˜ = (1, r1, r2, . . . , rm).
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s⊗1 //
s

10 10
(•,1)⊗1
−(1,•)⊗1
//
−1⊗s

10 10
(•,1)⊗1
+(1,•)⊗1
//
1⊗s

10 10
(•,1)⊗1
−(1,•)⊗1
//
−1⊗s

· · · (•,1)⊗1±(1,•)⊗1 //
10 10
∓1⊗s

10
s //
10 (•,1)−(1,•) //
10 (•,1)+(1,•) //
10 (•,1)−(1,•) // · · · (•,1)±(1,•) //
10
Figure 5.7: The first two coordinates of the cochain complex associated to the flow
category L (Ds˜).
Proposition 5.5.1 Consider the matched diagrams Dr and Dr˜ described above,
and assume that their respective associated framed flow categories L (Dr) and
L (Dr˜) are disc flow covers of the relevant sock flow categories. Then,
|L (Dr)| ' |L (Dr˜)|.
The proof of the above proposition becomes almost obvious when considering
the following elegant change of perspective. Consider an underlying link diagram
D that admits a matched diagram Ds˜ where s˜ = (−1, s1, s2, . . . , sm). Then D also
admits the matched diagrams Ds where s = (s1 − 1, s2, . . . , sm) and Ds¯ where s¯ =
(s1,−1, s2, . . . , sm). Then Proposition 5.5.1 follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 5.5.2 Assume that the associated framed flow categories L (Ds˜) and
L (Dr) and L (Ds¯) of the matched diagrams described above are disc flow covers of
the relevant sock flow categories. Then,
|L (Ds˜)| ' |L (Dr)| ' |L (Ds¯)|.
Proof : We shall only highlight the first equivalence, the second is similar. In
order to describe the proof, consider the cochain complex associated to L (Ds˜) and,
in particular, consider the first two coordinates of the cochain complex as illustrated
in Figure 5.7. The standard generators of this cochain complex are in one-to-one
correspondence with the objects of L (Ds˜). That is, the standard generators are
given on each vertex by an (m + 1)-tuple of integers (i0, . . . , im) where each ij lies
between 0 and rm (so has the same sign) and every circle in the resolution on that
vertex is decorated with either x+ or x−.
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Figure 5.7 depicts the first two coordinates where the top-left coordinate corre-
sponds to (i0, i1) = (−1, 0) and the bottom-right coordinate corresponds to (i0, i1) =
(0, s1). The argument from [JLS15] then proceeds as follows (c.f. Proposition 5.1.5).
By taking a direct sum decomposition of every smoothing on the top row (that is,
for all i0 = −1) depicted in Figure 5.7 into circles labelled with x+ and circles la-
belled with x−, two collections of objects in Ob(L (Ds˜)) can be defined as follows.
Let Y denote all of the objects with bigrading (−1, 0) and all the objects with bi-
grading (−1, i1) for i1 = 1, . . . , s1 with the circle labelled with x+. Let X denote all
of the objects with bigrading (0, s1) and all the objects with bigrading (−1, i1) for
i1 = 1, . . . , s1 with the circle labelled with x−.
A bijection
α : Y → X
can be defined by α(y) = x ifM(x, y) = ∗, a single point, and this bijection assigns
pairs that will be cancelled with each other using handle-cancellation. Proceeding
to do so with pairs of objects in an order with non-decreasing cohomological degree,
leaves the first s1 − 1 of s1 vertices of the bottom row of the cochain complex in
Figure 5.7.
The observation that for any object a ∈ Ob(L (Ds˜)) that is not in X ∪ Y we
have M(a, y) = ∅ or M(α(y), a) = ∅, ensures that no moduli spaces change during
these cancellations. Clearly, the remaining full-subcategory can be identified with
L (Ds) with a framing induced from the pre-cancelled set-up which is necessarily a
disc flow cover of the sock flow category Sr. 2
It should be noted that the above proof can also be described in the language
of upward and downward closed subcategories (see Subchapter 2.4) from [LS14a],
and so handle-cancellation does not become necessary for this to work. Proposition
5.5.1 now follows from Proposition 5.5.2, and these results give the following.
Theorem 5.5.1 For the matched diagrams Dr and D(±1,...,±1) described at the be-
ginning of this subchapter, let L (Dr) and L (D(±1,...,±1)) be their associated framed
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flow categories, the latter of which agrees with the construction of [LS14a]. Then,
|L (Dr)| ' |L (D(±1,...,±1))|
are stably homotopy equivalent.
Chapter 6
A Combinatorial Steenrod Square
on Khovanov Homology
In [LS14b], Lipshitz-Sarkar make use of stable cohomology operations induced on
Khovanov homology by the stable homotopy type XKh(L). In particular, they study
the second Steenrod square
Sq2 : Khi,j(L,Z/2)→ Khi+2,j(L,Z/2)
which is induced by the Khovanov spectrum. Lipshitz-Sarkar give a combinatorial
description of Sq2 and this is shown to agree with the one induced by the Khovanov
spectrum (see [LS14b, Theorem 2]). The significance of the Steenrod square was
highlighted at the end of their paper, where they determine the Khovanov homotopy
type XKh(L) for all links L with up to 11 crossings, many of which yield non-
trivial Steenrod squares. This also exhibits the strength of the homotopy type as an
invariant since, as Seed shows in [See12], there are several pairs of knots and links
with isomorphic Khovanov homologies that can be distinguished by their associated
homotopy type. In this chapter, we shall define the Steenrod square using the
description in [LS14b] relating to the Khovanov flow category and also extend this
definition (as in [JLS15]) to a general framed flow category. Once the necessary
language has been set-up, we conclude by highlighting how handle cancellation in
flow categories (Theorem 3.1.1) can be used to simplify computations, and work
through an example that computes a non-trivial Steenrod square for the first knot
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for which this occurs. This example will emphasise how the entire content of this
thesis ties together.
6.1 The second Steenrod square of a framed flow
category
This subchapter follows the modification in [JLS15] of the constructions in [LS14b]
to describe the second Steenrod square for a general framed flow category.
Denote by Mm = M(Z/2,m) the mth Moore space for Z/2, which is defined as
the space obtained from Sm by attaching one (m + 1)-cell via a degree-2 attaching
map. Throughout, assume that m is sufficiently large (m ≥ 3 will do).
Proposition 6.1.1 For the Moore space Mm, pim+1(Mm) ∼= Z/2.
Proof : Recall that Km is a space that, by definition, requires pim(Km) = Z/2
and pii(Km) = 0 for i 6= m. The m-skeleton K(m)m can be chosen to be a single m-
cell with its entire boundary attached to the basepoint; so K
(m)
m = Sm. Moreover,
pim(Km) = Z/2 can be forced by attaching an (m+ 1)-cell em+1 via a degree-2 map
∂em+1 → K(m)m = Sm. This is the same as Mm and so Mm can be thought of as the
(m + 1)-skeleton of the Eilenberg-MacLane space Km = K(Z/2,m). It suffices to
show that pim+1(K
(m+1)
m ) ∼= Z/2. The pair (K(m+1)m , Sm) produces the exact sequence
pim+2(K
(m+1)
m , S
m)→ pim+1(Sm)→ pim+1(K(m+1)m )→ pim+1(K(m+1)m , Sm)→ pim(Sm)
and by using the excision theorem,
pim+1(K
(m+1)
m , S
m) = pim+1(K
(m+1)
m /S
m) = pim+1(S
m+1) = Z and
pim+2(K
(m+1)
m , S
m) = pim+2(K
(m+1)
m /S
m) = pim+2(S
m+1) = Z/2.
The maps
pii+1(K
(m+1)
m , S
m) = pii+1(S
m+1)→ pii(Sm)
are therefore given by twice the Freudenthal isomorphisms, so that the sequence
becomes
Z/2 2−→ Z/2→ pim+1(K(m+1)m )→ Z 2−→ Z.
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Then it follows that pim+1(K
(m+1)
m ) ∼= Z/2 as represented by the Hopf map Sm+1 →
Sm = K
(m)
m ↪→ K(m+1)m . 2
It follows from the previous proposition that in order to construct an Eilenberg-
MacLane space Km from Mm, it suffices to attach one (m + 2)-cell τ via a degree
0 map in order to kill the Z/2. The resultant cohomology of the (m + 2)-skeleton
K
(m+2)
m is
Hm(K(m+2)m ,Z) = 0, Hm+1(K(m+2)m ,Z) = Z/2, Hm+2(K(m+2)m ,Z) = Z,
Hm(K(m+2)m ,Z/2) = Z/2, Hm+1(K(m+2)m ,Z) = Z/2, Hm+2(K(m+2)m ,Z) = Z/2.
By considering the generator ι ∈ Hm(Km,Z/2), a Theorem originally due to Serre
(see [McC01, Theorem 6.19]) ensures that Hm+2(Km,Z/2) = Z/2 is generated by
Sq2(ι).
Now let X be a CW-complex with a cohomology class u ∈ Hm(X,Z/2). Consider
a cellular map f : X → Km with f ∗ι = u so that u is classified by f . Then Sq2(u) =
f ∗Sq2(ι) ∈ Hm+2(X,Z/2) is determined by its restriction to Hm+2(X(m+2),Z/2).
Therefore, it suffices to provide a cellular map X(m+2) → K(m+2)m for which ι pulls
back to u. That is, it suffices to determine f ∗τ ′, where τ ′ ∈ Cm+2(Km,Z/2) is
necessarily the cocycle representing Sq2(ι) and the dual of τ . If σ is an (m+ 2)-cell
in X with an attaching map χσ : S
m+1 → X(m+1), then the restriction f | : X(m+1) →
Mm composed with χσ gives a representative in
pim+1(Mm) = pim+1(K
(m+1)
m ) = pim+1(S
m) ∼= Z/2
and by the construction of f this element also represents the evaluation of the cocycle
f ∗τ ′ on σ. Essentially, Sq2(u) is the obstruction of being able to produce a homotopy
of f that sends X(m+2) to K
(m+1)
m . A cocycle representative sq2(u) ∈ Cm+2(X,Z/2)
for Sq2(u) is therefore determined by the elements [f | ◦ χσ] ∈ pim+1(Mm).
Since K
(m+2)
m has no cells of dimension less than m, a map X(m+2) → K(m+2)m
factors through the quotient X(m+2)/X(m−1). Therefore, to understand Sq2 it is
sufficient to describe f explicitly on X(m+2)/X(m−1). Indeed, for a general framed
flow category (C , ı, ϕ) where ı is a neat embedding of C relative some d = (di, di+1),
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[LS14b, Proposition 3.6] ensures that the objects that are used to build X can all be
assumed to have gradings in {i, i+ 1, i+ 2}. Write m = di + di+1. The proposition
states a relation between the CW complexX constructed under this assumption, and
the skeleta of the CW complex obtained using the Cohen-Jones-Segal construction.
In particular,
ΣC+i−mX = |C |(C+i+2)/|C (C+i−1)
(where C is from Definition 2.3.1) so that H i(C ,Z/2) ∼= H˜m(|C |,Z/2).
Now consider a cocycle c ∈ Ci(C ;Z/2) representing u. Then
c =
∑
x∈Obi(C )
nxx
for some nx ∈ Z/2. The skeleta are built up inductively, and |C |(m) =
∨
x∈Obi(C ) S
m
is a wedge of m-spheres. Define a map f (m) : |C |(m) →Mm whose restriction to each
cell C(x) is a degree one map onto M (m)m whenever nx = 1, and the constant map
to the basepoint whenever nx = 0. By considering objects one grading higher, say
y ∈ Ob(C ) with |y| = i+ 1, there is framed embedding of all points in M(y, x) as
ıy :
∐
x∈Obi(C )
M(y, x)× [−ε, ε]di → Rdi .
The fact that c is a cocycle forces
∐M(y, x) to be an even number of points for
each y. Let n(y) denote half of the number of such points (so 2n(y) is the cardinality
of this set of points).
Definition 6.1.2 If c is the cocycle described above, then a topological boundary
matching for c is a collection of disjoint, embedded, framed arcs
ηjy : [0, 1]× [−ε, ε]di → [0,∞)× Rdi
for each y ∈ Obi+1(C ) and j = 1, . . . , n(y), satisfying
(ηjy)
−1({0} × Rdi) = {0, 1} × [−ε, ε]di
with ⋃
j
ηjy({0, 1} × {0}) = {0} × ıy
(∐
x
M(y, x)
)
.
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Consider pairs of points p0, p1 ∈
∐
xM(y, x) that correspond to endpoints of an arc
ηjy so that η
j
y(0, 0) = (0, ıy(p0, 0)) and η
j
y(1, 0) = (0, ıy(p1, 0)). The points p0 and p1
come with framings (signs) and if these differ, then the framing of ηjy|{0, 1} can be
assumed to agree with the framings of p0 and p1. If this happens, the arc is said to
be boundary-coherent.
If, on the other hand, the framings of p0 and p1 agree (that is, they have the
same sign), then the framing of ηjy can only be assumed to agree with the framing at
one endpoint; at the other endpoint it will agree with the framing at that endpoint
after reflecting in the first coordinate via R : Rdi → Rdi given by R(x1, . . . , xdi) =
(−x1, x2, . . . , xdi). Quite naturally, arcs of this type are called boundary-incoherent.
This arc is endowed with an orientation from the endpoint at which the framings
agree to the endpoint at which the framings disagree.
For all objects y with grading i+ 1, the topological boundary matchings provide
an embedding
ηy :
n(y)∐
j=1
[0, 1]× [−ε, ε]di+di+1 → C(y)
defined as ηy(t, x1, . . . , xdi , y1, . . . , ydi+1) = (η
j
y(t, x1, . . . , xdi), y1, . . . , ydi+1) on the j
th
disjoint union. Using these embeddings, the map f (m) can be extended to a map
on the (m + 1)-skeleton f (m+1) : |C |(m+1) → Mm by attaching all cells C(y) with
y ∈ Obi+1(C ) in the following way. Away from the image of ηy, the cell is sent
to the basepoint. For boundary-coherent arcs, the attaching map is given by the
projection
[0, 1]× [−ε, ε]di+di+1 → [−ε, ε]di+di+1 → Sdi+di+1 = M (m)m
where [−ε, ε]di+di+1 → Sdi+di+1 is the quotient map on the boundary of [−ε, ε]di+di+1 .
For boundary-incoherent arcs, the attaching map is given by a degree 1 map over
the single (m + 1)-cell of Mm. The procedure described above for obtaining a
cocycle representative for Sq2(u) can now be carried out. However, the computable
descriptions that are outlined in both [LS14b] and [JLS15] require an amount of
care to be taken regarding framings. We shall outline what this entails and then go
on to state the necessary results (this set-up follows [LS14b, §3.2] and [JLS15]).
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Any framing of a path embedded in Rm+1 gives rise to a path of m orthonormal
vectors in Rm+1, and this collection of orthonormal vectors gives an element of
SO(m + 1). That is, a framed path in Rm+1 gives rise to a path in SO(m + 1).
There is a one-to-one correspondence between isotopy classes of framed paths (with
fixed endpoints) in Rm+1 and homotopy classes of paths (with fixed endpoints) in
SO(m+1) provided m ≥ 3 where both sets have two elements (hence our assumption
for large m at the beginning of the section). Thus, to specify an isotopy class of
framed paths for such m, it is enough to specify a homotopy class of paths in
SO(m+ 1).
Now consider objects z ∈ Obi+2(C ) and the one-dimensional moduli spaces
M(z, x). These are disjoint unions of intervals and circles and are embedded with
framings into Rdi×[0,∞)×Rdi+1 in such a way that the endpoints of the intervals are
embedded into Rdi ×{0}×Rdi+1 . There are four possible framings at the endpoints
and these are
(e1, . . . , edi , edi+1, . . . , eei+ei+1), (−e1, e2, . . . , edi , edi+1, . . . , eei+ei+1),
(e1, . . . , edi ,−edi+1, edi+2 . . . , eei+ei+1), (−e1, e2, . . . , edi ,−edi+1, edi+2 . . . , eei+ei+1)
denoted in compact notation as ++,
+
−,
−
+,
−
−, respectively.
Definition 6.1.3 A coherent system of paths joining ++,
+
−,
−
+,
−
− is a choice of path
ϕ1ϕ2 in SO(m + 1) from ϕ1 to ϕ2 for each pair of frames ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ {++, +−, −+, −−}
satisfying the following cocycle conditions:
1. For all ϕ ∈ {++, +−, −+, −−} the loop ϕϕ is null-homotopic;
2. For all ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3 ∈ {++, +−, −+, −−} the path ϕ1ϕ2 · ϕ2ϕ3 is homotopic (relative
endpoints) to ϕ1ϕ3.
A coherent system of paths is shown to exist in [LS14b, Lemma 3.1], which is
described as follows. Firstly, denote by e1 the first coordinate of Rdi , denote by e2
the first coordinate of Rdi+1 and denote by e¯ the coordinate of [0,∞). Then for
ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ {++, +−, −+, −−}, the coherent system of paths chosen in [LS14b] gives ϕ1ϕ2 as
follows:
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1. ++
+
−,
+
−
+
+,
−
+
−
−,
−
−
−
+: Rotate 180
◦ around the e2-axis, such that the first vector equals
e¯ halfway through.
2. ++
−
+,
−
+
+
+: Rotate 180
◦ around the e1-axis, such that the second vector equals e¯
halfway through.
3. +−
−
−,
−
−
+
−: Rotate 180
◦ around the e1-axis, such that the second vector equals −e¯
halfway through.
4. ++
−
−,
−
−
+
+,
+
−
−
+,
−
+
+
−: Rotate 180
◦ around the e¯-axis, such that the second vector
equals −e1 halfway through.
Consider a framed path in Rdi× [0,∞)×Rdi+1 that has endpoints in Rdi×{0}×
Rdi+1 given by two elements of {++, +−, −+, −−}. If the framed path has a homotopy
class in SO(m+ 1) that is one of the classes described in (1)-(4), then it is called a
standard frame path. Otherwise, the framed path is a non-standard frame path.
Any framed flow category C whose 0-dimensional moduli spaces are all framed
using the standard + or − framings has intervals as 1-dimensional moduli spaces.
These intervals are either standard or a non-standard frame paths. All other 1-
dimensional moduli spaces are circles and represent an element of pi1(SO(m+ 1)) ∼=
H1(SO(m+ 1)) ∼= Z/2. Therefore, a function
fr : pi0(M(z, x))→ Z/2
can be defined for all 1-dimensional moduli spaces M(z, x) to encode the framing,
where fr(I) = 0 ∈ Z/2 means that an interval I being the standard frame path;
the trivial element of pi1(SO(m+ 1)).
Definition 6.1.4 Framed interval components of a 1-dimensional moduli space
are called Pontryagin-Thom arcs, and the framed circle components are called
Pontryagin-Thom circles.
Recall that for a given cohomology class u ∈ H i(C ,Z/2), the cellular map
f (m+1) : |C |(m+1) → Mm has been constructed satisfying fm+1∗ι = u. Let z ∈
Obi+2(C ) and denote by
χz : ∂C(z) ∼= Sm+1 → |C |(m+1)
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the attaching map of C(z). In particular,
Sm+1 ∼= ∂C(z) = ∂([0, R]× [−R,R]di × [0, R]× [−R,R]di+1).
Recall also that the inclusion Sm ⊂Mm induces an isomorphism on pim+1 and com-
posing χz with f
(m+1) produces an element in pim+1(Mm) ∼= Z/2. Let fz : Sm+1 →
Mm denote this composition. Moreover, each y ∈ Obi+1(C ) identifies a set on the
boundary of C(z) as
Cy(z) = [0, R]× [−R,R]di × {0} ×M(z, y)× [−ε, ε]di+1 ⊂ ∂C(z)
and this set contains the framed arcs γj× [−ε, ε]di×{0}×M(z, y)× [−ε, ε]di+1 that
come from the topological boundary matchings. Since the Pontryagin-Thom arcs
also sit in the boundary sets Cx(z) ⊂ ∂C(z) identified for each x ∈ Obi(C ) with
M(z, x) 6= ∅, these framed arcs can be concatenated with the Pontryagin-Thom
arcs to produce a collection of framed circles in ∂C(z) (the Pontryagin-Thom circles
obviously already produce framed circles in ∂C(z)). In particular, such objects x
form the linear combination that represents u. The map fz sends anything outside
of a neighbourhood of these framed circles to the basepoint. By construction, if
all topological boundary matching arcs are boundary-coherent, then the image of
fz is already contained in M
(m)
m
∼= Sm. Otherwise, there exist boundary-incoherent
topological boundary matching arcs and it is shown in [LS14a, Lemma 3.9] that there
are always an even number of them. In this case, [LS14b, Proposition 3.10] provides
an alteration of the maps fz that represent the same element in pim+1(Mm). The
key point to note is that the construction does not focus on any particular framed
flow category and can therefore be used here. The framed circles obtained in this
way are denoted (K,Φ). The finite collection of them together determine the value
of the cocycle cf representing Sq
2(u). The work of [LS14b] then provides a compact
combinatorial way to read off the component corresponding to each (K,Φ) as an
element of the first framed bordism group Ωfr1 = pim+1(S
m) ∼= Z/2. The relevant
proposition and its extension to Pontryagin-Thom circles from [JLS15] is stated
below.
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Proposition 6.1.5 Let (K,Φ) be a framed circle of the form described above. If K
is a concatenation of Pontryagin-Thom arcs and topological boundary matchings,
then its value in Ωfr1
∼= Z/2 is given as the sum of
1. The number 1.
2. The number of Pontryagin-Thom arcs in K with the non-standard framing.
3. The number of arrows on K which point in a fixed direction.
If K is a Pontryagin-Thom circle, its value in Ωfr1
∼= Z/2 is given as the sum of
1. The number 1.
2. The value of the map fr : pi0(M(z, x))→ Z/2 on the component corresponding
to K.
The value of cf ∈ Ci+2(C ,Z/2) corresponding to z is then the total sum of
these numbers for all such framed circles (K,Φ).
6.2 A particular frame assignment for the sock
flow category
This subchapter defines a particular frame assignment for the sock flow category Sr
for r ∈ (Z \ {0})k by providing a particular sign-assignment and frame-assignment
of the 0- and 1-dimensional moduli spaces of S˜r. In light of the previous subchap-
ter, providing framing of the 1-dimensional moduli spaces is the key to computing
Steenrod squares of links admitting matched diagrams. The fact that this can be
extended to a framing for the entire flow category S˜r follows from some results
of [JLS15] (which we shall state) and the obstruction theory arguments highlighted
in subchapter 5.4. To begin with, let us recall the definition of S˜r and set up some
concrete notation for the 0- and 1-dimensional moduli spaces.
Consider the CW-complex C(S˜r) defined in Subchapter 5.4 where r ∈ (Z \ {0})k
is denoted r = (r1, . . . , rk). The CW-complex is given by the product
C(S˜r) = C(S˜r1)× · · · × C(S˜rk)
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and its cells are products of the cells from each C(S˜ri). The following notation is
consistent with [JLS15]. The 0-cells of C(S˜r) (r 6= 0) are precisely the objects of Sr,
so let us denote them by
Ob(Sr) = { a ∈ Z | 0 ≤ a ≤ r if r > 0, and r ≤ a ≤ 0 if r < 0 } .
The 1-cells of C(S˜r) are in correspondence with the 0-dimensional moduli spaces and
so these cells can be denoted
R0 . . . , Rr−1, L0, . . . , Lr−1 for r > 0, and Rr, . . . , R−1, Lr, . . . , L−1 for r < 0.
Recall that R0 = L0 are identified and R−1 = L−1 is the corresponding identification
for negative r. If |r| = 1, then the 2-cells will be non-existent. Otherwise, assume
|r| > 1 and denote the 2-cells by
M0 . . . ,Mr−2 for r > 1, and Mr+1, . . . ,M−1 for r < −1.
Let a ∈ C0(C(S˜r)) be the generators corresponding to the objects a. Let the genera-
tors corresponding to higher-dimensional cells keep the same notation above. Then
∂Rj = ∂Lj = j + 1− j
∂Mj = Lj +Rj+1 − Lj+1 −Rj.
This notation can be extended to the product complex C(S˜r) in the following way.
Let a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Zk be the 0-cells, and let the 1-cells be denoted by
Rja = a1 × · · · × aj−1 ×Raj × aj+1 × · · · × ak
Lja = a1 × · · · × aj−1 × Laj × aj+1 × · · · × ak.
The 2-cells M ja can be written in a similar way, but notice that there are additional
2-cells arising as products of the 1-cells. Denote these by
(Rja, R
i
a), (R
j
a, L
i
a), (L
j
a, R
i
a), (L
j
a, L
i
a)
where 1 ≤ j < i ≤ k. In particular,
(Rja, L
i
a) = a1 × · · · × aj−1 ×Raj × aj+1 × · · · × ai−1 × Lai × ai+1 × · · · × ak
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and similarly for the others. Higher dimensional cells admit a similar notation.
Continuing to follow the notation of [JLS15], a cell is said to be based at a if it
has a subscript a (since this really implies that the cells corresponds to a compo-
nent of a moduli space M(b, a) for some other object b). To define the particular
sign assignment of [JLS15] for C(S˜r), a slight addition is needed to ensure that
the assignment is compatible with (possibly) negative values of ri. By defining
δ = (δ1, . . . , δk) ∈ {0, 1}k to be
δi =
0 if ri > 01 if ri < 0
then for every a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ Zk let
a′i = ai + δi
for each i = 1, . . . , k.
Definition 6.2.1 The standard sign assignment s ∈ C1(C(S˜r),Z/2) is the cochain
defined by
s(Rja) = a1 + · · ·+ aj−1
s(Lja) = a1 + · · ·+ aj−1 + a′j.
Both of these sums are elements of Z/2, and whenever an empty sum occurs, it is
treated as 0.
It should be noted that the standard sign assignment gives the framing of the
0-dimensional moduli spaces of Sr, where sign assignments of products in the chain
complex C∗(Sr) are given by products of sign assignments in each of the chain
complexes C∗(Sri) whose product gives C∗(Sr). The addition of a′ ensures that
s(L−1) = s(R−1) in the negative case (s(L0) = s(R0) in the positive case already).
The addition of δ defined above is also needed to define a frame assignment of the
1-dimensional moduli spaces.
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Definition 6.2.2 The standard frame assignment f ∈ C2(C(S˜r),Z/2) is the 2-
cochain defined as
f(Rja, R
i
a) = (a1 + · · ·+ aj−1)(aj + · · ·+ ai−1)
f(Rja, L
i
a) = (a1 + · · ·+ aj−1)(aj + · · ·+ ai−1 + a′i)
f(Lja, R
i
a) = (a1 + · · ·+ aj−1 + a′j)(δj + aj+1 + · · ·+ ai−1)
f(Lja, L
i
a) = (a1 + · · ·+ aj−1 + a′j)(δj + aj+1 + · · ·+ ai−1 + a′i)
f(M ja) = (a1 + · · ·+ aj−1)a′j
where again these sums are elements in Z/2, and empty sums are treated as 0.
A very important property of the above standard sign and frame assignments
from [JLS15] is that when |ri| = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , k only the frame assignments
f(Rja, R
i
a) are required and these recover the sign and frame assignments of [LS14b],
which is necessary since this is the result of evaluating resolutions at each crossing
(which corresponds to [LS14a]) rather than at a collection of crossings that form an
elementary tangle (which corresponds to [JLS15]).
The standard sign and frame assignments defined above provide a framing of
the 0- and 1-dimensional moduli spaces of S˜r. Following the arguments of [LS14b,
Lemma 3.5] which ensures that the partial framing defined there can be extended
to the entire cube flow category CC(n), [JLS15] also show that the partial framing
defined above can be extended to a framing of the entire category S˜r. To give
an overview, both of these papers proceed by showing that the image of the 2-
cochain f under the differential δ, once applied to a 3-cell in the corresponding
set-up, is equal to a sum of sign-assignments on lower dimensional cells that form
the boundary components of the 3-cell. This then provides assistance in showing
that the framings of the 0- and 1-dimensional moduli spaces can be extended to
a framing of the 2-dimensional moduli space. Then the inductive framing of the
cube flow category in [LS14a] which is described in Subchapter 4.1.1 (respectively,
the sock flow category in [JLS15] desribed in Subchapter 5.4) provides a way to
extend the partial framing from [LS14b, Definition 3.4] (respectively, Definitions
6.2.1 and 6.2.2) to the entire cube flow category (respectively, sock flow category).
The following result is all that we need to take away from these arguments.
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Proposition 6.2.3 The partial framing from Definitions 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 can be
extended to a framing of the entire category S˜r.
6.3 Framing formulae for gluing moduli spaces
The ultimate goal of this chapter is to illustrate how the cancellation theorem of
Chapter 3 (Theorem 3.1.1) can be applied to simplify computations of Steenrod
squares. In particular, if C is a framed flow category that contains two objects x, y
with M(x, y) = {∗}, then the cancelled framed flow category CH (see Definition
3.1.1) has moduli spaces that are obtained as a result of gluing moduli spaces from
C . Since the resulting spaces are stably homotopy equivalent, their Steenrod squares
coincide. This subchapter describes a compact collection of gluing formulae which
were developed in [JLS15] to frame the moduli spaces of the cancelled category.
Moreover, these formulae give the framings of the new moduli spaces in terms of
the framings of the original moduli spaces. For objects a, b ∈ Ob(C ), recall that the
new moduli spaces are defined as
M(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b) ∪ (M(x, b)×M(a, y))
where the gluing takes place alongM(x, b)×M(a, x) and alongM(y, b)×M(a, y).
The framed embeddings of these moduli spaces were defined in Chapter 3 via em-
beddings Γa¯,b¯ = Γa,b ∪ Γx,b×a,y, and providing a formula for a framing of two glued
intervals (which have pre-assigned framings) involves analysing the map Γx,b×a,y. Let
us highlight how this works when M(x, b)×M(a, y) is a newly embedded disjoint
union of points; that is, when |a| = |x| = i+ 1 and |b| = |y| = i. Consider a product
of points (B,A) ∈ M(x, b) ×M(a, y). The relevant cells corresponding to these
objects are
C(x) = [0, R]× [−R,R]di
C(a) = [0, R]× [−R,R]di
C(y) = {0} × [−ε, ε]di and
C(b) = {0} × [−ε, ε]di .
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Then Γx,b×a,y :M(x, b)×M(a, y)×{0}×[−ε, ε]di → {0}×[−R,R]di , which is defined
as the composition of ıx,b, Ψ1, ı
−1
x,y and ıa,y (see Lemma 3.1.3). In particular, only
Ψ1 may produce a non-standard framing, which can be assumed to be an inversion
of Rdi of a small sphere centered at 0 (or more specifically, a small sphere centered
around ıx,y(∗) with its framing). In fact, by assuming that points B ∈ M(x, b) are
only embedded into the first coordinate of Rdi , then it can be seen that Ψ1 has the
effect of flipping the first coordinate of the framing of B. Therefore, if εp ∈ {±1}
denotes the framing of a point p, then ε(B,A) = −εBε∗εA, where the negative sign
arises from the map Ψ1 as described above.
For 1-dimensional moduli spaces, assume that the objects a and b have gradings
|a| = i + 1 and |b| = i− 1. The analysis of this set-up breaks down into two cases,
each of which contains a number of subcases. The first case is when |x| = i, and
the second is when |x| = i+ 1, recalling that y ought to always have one degree less
than x. Each of these cases have been considered in detail in [JLS15] and consists
of an analysis similar to that above. Here, we shall only state the final formulae
that occur from the gluings of interval moduli spaces (and, perhaps, embeddings of
circles).
Let us first consider the case when |x| = i. Let I ⊂M(a, b) be an interval whose
endpoints are given by (C,D) ∈M(c, b)×M(a, c) and (C ′, D′) ∈M(c′, b)×M(a, c′)
for some c, c′ ∈ Ob(C ) with |c| = i = |c′| and x /∈ {c, c′}. Then I will remain an
interval inM(a¯, b¯) with the same framed embedding, and so its framing fr(I) does
not change. This is also true for any components of 1-dimensional moduli spaces
that are circles. However, if x ∈ {c, c′} then I is glued to an interval of the form
{B} × J for B ∈ M(x, b) and J ⊂M(a, y). Such intervals {B} × J are embedded
using Γx,b×a,y into ∂i−1C(a) and their framings are
fr({B} × J) = fr(J) + 1 + ε∗ + εB. (6.1)
In combination, [JLS15] provides the following:
Proposition 6.3.1 In the case that |x| = i, let a, b 6= y be objects with |a| = i+1 =
|b|+ 2 and K ⊂M(a¯, b¯).
1. If K is a circle then either
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(a) K ⊂M(a, b), in which case fr(K) is the same as before.
(b) K = {B} ×K ′ ⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case fr(K) = fr(K ′).
(c) K is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals
{B1} × J1, . . . , {Bk} × Jk ⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k(1 + ε∗) +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji) + εBi).
2. If K is an interval, then either
(a) The endpoints of K are of the form (B,A) ∈M(c, b)×M(a, c), (B′, A′) ∈
M(c′, b) × M(a, c′) with x /∈ {c, c′}. Then K is the result of gluing
intervals I1, . . . , Ik+1 ⊂M(a, b) with intervals {B1}×J1, . . . , {Bk}×Jk ⊂
M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k(1 + ε∗) +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji) + εBi) + fr(Ik+1).
(b) The endpoints of K are of the form (B,A) ∈ M(c, b) ×M(a, c), and
(Bk, C,D) ∈ M(x, b) ×M(c′, y) ×M(a, c′) with c, c′ 6= x. Then K is
the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals {B1} ×
J1, . . . , {Bk} × Jk ⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k(1 + ε∗) + εBk +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji) + εBi).
(c) The endpoints of K are of the form (B1, C,D) ∈ M(x, b) ×M(c, y) ×
M(a, c) and (Bk+1, C ′, D′) ∈M(x, b)×M(c′, y)×M(a, c′) with c, c′ 6= x.
Then K is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂M(a, b) with intervals
{B1} × J1, . . . , {Bk+1} × Jk+1 ⊂M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = (k + 1)(1 + ε∗) + εB1 + εBk+1+
k+1∑
i=1
(fr(Ji) + εBi) +
k∑
i=1
fr(Ii).
Now consider the case when |x| = i + 1, and let J ⊂ M(x, b) whose endpoints
are given by (C,D) ∈ M(c, b) ×M(a, c) and (C ′, D′) ∈ M(c′, b) ×M(x, c′) with
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y /∈ {c, c′}. For a point A ∈ M(a, y), the interval J × {A} is embedded into
Rdi−1 × [0,∞)× Rdi using Γx,b×a,y, and its framing is given by
fr(J × {A}) = fr(J) (6.2)
for any A ∈M(a, y). If y ∈ {c, c′} then the interval is glued to another and [JLS15]
provides the following:
Proposition 6.3.2 In the case that |x| = i + 1, let a 6= x and b be objects with
|a| = i+ 1 = |b|+ 2 and K ⊂M(a¯, b¯).
1. If K is a circle, then either
(a) K ⊂M(a, b), in which case fr(K) is the same as before.
(b) K = K ′ × {A} ⊂ M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case fr(K) = fr(K ′).
(c) K is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals
J1 × {A1}, . . . , Jk × {Ak} ⊂ M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji)).
2. If K is an interval, then either
(a) The endpoints of K are of the form (C,A) ∈M(c, b)×M(a, c), (C ′, A′) ∈
M(c′, b) ×M(a, c′) with c, c′ 6= x. Then K is the result of gluing inter-
vals I1, . . . , Ik+1 ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals J1 × {A1}, . . . , Jk × {Ak} ⊂
M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji)) + fr(Ik+1).
(b) The endpoints of K are of the form (C,A) ∈ M(c, b) × M(a, c), and
(C ′, D′, Ak) ∈ M(c′, b) × M(x, c′) × M(a, y) with c, c′ 6= x. Then K
is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂ M(a, b) with intervals J1 ×
{A1}, . . . , Jk × {Ak} ⊂ M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = k + εC′ + εD′ +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji)).
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(c) The endpoints of K are of the form (C,D,A1) ∈ M(c, b) ×M(x, c) ×
M(a, y) and (C ′, D′, Ak+1) ∈M(c′, b)×M(x, c′)×M(a, y) with c, c′ 6= x.
Then K is the result of gluing intervals I1, . . . , Ik ⊂M(a, b) with intervals
J1 × {A1}, . . . , Jk+1 × {Ak+1} ⊂ M(x, b)×M(a, y) in which case
fr(K) = 1 + k + εC′ + εD′ + εC + εD +
k∑
i=1
(fr(Ii) + fr(Ji)) + fr(Jk+1).
6.4 Example: The P (−2, 3, 3) Pretzel Knot
In this section, we consider the knot 819 in the form of the pretzel knot P (−2, 3, 3)
and highlight the power of Theorem 3.1.1 by computing its Steenrod square, as
outlined in [LS14b], after cancellation of numerous objects in the Khovanov Flow
Category. The significance of the knot 819 is that it is the first knot for which
the Khovanov homotopy type is not a wedge sum of Moore spaces, yielding the
nontriviality result in [LS14b, Theorem 1]. In particular, this occurs in quantum
degree 11, and X 11Kh(819) is not a wedge sum of Moore spaces. This is not, however,
the smallest link which has a non-trivial Khovanov homotopy type. In [LS14b], the
link with the fewest crossings satisfying this property is shown to be the 6-crossing
link L6n1 which is also the P (−2, 2, 2) pretzel knot. In fact, we will show that the 819
example contains the L6n1 example, and this will be highlighted at the appropriate
time. Consider the following diagram of 819 = P (−2, 3, 3):
The process of performing Gaussian elimination was described in Subchapter
5.1, and applying this process to the Khovanov complex of P (−2, 3, 3) in quantum
degree 11 results in a chain complex that has 31 generators. These generators are in
one-to-one correspondence with the objects of quantum degree 11 in the Khovanov
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Table 6.1: Objects of L (D(−2,3,3))
Object Generator Grading Object Generator Grading
α1 (D(−1,0,0), x+x+) 1 α17 (D(−1,0,2), x−) 3
α2 (D(0,0,0), x+x+x−) 2 α18 (D(−2,3,0), x−) 3
α3 (D(0,0,0), x+x−x+) 2 α19 (D(−2,0,3), x−) 3
α4 (D(0,0,0), x−x+x+) 2 α20 (D(−2,1,2), x+x−) 3
α5 (D(−2,2,0), x+) 2 α21 (D(−2,1,2), x−x+) 3
α6 (D(−2,0,2), x+) 2 α22 (D(−2,2,1), x+x−) 3
α7 (D(−1,1,0), x+) 2 α23 (D(−2,2,1), x−x+) 3
α8 (D(−1,0,1), x+) 2 α24 (D(0,1,1), x−) 4
α9 (D(−2,1,1), x+x+) 2 α25 (D(0,2,0), x−x−) 4
α10 (D(0,1,0), x+x−) 3 α26 (D(0,0,2), x−x−) 4
α11 (D(0,1,0), x−x+) 3 α27 (D(−1,2,1), x−x−) 4
α12 (D(0,0,1), x+x−) 3 α28 (D(−1,1,2), x−x−) 4
α13 (D(0,0,1), x−x+) 3 α29 (D(−2,1,3), x−x−) 4
α14 (D(−1,1,1), x+x−) 3 α30 (D(−2,2,2), x−x−) 4
α15 (D(−1,1,1), x−x+) 3 α31 (D(−2,3,1), x−x−) 4
α16 (D(−1,2,0), x−) 3
flow category and their homological degress lie between 1 and 4. They are listed
in Table 6.1 (for a simpler example describing the notation used in the table, see
Example 4.3.1). The flow category associated to this matched diagram, along with
its 0-dimensional moduli spaces, is displayed in Figure 6.1. The signs are sprinkled
as prescribed by the standard sign assignment of Definition 6.2.1 and the notation
for the 0-dimensional moduli spaces is described in the following definition.
Definition 6.4.1 Suppose that (E, y) <1 (D, x) as in Definition 5.3.10. Let j =
1, 2, 3 where for each j, (D, x) differs from (E, y) by taking the (sj + 1)
th resolution
instead of the sthj resolution. Let R
j
sj
= +1 and Ljsj = (−1)sj denote the • maps
from Definition 5.1.4 of the chain complex obtained after Gauss elimination, so that
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Lj0 = R
j
0 are the moduli spaces that correspond to the saddle map s on the j
th
elementary tangle, and Rjsj + L
j
sj
is the two-point moduli space between the two
resolutions on the jth elementary tangle. Here, Rjsj corresponds to an application of
• on the right vertical strand of the resolution, and Ljsj corresponds to an application
of • on the left vertical strand. The saddle maps are the single point moduli spaces
from [LS14a] corresponding to maps from 0-resolutions to 1-resolutions (see Figure
5.2).
Remark: Whilst the addition notation Rjsj + L
j
sj
comes from an operation on the
chain complex, we will use this notation to mean that there are two single point
moduli spaces between the corresponding objects. Occasionally, this may be writ-
ten as p unionsq q, where p and q are both single point moduli spaces. This ambiguity
should be understood throughout the worked example.
The higher dimensional moduli spaces are described in Subchapter 5.3 and are
omitted from Figure 6.1 since the first six pairs of objects that we cancel can
be chosen in such a way that the remaining moduli spaces are intact and all 1-
dimensional. To see how this works, recall that in Definition 3.1.1, moduli spaces
M(a, b) in the original category become M(a¯, b¯) =M(a, b)× (M(x, b)×M(a, y))
in the cancelled category. So let M(αi, αj) = ∗ denote the pair being cancelled
in L (D(−2,3,3)). The first six pairs can be cancelled in the following order, where
M(αi, αl)×M(αk, αj) = ∅ soM(α¯k, α¯l) =M(αk, αl) for each k, l /∈ {i, j} (see Def-
inition 3.1.1 and Figure 6.1, where the moduli spaces being cancelled are thickened):
1. M(α8, α1) = −R30
2. M(α12, α3) = R30
3. M(α10, α2) = R20
4. M(α24, α13) = R20
5. M(α31, α18) = −R30
6. M(α29, α19) = R20
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Figure 6.1: The flow category L (D(−2,3,3)) of 819 = P (−2, 3, 3).
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Figure 6.2: The first cancelled flow category C1 for P (−2, 3, 3) (and P (−2, 2, 2) by
Proposition 6.4.2).
Proposition 6.4.2 The 6-crossing link P (−2, 2, 2) has the same stable homotopy
type as the 8-crossing knot P (−2, 3, 3).
Proof : The 3-component pretzel link P (−2, 2, 2) admits a matched diagram
D(−2,2,2). All of the objects of the flow category L (D(−2,2,2)) are also objects of
L (D(−2,3,3)), where the latter has four additional objects corresponding to all coor-
dinates of the form (∗, ∗, 3) and (∗, 3, ∗). These objects are α18, α19, α29 and α31; all
of which get cancelled immediately with no effect on the remaining moduli spaces.
This means that the resulting stable homotopy types of P (−2, 2, 2) and P (−2, 3, 3)
must be equivalent. 2
After cancelling the six pairs listed above, the resulting flow category, which
we shall denote by C1, contains 19 objects, and is displayed together with its 0-
dimensional moduli spaces in Figure 6.2. The 1-dimensional moduli spaces have
frame assignments as prescribed in Definition 6.2.2 and are listed in Figure 6.3. In
order to calculate the framings of each of the intervals, one must refer to the Rij,
Lij notation of the 0-dimensional moduli spaces in Figure 6.2. However, once these
framings have been calculated, this notation is excessive and we simply refer to a
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plus (respectively, a minus) using either a p or P (respectively, using m or M) where
lower case corresponds to a moduli space between homological degree 2 and 3, and
upper case corresponds to a moduli space between 3 and 4. The boundary points of
the 1-dimensional moduli spaces (which are listed in Figure 6.3) are labelled using
this notation. The objects of the flow category that correspond to each particular
boundary are also highlighted (in blue).
6.4.1 Cancelling moduli spaces
Continuing the process of cancellation further, we shall cancel the remaining single-
point moduli spaces a couple of pairs at a time; one pair with cohomological degrees
4 and 3, the other with cohomological degrees 3 and 2. The pairs being cancelled
are all highlighted in their corresponding flow category by a thickened line. Thus,
to obtain the subsequent cancelled flow category C2 of Figure 6.4, let us cancel
M(α11, α4) = R20 followed by M(α25, α16) = R10. By cancelling the moduli space
M(α11, α4), the moduli space M(α25, α7) is altered, and is now given by
M(α¯25, α¯7) =M(α25, α7) ∪M(α11, α7)×M(α25, α4).
Originally, M(α25, α7) consists of the two intervals
p · P
α11
m · P
α16
p ·M
α11
p · P
α160 0
and the product moduli space M(α11, α7)×M(α25, α4) is the single interval
{p}×
p · P
α11
p ·M
α110
where, again, the framings (computed using Definition 6.2.2) of the intervals are
labelled in red and the boundaries of the intervals are given by the product of the
lower-dimensional moduli spaces, as illustrated. The gluing of these two moduli
spaces takes place along the point being cancelled, α11, and the result is the single
interval M(α¯25, α¯7) given by
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M(α25, α4) =
p · P
α11
p ·M
α11
M(α25, α5) =
p · P
α16
m · P
α16
M(α25, α7) =
p · P
α11
m · P
α16
p ·M
α11
p · P
α16
M(α26, α6) =
p · P
α17
m · P
α17
M(α27, α5) =
p ·M
α16
p · P
α22
m ·M
α16
p ·M
α23
M(α27, α7) =
p ·M
α14
m ·M
α16
p · P
α15
p ·M
α16
M(α27, α9) =
m ·M
α14
p ·M
α23
p · P
α15
m · P
α22
M(α28, α6) =
p ·M
α17
p · P
α20
m ·M
α17
p ·M
α21
M(α28, α7) =
p · P
α14
p ·M
α15
M(α28, α9) =
m · P
α14
m ·M
α21
p ·M
α15
p · P
α20
M(α30, α5) =
p · P
α22
p ·M
α23
M(α30, α6) =
p · P
α20
p ·M
α21
M(α30, α9) =
p · P
α20
p ·M
α23
m ·M
α21
m · P
α22
0
0
0 1
0
0
0 1
0
0
0 0
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
Figure 6.3: 1-dimensional moduli spaces for the first cancelled flow category C1.
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α7
α9
α6
α5
α14
α15
α17
α20
α21
α22
α23
α26
α27
α28
α30
p
p
m
p
p
m
m
p
p+
m
p
p
p
p
M
P
P
M
P
M
P
P
M
M
P
P
M
M
Figure 6.4: The second cancelled flow category C2.
m · P
α16
p · p · P
α11
p · p ·M
α11
p · P
α161
whose framing is calculated using part (2a) of Proposition 6.3.1 as follows. Firstly,
part (2a) is used since the cancelled pair lie in degrees 2 and 3. The single interval
K =M(α¯25, α¯7) is obtained by gluing the two intervals I1, I2 ⊂ M(α25, α7) to the
single interval {B1} × J1 =M(α11, α7)×M(α25, α4). Moreover, k = 1, ε∗ = 0, and
εB1 = 0 and
fr(K) = 1(1 + ε∗) + (fr(I1) + fr(J1) + εB1) + fr(I2)
= 1(1 + 0) + (0 + 0 + 0) + 0 ≡ 1 (mod 2).
Secondly, cancelling the moduli spaceM(α25, α16) effects the two 1-dimensional
moduli spacesM(α27, α5) andM(α27, α7). These moduli spaces both become single
intervals as follows. The moduli space M(α27, α5) originally consists of the two
intervals
p ·M
α16
p · P
α22
m ·M
α16
p ·M
α230 1
whose framings are highlighted in red. The product moduli space M(α25, α5) ×
M(α27, α16) is the single interval
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p · P
α16
m · P
α16
×{M}0
and these two moduli spaces are glued together, along the moduli spaces that break
at α16, to form
M(α¯27, α¯5) =M(α27, α5) ∪M(α25, α5)×M(α27, α16)
which is the single interval
M(α¯27, α¯5) =
p · P
α22
p · P ·M
α16
m · P ·M
α16
p ·M
α230
whose framing is calculated using part (2a) of Proposition 6.3.2 as follows. Firstly,
the cancelled pair lie in degrees 4 and 3. The single interval K = M(α¯27, α¯5) is
obtained by gluing two intervals I1, I2 ⊂ M(α27, α5) to the single interval J1 ×
{A1} =M(α25, α5)×M(α27, α16). Moreover, k = 1 and
fr(K) = 1(fr(I1) + fr(J1)) + fr(I2)
= 1 + (0 + 0) + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 2).
The second moduli space that is altered as a result of cancelling the moduli space
M(α25, α16) is M(α27, α7), which originally consists of the two intervals
p ·M
α14
m ·M
α16
p · P
α15
p ·M
α161 0
This moduli space is glued to the product moduli space M(α25, α7)×M(α27, α16),
which is the single interval
m · P
α16
p · P
α16
×{M}1
These two moduli spaces are also glued together along the moduli spaces that break
at α16 to form
M(α¯27, α¯7) =M(α27, α7) ∪M(α25, α7)×M(α27, α16)
which is the single interval
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α9
α6
α5
α15
α20
α21
α22
α23
α27
α28
α30
p unionsq p
p
m
m
p
p
p
p
p
P
M
P
P
M
M
P
P
M
M
Figure 6.5: The third cancelled flow category C3.
p ·M
α14
m · P ·M
α16
p · P ·M
α16
p · P
α151
The framing is also computed using part (2a) of Proposition 6.3.2 since the cancelled
pair is still the same, and the interval K =M(α¯27, α¯7) is formed by gluing two inter-
vals I1, I2 ⊂M(α27, α7) to the single interval J1×{A1} =M(α25, α7)×M(α27, α16).
Moreover, k = 1 and
fr(K) = 1(fr(I1) + fr(J1)) + fr(I2)
= 1 + (1 + 1) + 0 ≡ 1 (mod 2).
Further calculation of the following 1-dimensional moduli spaces along with their
framings is left to the reader, and we proceed as follows. To obtain the next cancelled
flow category C3 (Figure 6.5), we cancel the moduli spaceM(α26, α17) = P followed
by the moduli spaceM(α14, α7) = p. There is only one 1-dimensional moduli space
affected by cancelling M(α26, α17), which is M(α28, α6). The new moduli space
M(α¯28, α¯6) =M(α28, α6) ∪ ×M(α26, α6)×M(α28, α17)
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α9
α5
α15
α21
α22
α27
α28
p unionsq p
m unionsqm
m
p
P
M
P
M
P
unionsqM
Figure 6.6: The fourth cancelled flow category C4.
is once again an interval obtained by gluing one interval between two others (as
above). Cancelling M(α14, α7) alters two 1-dimensional moduli spaces. They are
M(α¯27, α¯9) =M(α27, α9) ∪M(α14, α9)×M(α27, α7)
M(α¯28, α¯9) =M(α28, α9) ∪M(α14, α9)×M(α28, α7).
They way in which both of these two new moduli spaces are formed is by gluing two
intervals together along a single point, whilst a separate interval remains unchanged.
These examples require the use of the gluing formula from part (2b) of Proposition
6.3.1.
The fourth cancelled flow category C4 (Figure 6.6) is obtained by cancelling the
moduli spaceM(α20, α6) = p followed by the moduli spaceM(α30, α23) = M . As a
result of cancellingM(α20, α6), two 1-dimensional moduli spaces are altered. These
are:
M(α¯28, α¯9) =M(α28, α9) ∪M(α20, α9)×M(α28, α6)
M(α¯30, α¯9) =M(α30, α9) ∪M(α20, α9)×M(α30, α6).
Cancelling M(α30, α23) also alters two 1-dimensional moduli spaces:
M(α¯27, α¯9) =M(α27, α9) ∪M(α30, α9)×M(α27, α23)
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α9 α21 α28
m unionsqm′ M unionsq P
Figure 6.7: The fifth cancelled flow category CFin.
M(α¯27, α¯5) =M(α27, α5) ∪M(α30, α5)×M(α27, α23).
Finally, we obtain the fifth (and final) cancelled flow category CFin (Figure
6.7) by cancelling the moduli space M(α22, α5) = p followed by the moduli space
M(α27, α15) = P . After the first of these cancellations, there is one new 1-dimensional
moduli space
M(α¯27, α¯9) =M(α27, α9) ∪M(α22, α9)×M(α27, α5).
The final sole 1-dimensional moduli space is
M(α¯28, α¯9) =M(α28, α9) ∪M(α27, α9)×M(α28, α15)
which consists of the two intervals
m ·M
α21
m′ · P
α21
m′ ·M
α21
m · P
α210 0
whose framings are calculated using Propositions 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 in the sequence
described above.
6.4.2 Computing Steenrod squares
In this subsection, we shall exhibit the consistency of the Steenrod square calcu-
lations after the series of cancellations described above. We shall first highlight
how the Steenrod square can be calculated from the first cancelled flow category C1
(Figure 6.2). It is the non-triviality of this Steenrod square that exhibits the non-
triviality result in [LS14b, Theorem 1]. Firstly, a choice of topological boundary
matchings has to be made and these are highlighted in Figure 6.8. Notice in partic-
ular that there are three pairs of choices for η16 (since α7 and α5 both have two-point
moduli spaces from α16), and we have chosen a boundary-coherent matching of the
two points corresponding to α5, one with a positive and the other with a negative
(similarly for α7). According to these choices of topological boundary matchings, a
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η11 =
+
α4
+
α7
η14 =
+
α7
−
α9
η15 =
+
α7
+
α9
η16,1 =
+
α5
−
α5
η16,2 =
+
α7
−
α7
η17 =
+
α6
−
α6
η20 =
+
α6
+
α9
η21 =
+
α6
−
α9
η22 =
+
α5
−
α9
η23 =
+
α5
+
α9
>
>
>
>
Figure 6.8: Choice of topological boundary matchings from the first cancelled flow
category C1.
Steenrod square can be computed using Proposition 6.1.5 in the following way. Let
u ∈ H2(C1;Z/2) be the cohomology class represented by the cocycle c ∈ C2(C1;Z/2)
given by
c = α4 + α5 + α6 + α7 + α9.
Following the construction of Subchapter 6.1, the Steenrod square Sq2(u) is given
by the sum of the values assigned to each framed circle (K,Φ) inside ∂C(z) for each
z ∈ {α25, α26, α27, α28, α30}. The computation of the Steenrod square is illustrated
in Figure 6.9 and the individual components of the sum are listed below (where
we count arrows in the clockwise direction and sum in the order corresponding to
Proposition 6.1.5):
• The component from ∂C(α25) is 1 + 0 + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 2) for the outside circle, and
1 + 0 + 0 ≡ 1 (mod 2) from the inside circle, giving a total of 1 (mod 2).
• The component from ∂C(α26) is 1 + 0 + 0 ≡ 1 (mod 2).
• The component from ∂C(α27) is 1 + 3 + 2 ≡ 0 (mod 2).
• The component from ∂C(α28) is 1 + 1 + 1 ≡ 1 (mod 2).
• The component from ∂C(α30) is 1 + 0 + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Thus giving a non-trivial Steenrod square Sq2(u) = 1 ∈ Z/2.
In the previous section, the first cancellation that produced new moduli spaces
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∂C(α25) :
α11 α11
α16 α16
α11 α16 α16 α11
∂C(α26) :
α17 α17
∂C(α27) :
α22 α16 α16 α23
α15 α16 α16 α14
α22 α15 α14 α23
∂C(α28) :
α20 α17 α17 α21
α15 α14
α20 α15 α14 α21
∂C(α30) :
α22 α23
α21 α20
α22 α21 α20 α23
0
0
0 1
0
0
0 1
0
0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
Figure 6.9: Computation of the Steenrod square from the first cancelled flow cate-
gory.
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was the moduli space M(α11, α4). Recall that the moduli space M(α25, α7) was
originally given by the two intervals
p · P
α11
m · P
α16
p ·M
α11
p · P
α160 0
and the product moduli space M(α11, α7)×M(α25, α4) was a single interval
{p}×
p · P
α11
p ·M
α110
As a result of cancelling M(α11, α4), these two moduli spaces are glued together to
form M(α¯25, α¯7), the single interval
m · P
α16
p · p · P
α11
p · p ·M
α11
p · P
α161
which was shown to have a non-trivial framing using Proposition 6.3.1. This is
a nice example that highlights the necessity of a gluing formula. Without it, the
framing would be 0 and the Steenrod square would be trivial; so the framing must
necessarily change.
In the previous subsection, a series of subsequent cancellations were made re-
sulting in the flow category CFin (see Figure 6.7), which has no single-point moduli
spaces. To emphasise that this (relatively small) framed flow category contains all
the information that was essential in the original framed flow category in Figure 6.1,
we can compute the Steenrod square from here. The single topological boundary
matching and computation is illustrated in Figure 6.10. The only component for
the Steenrod square (where we count arrows in the clockwise direction and sum in
the order corresponding to Proposition 6.1.5) is
Sq2(u) = 1 + 0 + 2 ≡ 1 mod 2.
The Khovanov stable homotopy type X 11Kh(819) can then be determined immedi-
ately as Σ−1RP5/RP2, where it is necessary to desuspend once since the Steenrod
square is being computed from cohomological degree i = 2 (see [LS14b, Corollary
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η21 =
m
α9
m′
α9
∂C(α28) :
α21 α21
α21 α21
>
0
0
< >
Figure 6.10: Computation of the Steenrod square from the final cancelled framed
flow category CFin.
4.4]). Consequently, this is also the same stable homotopy type of the pretzel link
P (−2, 2, 2).
Finally, it should be noted that in [LS14b, Table 1], the stable homotopy type of
L6n1 is computed as Σ−2RP4/RP1, but this arises since Lipshitz-Sarkar are really
computing the Khovanov stable homotopy type of the mirror image of the pretzel
link P (2,−2,−2) = P¯ (−2, 2, 2). This provides evidence for the conjecture in [LS14a,
Conjecture 10.1] that Khovanov spectrum of the mirror image of a link is given by
the Spanier-Whitehead dual. In particular, the two truncated real projective spaces
are Spanier-Whitehead duals and we have the following.
Proposition 6.4.3 Let X ∨Kh denote the Spanier-Whitehead dual of the Khovanov
spectrum XKh. Then
XKh(P (2,−2,−2)) = XKh(P (−2, 2, 2))∨.
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